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Soviets break custom, televise launch 
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union 
launched two veteran cosmonauts yes- 
terday on the first manned space mis- 
sion since the Challenger disaster at 
Cape Canaveral, sending them to work 
aboard a new orbiting lab. 
State television broke with custom 
and provided live coverage of the Soyuz 
T-1S blasting off from the Baikonur 
Cosmodrome in Soviet central Asia at 
3:33 p.m. Moscow time (7:33 a.m. 
EST). U.S. television networks also 
broadcast the launch live. 
The first live coverage of an all-Soviet 
mission showed the red and white craft 
streaking into slightly overcast skies 
above the space center in Kazakhstan. 
It carried commander Leonid Kizim 
and engineer Vladimir Solovev to a 
rendezvous with the new orbiting sta- 
tion named Mir, which means Peace in 
Russian. 
Tass, the official Soviet news agency, 
said the docking would occur in two 
days. The Mir was launched unmanned 
from Baikonur on Feb. 20. 
REPORTING THE docking date was 
as unusual as televising the launch 
when it happened. Soviet officials have 
not explained the departure from cus- 
tomary practice. 
Soviet television was quick to show 
film of the Jan. 28 Challenger explosion, 
which took the lives of all seven astro- 
nauts aboard. 
It shocked many viewers and 
prompted some to question why a for- 
eign disaster was reported in detail at 
once while Soviet space launches, as 
well as major accidents and natural 
disasters, get scant coverage that 
usually is delayed. 
Whatever the Kremlin's purpose, the 
contrast between yesterday's success- 
ful launch and the Challenger tragedy 
was a way to illustrate the Soviet space 
program's achievements to audiences 
here and abroad. 
Marsha Smith, executive director of 
the U.S. National Commission on 
Space, said in Washington that the 
Soviets could be "trying to demonstrate 
that their space program is peaceful. 
That's why they named their space 
station 'Peace.' 
James Oberg, an American space 
engineer and author of several books on 
the Soviet space program, said in Hous- 
ton that the launch broadcast was part 
of a new "openness policy" with great 
propaganda benefits. 
"IT ALSO shows that they have a 
greater self-confidence in their pro- 
gram," he said. "It helps concentrate 
world attention on the benign part of 
their space program." 
The Soviet Union has insisted since 
the beginning that its work in space is 
intended only for peaceful purposes. 
Soviet viewers could hear Kizim and 
Solovev reporting back 50 seconds after 
their craft blasted skyward on a column 
of orange flame. 
Television monitored about four min- 
utes of radio conversation between Bai- 
konur ground control and the 
cosmonauts, who answered to the call 
signal Mayak (Beacon). 
Students start 
dating service 
100 people fill out surveys 
looking for romance, friends 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
Meeting new people is often a 
challenge and, to help ease the 
task, two University students 
have found an alternative to 
bars or parties. 
The new Friends for Friends 
Dating Service, started three 
weeks ago by Prout Hall resi- 
dents Michele Priest, sopho- 
more broadcast journalism 
major, and Sherry Sooy, sopho- 
more education major, provides 
another way for students to 
meet others, whether for 
friendship or romance. 
"I just thought everybody was 
so isolated. I thought ft would be 
a good idea if people would ex- 
pand to meet more people on 
campus," Priest said. 
To accomplish this goal, 
Priest and Sooy passed out 
about 400 surveys which asked 
participants to respond to Ques- 
tions such as a favorite setting 
for a date, tastes in music, char- 
acteristics they liked about a 
potential date as well as per- 
sonal questions about hair color 
or activities they enjoy. 
Through matching up similiar 
answers to these questions, in 
the 100 surveys received, stu- 
dents were paired into 50 cou- 
ples. 
Priest said she spent an entire 
weekend and at least one and 
one-half hours each night for the 
past couple weeks going through 
the surveys. 
SOOY SAID 99 percent of all 
the requests were accommo- 
dated. 
All types of people applied at 
the dating service including stu- 
dents who were just looking for a 
friend or looking for more than 
that, Priest said! 
"People are so involved in the 
rush of life and school that they 
don't take time out for other 
people." Sooy said. "People 
around campus take looks into 
consideration too much. By writ- 
ing letters, they would get a 
chance to interact without mak- 
ing value judgments or physical 
assessments. 
Each student had the option of 
corresponding with his or her 
match via campus mail for one 
week. After mat time, they 
could either terminate their 
relationship, continue writing or 
meet for dinner with the other 
couples. 
Students who responded to the 
survey also had the option of 
requesting a specific person so 
Priest and Sooy could attempt to 
arrange a date. 
Although the surveys were 
originally distributed in Prout 
Hall and Conklin, they were 
extended to other residence 
halls to increase the female re- 
sponse since more males partic- 
ipated in the original survey. 
"In the beginning, the male 
response was three guys to one 
girl," Priest said, adding the 
ratio gradually evened 
out. "Now we have at least one 
participant   in   every   dormi- 
Pilot killed in airplane crash 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Crash aftermath 
Pieces of the scattered airplane wreckage lay near a hole made by the Piper Aztec that crashed in a 
wooded area of the Oak Openings Metropark near Toledo Express Airport yesterday morning. 
Apparently, fog caused the pilot to miss his original destination and he went down about two miles 
short the airport, bouncing of trees until coming to a stop. 
SWANTON - Federal offi- 
cials are investigating the 
crash of a twin-engine private 
flane crash which killed a 
errysburg man early yes- 
terday morning. 
The plane, a Piper Aztec, 
crashed about two miles west 
of Toledo Express Airport in 
Oak Openings Metropark at 
5:10 a.m. 
The pilot, Jack Zody, 40, of 
PerrysDurg, was dead when a 
park ranger found the wreck- 
age at about 8 a.m. No pas- 
sengers were on board the 
six-passenger airplane. 
Zody was scheduled to land 
at Metcalf Field in northeast 
Wood County after starting 
from Cleveland Hopkins In- 
ternational Airport, said Joan 
Bower, administrative assis- 
tant with the Federal Avi- 
ation Administrations at 
Toledo Express. 
Bower said the pilot was 
given instrument directions 
to Toledo Express after he 
missed Metcalf, apparently 
because of fog. 
THE CONTROL tower lost 
radio and radar contact with 
the plane as the craft ap- 
proached the airport, she 
said. The plane went off the 
radar at Toledo Express 
about two miles from the air- 
port. 
Tom Duvendack, a Met- 
ropark ranger, found the 
plane one and three-fourths 
miles west of the airport. 
Debris found 100 yards west 
of the crash site suggests the 
6lane may have bounced off 
le top of some trees, Duven- 
dack said. 
A report from a navigation 
satellite initially placed the 
plane four miles southeast of 
O See Crash, page 3. 
Club attempts to minimize drunk driving 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
- A membership card is the 
ticket to free soft drinks, and it 
could keep drunk drivers off the 
road. 
Members of the "I'm Driving 
Club" will receive ID cards entf- 
tling them to free soft drinks as 
an alternative to alcohol at par- 
ticipating bars in Bowling 
Green, said Mike McGreevey, 
president of the Undergraduate 
Student Government. 
A member using his card must 
be driving at least two other 
people and may be required to 
register the names of the group 
at the bar, McGreevey said. 
The club will be holding a 
membership drive next week, 
McGreevey said. 
The initial registering of 
members will be this morning at 
11:30 in the Falcon's Nest. 
Mayor Bruce Bellard, Univer- 
sity President Paul Olscamp, 
members of USG, City Council, 
Faculrv Senate and community 
alcohol permit holders are ex- 
pected to sign, McGreevey said. 
"We're expecting strong par- 
ticipation because drunk driving 
is a major issue," McGreevey 
said. 
The club is a cooperative ef- 
fort of the citizens of Bowling 
Green and the students of the 
University, McGreevey said. 
The University is the first in 
the state to implement the club, 
McGreevey said, adding that he 
hopes membership will spread 
to all Ohio colleges. 
The program is being estab- 
lished in over 50 college commu- 
nities and cards are honored at 
participating bars and restau- 
rants throughout the United 
States and Canada, McGreevey 
said. 
" 'I'm Driving Club' members 
agree to support moderate and 
sensible consumption of alco- 
holic beverages, McGreevey 
said. 
Shuttle panel may prove disaster cause 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Presidential inves- 
tigators expect tests supervised by outside 
observers to prove within a month bow and 
why a booster rocket seal caused the space 
shuttle Challenger to explode. 
They expect to be able to finally rule out 
equipment other than the booster seal as the 
"probable cause" within a week or two, well 
ahead of the June 3 deadline for the panel's 
report. 
"If we need more time, we win ask, but 
there is no evidence now that we will need 
it." said a source close to the presidential 
Challenger commission. The report is cru- 
cial to resumption of space flights, because 
NASA wont begin changing hardware de- 
signs until it is in. 
The commission is bringing in an outside 
expert to supervise, because panel members 
are skeptical of tests conducted by NASA 
and its rocket contractor, Morton Thiokol, 
Inc., the source said. 
The boosters have been the chief suspect 
all along in the Jan. IS explosion that 
claimed seven lives. But one NASA official 
testified only last Friday that tests might 
take three months to firmly establish the 
boosters as the cause. 
THE SOURCE, who spoke on condition of 
anonymity, said the independent observer 
will Ukely be a quasi-government agency, 
such as the Federal Contract Research 
Center. 
The panel's insistence on Independent 
observers reflects its dismay over NASA's 
post-accident tests. 
Wanted man caught 
by local authorities 
by Mike Mclntyre 
managing editor 
Bowling Green police assisted yesterday in the arrest of a man 
charged with several felonies in Toledo. 
Bowling Green police and the Wood County Sheriff's Department 
were notified of a chase by Toledo police of a silver Corvette 
southbound on Interstate 75 late yesterday afternoon. 
According to Bowling Green police, the sheriffs department and 
Bowling Green police set up a roadblock on 1-75 north of Wooster 
Street using a tractor-trailer truck and police cruisers. 
The roadblock worked as the man, James Lee Bearinger, 43, of 
Lambertville, Mich., was apprehended on 1-75. 
Toledo Police Sgt. Jim Jones said police received a tip earlier that 
Bearinger, wanted by Toledo and Michigan police for a number of 
felonies, was in a parking lot on Secor Road in Toledo. Two officers 
approached the car and Bearinger allegedly backed into one officer 
and hit the other with the front of his car. Neither officer was 
seriously injured. 
Jones said one of the officers may have shot at the tires of the 
vehicle before beginning the chase. 
Bearinger was chased through Toledo and entered I-7S at the 
Talmadge Road exit. The chase reached excesses of 115 mph and 
lasted for 20 miles, police said. 
Perry sburg Township police and the Ohio State Highway Patrol 
See Chaae, page 3. 
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Making the switch 
If the drinking age in Ohio is raised to 21, many 
students may be upset, but at least the University 
will be prepared. 
The 'Transition 21 Committee" at the University 
is working now to make the possible switch run 
smoothly. 
We applaud this effort. 
Although it is not definite that the drinking age 
will be raised, State Representative Randy Gard- 
ner, R-Bowling Green, said it is likely the drinking 
age will be raised from 19 to 21 during next fall 
semester. 
We believe the University is exercising good 
foresight in forming the committee. 
It is obvious that problems, such as on-campus 
parties where alcohol is served, will have to be 
overcome if the law is changed. Rather than 
waiting for the problems to occur before acting, the 
committee is anticipating the problems and trying 
to develop policies that would avoid them. 
It appears the committee will have little diffi- 
culty determining problems that students and the 
University might encounter if the law is changed. 
That's because the committee is made up of a 
University representative, a student representa- 
tive and a representative from Greek Life. 
Brad Krider, vice president of USG and a mem- 
ber of the committee, said raising the drinking age 
could segregate upper and lower class students 
since most 21-year-olds are juniors or seniors. This 
does not have to be the case. 
The committee, in developing policy about offer- 
ing alcohol at some University-related events, 
should suggest that alcohol continue to be served. 
That way. upperclassmen and underclassmen 
can attend, but only those who are 21 or older can 
drink alcohol. 
We believe the committee also should suggest 
more University activities, such as concerts and 
dances, where alcohol is not served. 
It is always best to solve problems before they 
occur instead of suffering through the conse- 
quences. Fortunately, the University, by creating 
the committee, has proven that it realizes those 
consequences. 
Not exactly little cat feet 
by Gregg Richardson 
Spring, or something wearing 
her clothes, arrived in Bowling 
Green Sunday afternoon. 
She isn't actually due to start 
work for another two weeks, but 
usually she arrives about March 
1 to get settled in, walk around, 
get a sense of the place and draw 
inspiration for her work, rather 
like the artist Christo, who 
wraps coastlines in fabric arid 
that sort of thing. 
March always brings a sort of 
apprehensive tingle, even on the 
coldest, wettest days, just be- 
cause she is here. 
She was a week or more late 
this year and we hadn't heard 
anything from her, so when we 
finally got her cable Sunday, a 
tiny group of her fans gathered 
outside of Bowling Green's deso- 
late little one-room Greyhound 
bus station to wait. We were 
haggard and glum, as people 
tend to be when they have lived 
too long with a boorish and in- 
sensitive guest, which we had. 
Winter had stayed too long 
and done too little. He blew in 
three weeks early last Decem- 
ber with a pretentious but rather 
insubstantial blizzard on the 
first day of Advent, surprising 
people who came out of evening 
worship services to find such 
trite and overworked devices as 
howling wind and blowing snow, 
without any sense of cohesion or 
depth of expression. 
After this rather tasteless 
overture, he just let the snow lie 
there under a cold overcast sky 
until after Christmas, when ft 
began to melt from sheer lack of 
attention. 
In the meantime, he sat 
around our living room for the 
entire month, suitcases open all 
Don't laugh, it's paid for 
by Ron Coulter 
Cars, cars, cars. 
Few things have obsessed the 20th Century 
Imagination the way cars have. Names like Fe- 
rarn, Rolls Royce and Porsche are legendary. 
They have an almost mystical association. 
Just think of a Rolls Royce. The first thing that 
comes to mind is megabucks. The Rolls Royce is 
an archetype of luxury and status. 
Porsches and Ferarris are associated with 
speed. Look inside a typical Porsche and you will 
see a fuzzbuster and a speedometer that goes over 
ISO mph - a rare sight in these gas-conscious 
times. Look under the nood and you'll find a mean- 
looking engine with a lot of chrome. Porsches and 
Ferarris appeal to the kind of person that likes to 
move fast. 
The car that I drive, on the other hand, is 
typically associated with a more slow-paced life- 
style. 
It is a 1974, four-door, green Plymouth Valiant 
with a white top and white interior. It has a 225 
cubic-inch, slant-six engine as its "powerhouse." 
Look inside a car like mine and you'll usually find 
a phone book on the driver's seat and a compass 
mounted on the dash instead of a fuzzbuster. 
Whenever my brother-in-law sees my car in 
front of his house, he thinks the local high school's 
1926 graduating class is having a reunion. 
If you can visualize my car in your mind, you 
can rightly suppose that it hasn't any pretensions 
of being a machine that a lead-footed speed demon 
would drive. 
And it isn't. When there is no one in the car with 
me to laugh at my cowardly civil obedience, I stay 
close to the speed limit. I have a clean driving 
record to back me up. 
Oh sure, in my younger days I used to like to 
"open 'er up and see what she would do," but not 
anymore. The old Valiant just isn't built for speed. 
Driving her over 70 mph, she rides about as 
smooth as the Mine Ride at Cedar Point. 
Besides, my reflexes aren't reliable enough to 
react to the unforseeable hazards of speeds 
greater than 65 mph. I am one of those people you 
see holding up traffic on Main Street while I try 
and try and try to parallel park. 
Driving at high speeds requires a combination 
of coordination, quick thinking and bravery that I 
simply don't have. My inability to handle highway 
driving situations becomes particularly acute 
when it comes to the most perilous of all driving 
manuevers: the pass. 
It is a predictable scenario: I'm clipping along 
at a reasonable 55 to 60 mph on a two-way 
highway. I look up from fumbling with the tape 
deck and find myself a few feet away from a car 
with a AAA sticker limping in the 45 to 50 mph 
range. Through the rear window of the car, I see a 
tuft of white hair sticking up above the driver's 
seat. 
I know the action that the situation calls for, but 
my first reaction is to rationalize. "I'm in no 
hurry," I say to myself, looking down the road. 
"Ill just follow this guy for a while. No point in 
taking any unnecessary risks." 
Then, after about a dozen cars pass me, I start 
to feel embarrassed. "I can get around this guy," 
I think. "It's easy: just build up speed, get in the 
other lane and keep accelerating until I get around 
the guy. No problem." 
I move to the left and look down the road 
uneasily. Down the road is a single, small spot, 
hardly recognizable as a car. It's now or never, I 
think with grim determination. 
Once I commit myself and move into the left 
lane, it is amazing how that oncoming car trans- 
forms. From the safety of the right hand lane, it 
appears as a tiny spot on the horizon. 
But once that thin yellow line is crossed, that 
faraway speck quickly becomes a perilous threat 
to life and limb. 
In those terrible few seconds in the passing lane. 
I have just enough time to regret every bad 
decision of my life, especially the decision that I 
could safely get around that slow-moving car. 
My breath quickens as I nearly push the accele- 
rator pedal through the floor. 
My neck is strained as my head swings back and 
forth, checking my position in relation to the 
oncoming car and the car next to me in the right 
hand lane. The car's bespectacled driver looks 
blankly ahead, completely ignorant of my plight. 
When the pass is complete and I have swerved 
back into my lane, I give my car a pat of thanks on 
the dashboard. She's no Ferarri, but she's faithful 
in some tight situations. 
Coulter, a junior journalism major from Rocky 
River, is a staff reporter for The News. 
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Editorial Editor 
The BG Newt 
211 West BaD 
over the floor, eating fruitcake, 
drinking hot buttered rum and 
watching TV. We picked up his 
underwear, whispered in the 
kitchen and kept expecting him 
to do something. 
When you accept a commis- 
sion to do a season, you take on 
quite a responsibility. Winter 
may look easy, but that's the 
secret of great art. There's a lot 
more to it than just snow and 
gray skies. 
There are the brilliant blue- 
white days when the incongruity 
of the piercing shriek of sunlight 
against the heavy silence of the 
snow upsets our easy belief in 
the clarity and distinction of our 
own Philistine prejudices. 
There are those nights in 
which deep space seems to come 
to earth and steal our bodies, 
leaving us, like Rilke, "not quite 
so dare as the house that is 
silent, not quite so surely conjur- 
ing the eternal as that which 
turns to star each night and 
rises." 
Winter is admittedly not for 
everybody. 
It can be as austere and re- 
served as a chamber piece by 
Webern or as raucous and disso- 
nant as a symphony by Charles 
Ives, but it's never Top 40. It is, 
at its best, profound. 
That is why we were so discon- 
certed when, throughout Jan- 
uary and February, Winter 
began spending most of his days 
at the Broken Boot, drinking 
beer, smoking cigarettes and 
leering at women. 
Every week or so, as the 
grimy snow began to melt, be 
would rouse his great bulk from 
the table, wheezing and cough- 
ing up phlegm and lumber out 
into the streets to fling out a 
carelessly prepared mix of 
snow, ice and sleet in grubby 
handfuls, before disappearing 
back into the darkness of the 
tavern. 
Every night be thumped and 
bumped back in at 1 or 2 a.m., 
heaved himself down on our 
couch, and snored loudly until 
10:30 the next morning. 
By the middle of February our 
hospitality had begun to wear 
thin and we started dropping 
hints that he was no longer wel- 
come: we stopped shoveling our 
walk, we quit building snow- 
people and going sledding. No 
more hot chocolate or home- 
made cream of tomato soup. 
Winter was oblivious. He stayed 
on through the first week of 
March and into the second. 
Suddenly, Sunday morning, he 
was gone. A little surprised, but 
hopeful, we stood outside the bus 
station, waiting for our first 
glimpse of Spring: La Donna 
Primavera. 
Something seemed odd the 
moment she stepped off the bus. 
La Donna seemed, well, heavier 
than I had remembered. Her 
voice was strange, kind of a low 
falsetto. Beneath her ill-fitting 
skirt protruded two hairy legs. 
And why was she wearing that 
plastic nose and glasses? 
She was seen around town 
several times Sunday. One 
friend reported seeing her turn 
around to stare at young women 
as they jogged past in athletic 
shorts. Ana a large figure with 
hairy legs was seen entering the 
Broken Boot early Monday eve- 
Ve have had a couple of pleas- 
ant days now. Kind of dull and 
gray, but nice. But this morning, 
when I got up to come to work, 
my couch was warm and reeked 
of beer. 
Richardson is a reference li- 
brarian at the University's Sci- 
ence Library. 
PAJNT1NG SWIPES ON S1KFS R>R THE UGAHY 9UID. SAID DfctUSGAMP, 
WOULD PEFACB TtiE BUILUH6S. 
A kiss o' the Blarney Stone 
by Nancy Erikson 
Although I consider myself an American, I can't 
help remembering my heritage around this time 
of year. 
I'm talking about my many relatives and ances- 
tors from Ireland. The time of year, of course, is 
St. Patrick's Day. 
Even when I little, I was fascinated by the 
Emerald Isle. My mother used to tell me how 
Great-Grandma Catherine was chased all around 
County Cork by Banchees. Banchees, she used to 
tell me, are wicked little goblins that put terrible 
spells on anyone they can catch. 
Don't worry, Grandma Catherine ended up all 
right, but a Banchee pulled her hair. 
Well, I'm a little older now, and even though I 
don't want to call my great-grandma a liar, ghosts 
and goblins don't scare me anymore, especially if 
they are only three feet high. 
Most stories told about immigration to America 
from Ireland have to do with the great potato 
famine. My family's story is a little different. 
My grandfather John CVCallahan was what they 
call a "typical mic." That means he had some- 
what of an uncontrollable temper. Well, he be- 
came angry with a man one day and did what he 
thought a very justifiable thing to do with his 
antagonist. He hanged him, plain and simple. 
Now, the authorities did not quite agree with 
Grandpa's judicial system and tried to arrest him. 
Grandpa was just a bit too quick for them, 
though. He hopped on a boat to America with the 
potato famine victims, landed in Boston, moved to 
Philadelphia and dropped the "O" from his name. 
They never caught him and my family has been 
there ever since. 
When you look at Ireland on the globe, you can't 
help noticing that it is one of the smallest and most 
remote countries in the world, but is probably one 
of the most talked-about. 
I don't consider myself a history expert, but it 
seems to me that ever since the Irish discovered 
they had neighbors across the Irish Sea, they have 
never stopped bothering them. The Irish have 
always found something to fight the British about. 
All through history, they rebelled against the 
rest of Great Britain: the Scots, the Welsh, and 
especially the English. The Irish have fought 
mostly for their independence, and that fight still 
goes on today. Although it is an ugly war, I can't 
help but admire my relatives of Eire. 
Ireland sort of represents the rebelliousness of 
youth to me. The country is like the "black sheep" 
of the British Isles. 
Not only are the Irish remembered for their 
legends and wars, they have given the world some 
pretty interesting celebreties. 
John Swift, an Irish essayist from the 16th 
century, wrote an essay called "A Modest Propo- 
sal." There was poverty in Ireland and Swift's 
helped shed some light on a problem the 
' i chose to ignore. 
j with writers, Ireland has put forth some 
musicians as well, like U2. Their music, while 
political, is also quite enjoyable, because you 
don't have to understand the message when you 
want to sing along. 
And I can't forget the most famous person to 
come out of the Emerald Isle, St. Patrick. 
One of my favorite stories about St. Pat is the 
one where he drove all of the snakes out of Ireland. 
You know how the Irish like to exaggerate. 
But, you have got to hand it to him, tall tales or 
not, Old Saint Pat did know how to get a day 
named after him. 
Which brings me to the most important contri- 
bution Ireland has made to the world, St. Patrick's 
Day. 
St. Patrick's Day has traditionally been only for 
the Irish, but even if you're not Irish you can join 
in on the fun. All you have to do is wear green and 
drink beer-presto you're Irish. Everybody's 
Irish on St. Patrick's Day, and they're having a 
good time. That beats the dangers of the 4th of 
July or the hustle and bustle of Christmas. 
While the Irish may be a little too fond of their 
beer and sometimes act like a nation of vigilantes, 
they do give a lot to the rest of us: fairytales, 
" gends, writers, musicians, Saints and best of all, 
STU 
The spirit of luck, of unity, of peace, of deep 
faith in God. The spirit of forgetting all your 
troubles and celebrating the fact that no matter 
bow poor you are you have always got your 
friends. The spirit of just celebrating life. 
The spirit ofSt. Patrick's Day. 
Erikson, a freshman pre-]ournalism major 
from Burton, Is a reporter for The News. 
by Walt Emerine 
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Tutors branch out 
to residence halls 
by Julie Wallace 
reporter 
Students having trouble In 
computer, mathematics and 
life sciences have help avail- 
able within walking distance 
of their dorm rooms. 
The Academic Enhance- 
ment Department, Residence 
Life and the mathematics de- 
partment have again orga- 
nized free tutoring and help 
sessions within residence 
halls. 
Sessions are available in 
biology, chemistry, computer 
science and mathematics. 
Joan Morgan, director of 
academic enhancement and 
pre-major advising, said the 
service has been expanded 
this year due to the popularity 
of past services. 
•
TIn the —» 
sions in mathematics had 
been offered and received a 
positive response. This year 
we are able to offer other 
subjects as well," she said. 
The sessions run Monday 
through Thursday and begin 
at 6 p.m. in Harshman, 
Kreischer, McDonald East 
and Founders residence 
halls. Sessions are also held 
in the Commuter Center lo- 
cated in the basement of Mo- 
seleyHall. 
KAY COFFMAN, freshman 
undecided major, said the 
sessions are helpful for gain- 
ing further understanding of 
material covered in class. 
"The mathmatics sessions 
are really helpful," she said. 
"For instance, if you don't 
understand a whole section, 
the tutor will take the time 
and go over everything step- 
by-step, something the pro- 
fessors obviously cannot do." 
Morgan said positions for 
tutors were posted in Student 
Services and through the Uni- 
versity Honors Program. In- 
dividual colleges were also 
asked for recommendations 
of students who met the aca- 
demic requirements. The 
Academic Enhancement Pro- 
gram reviewed the applica- 
tions and made the selections. 
Morgan said tutoring or 
help sessions can be adapted 
to the student. 
"A student who contacts 
our department for assis- 
tance may be handled in a 
variety of different ways. Dif- 
ferent students have different 
needs, so the referrals we 
make are based on these 
needs," Morgan said. 
Most departments have 
lists of student tutors avail- 
able for their subjects and 
several honoraries and i 
nizations such as Beta < 
Psi. Omicron Delta Ep«.v.. 
ana the Biology Honorary of- 
fer tutoring services Morgan 
said. In some cases there is a 
charge for the services. 
Cheerleaders place 3rd in competition 
byHalWUton 
reporter 
With nearly 100 hours of practice under 
their belts, the University cheerleading 
squad went into the Mid-American Confer- 
ence Cheerleading Championships last 
weekend. 
And all the hours of stretching, tumbling 
and balancing since December paid off as 
the squad earned a third place out of eight 
MAC teams, in the second annual event. The 
event was held in conjunction with the 
conference's post-season basketball tourna- 
ment in Rockford, 111. 
Second-year cheerleader Stephanie Cor- 
rado, junior sports management major, said 
competing in the event was demanding. 
"It was a hectic pace, with a six-hour 
drive there and back, but we had fun." 
Con-ado said. "It was a great experience." 
EACH TEAM performed four-minute rou- 
tines in front of three judges. 
Squad captain Wiley Blevins. Junior el- 
ementary education major, said Ball State 
came in first, Kent State second. Bowling 
Green missed second place by only five 
points. 
"There was a big drop between third and 
fourth places," Blevins said. "Ball State was 
favored to win; they're rated 13th or 14th in 
the nation." 
Week to focus on foreign policy 
by SheBy Truaty 
staH reporter 
The Social Justice Committee 
is sponsoring several local 
events to celebrate national Cen- 
tral American Week beginning 
Monday. 
Brian Szittai, a member of 
Social Justice Committee, said 
the group hopes to raise the 
consciousness of the University 
students to the problems in Cen- 
tral America. 
"Our primary focus will be on 
Nicaragua because of President 
Reagan's recent request for 
more money in order to fund the 
contras in the continuing war 
against the Sandinista govern- 
ment," Szittai said. "There is a 
lot of opposition in this country 
and around the world for U.S. 
support of the contras because 
of documented human rights 
abuses." 
HE SAID a lot of this opposi- 
tion stems from the lack of U.S. 
support of the Contadora Peace 
Initiative. In addition, the U.S. 
position on Central America is 
politically damaging, he said. 
"Over 6,000 people have died 
since 1960 as a result of the 
contra war. Eight of our allies in 
Latin America have publicly 
asked President Reagan to back 
the Contadora Peace Initiative. 
All of the countries in the Euro- 
Ean economic community have 
eked the Contadora and have 
asked the United States to follow 
as well," Szittai said. 
The initiative calls for a diplo- 
matic settlement to unrest in 
Central America. Among other 
objectives, the initiative calls 
for a treaty between Guatemala, 
El Salvador, Honduras, Nicara- 
gua and Costa Rica to end exter- 
nal support for insurgent 
movements and expelling all 
foreign military advisers, Szit- 
tai said. 
DURING THE week's events, 
two speakers will hold presenta- 
tions on Central America. 
Paul Tierny, chairman of the 
Toledo Area Committee on Cen- 
tral America will present "Nica- 
ragua: Sandinistas, Contras and 
the U.S." Monday at 7:30 p.m. in 
204 Moseley. 
Tuesday, Marcena Kudlinski, 
a representative of Deliverance 
will speak on' 'Central America: 
Who is that knocking on our 
back door?" Deliverance is an 
organization in central Ohio 
working to help Central Ameri- 
cans find political asylum in 
Canada. 
Szittai said less than 1 percent 
of Guatemalan refugees and less 
than 3 percent of Salvadorian 
refugees who request political 
asylum are accepted into the 
United States. 
Wednesday night, "Under 
Fire," a movie about American journalists covering the Sanda- 
nista revolution will be shown at 
7:30 p.m. in 222 Math Science. 
There will also be an exhibit of 
"crosses of sorrow and hope" in 
the University Union Oval 
Wednesday. The crosses will 
represent those killed In Central 
America, Szittai said. 
Chase 
D Continued from page 1. 
also assisted in the chase. 
Bearinger was taken back 
to Toledo where he is now in 
custody, Jones said. 
Bearinger has been cited 
with a number of traffic viola- 
tions Involved in the chase, 
Jones said, and said he has 
been charged with felonious 
assault on a police officer, a 
first degree felony. Bearinger 
is also being held on capius 
warrants of felonious assault, 
kidnapping and aggravated 
trafficking in drugs. 
Jones said Bearinger had 
previously served a prison 
sentence for manslaughter 
when be killed someone with 
his car. 
Crash 
a Continued from page 1. 
where the wreckage was 
found, he said. The local 
search began about 6:15a.m., 
although the Ohio State High- 
way Patrol had begun sooner. 
The official cause of the 
crash is still being investi- 
gated by the National Trans- 
portation Safety Board. 
Large 11tem Pizza 
$4.95 
DELIVERY 
352-3551 expires 4/1/86 352-3551 
JOURNALISM 300 
March 21 is the deadline to apply 
for Journalism 300 for summer or 
fall semesters. Admission forms 
are in Room 302 of West Hall. 
Purchase any 12" or 16" 
Superb cheese pizza only.. 
$il99 4 
Additional ltam»$l~ 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
ZJne Ljraduate Student Senate  C71 
lAniver&ilu f-^iacentent *3< m ^jervices 
present: 
Graduate Student 
Job Search 
Workshop 
Saturday, March 15th 1-3:00 p.m. 
Assembly Room 2nd floor, McFall 
PLEASE COME PREPARED TO ASK SPECIFIC 
QUESTIONS ON INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES & 
JOB SEARCHES IN BUSINESS, GOVERNMENT & 
EDUCATION. 
and the College of Musical Arts 
Jazz Week 
present 
SPYRO GYRA 
April 12, 1986 
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU Student Tickets (with valid ID) $7, $9, $12 
General Admission — $9, $11, $14 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. for the respective show. 
Kobacker Box Office open — March 17-21, 10:30 o.m.-4:30 p.m. 
closed during Spring Break — March 24-28 
reopens March 31, 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. weekdays 
Box Office phone number — 372-8171 
invites you to redeem your Spyro Gyra ticket for a 
HI * Wf    1 ° % discount on your Aspen tab the night of the 
' show. 
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Marcos' millions uncovered 
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - 
A sovci iuitci it ccounlsuofi has 
discovered that ousted Presi- 
dent Ferdinand Marcos hid »800 
million in a Swias bank account, 
a major step toward locating up 
to $18 billion be allegedly spir- 
ited out of the Philippines, an 
official said yesterday. 
President Coraxon Aquino, 
meanwhile, ordered Philippine 
banks to freeze all assets held by 
Marcos, his wife, Imelda, and 31 
of his associates. 
Ramon Dial of the new Com- 
mission on Good Government 
announced the discovery of the 
Swiss bank account yesterday 
but refused to provide details or 
say bow the commission learned 
of its existence. 
Commission head Jovito Sa- 
:|: Guys and Gals I 
*§    Spring into your Spring    |P 
t§   vacation with a new look.   1 
longa has estimated that Marcos 
and his associates illegally di- 
verted SS billion to $10 billion in 
national assets to overseas ac- 
counts and investments. 
Raul Data, also a commission 
official, told a news conference 
that the Aquino government is 
"optimistic and hopeful" it will 
regain any wealth Marcos in- 
vested illegally in the United 
States "In line with pronounce- 
ments previously made by the 
United States that they will co- 
operate with the Philippine gov- 
ernment" 
SALONGA BEGAN a llWay 
visit to the United States Wed- 
nesday. He plans to collect evi- 
dence of Marcos' holdings, 
consult U.S. legal experts on 
ways to regain the funds and 
meet with with State Depart- 
ment officials, Daza said. 
Marcos allegedly bought prop- 
erty in New York City and Long 
Island. 
Meanwhile, seven Roman 
Catholic nuns set out yesterday 
for a southeastern island in an 
effort to convince communist 
rebels to accept Aquino's cease- 
fire offer and surrender. 
The nuns from the Missionary 
Sisters of the Sacred Heart flew 
to Samar Island, about 300 miles 
from the capital. They plan to 
loin 10 other nuns in the Samar 
« hinterlands, a sanctuary of the 
communist New Peoples' Army, 
one of the nuns said before 
boarding a military transport- 
plane. 
The religious order has en- 
tered rebel territory for eight 
years in a continuing effort to 
bring about a surrender. 
At about the time the nuns left 
Manila, {guerrillas on the neigh- 
boring island of Negros am- 
bushed a private Jeep, killing a 
12-year-old boy and his compan- 
ion, the military said. Six other 
people were injured, 
our student body,"  said 
A survivor told reporters the 
guerrillas apologized when they 
learned there were no soldiers 
aboard the jeep. 
The rebels so far have not 
responded to Aquino's offer of a 
six-month cease-fire and nego- 
tiations for a surrender and am- 
nesty. 
I Perm Special for Spring •25." 
includes cut and style 
Call 352-4810 for 
an appt. today 
Hotel Hairstyling 
117 &■*  
SELF-SERVICE 
COPIES 
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32S E   Wooaur 
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SPECIAL 
Fro* 
Delivery 
Open 4 p.m. 
$6.50 16 in. One Item Pizza 
nfe^ 
Additional Hams 11.00 M. 
Chicago Sty I* |*tra 
 ONI COUPON Pfl PIZZA • 
to's 
give you more! 
352-5166 
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News Briefs 
English firm to buy glass company 
TOLEDO (AP)-Libbey- 
Owens-Ford Co. will give up 
its name and rights to trade- 
marks under an agreement to 
sen its glass division to Pil- 
Ungton Brothers of England, 
officials said. 
The $353 million agreement 
gives Pilkington the LOF 
name, rights to trademarks, 
the company headquarters 
and about 6,700 LOF employ- 
ees, said David Wood, Pil- 
kington spokesman. 
Libbey-Owens-Ford will 
choose a new name and will 
"probably move out of Toledo 
over a period of time." LOF 
spokesman Warren Bimblick 
said. 
Rumors could tarnish Ivy image 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. 
(AP) -Reports of prostitution 
allegedly involving Brown 
University students could un- 
fairly tarnish the Ivy League 
school's image, administra- 
tors said yesterday. 
"We certainly have been 
the butt of a lot of very bad 
Jokes and unwarranted con- 
clusions about the morals of 
Robert Reichley, vice presi- 
dent for university relations. 
Reichley said be and other 
Brown officials were "very 
angry" at what the university 
considers "undue, unfair and 
unwarranted emphasis on 
Brown" by the media and 
Providence police. 
Diocese seeks end to bingo ads 
CLEVELAND (AP)-The 
Roman Catholic Diocese of 
Cleveland, citing an image 
problem, wants schools and 
churches to stop advertising 
their bingo games in newspa- 
pers. 
In a letter sent to diocesan 
organizations, Bishop An- 
thony  PiUa  indicated that 
they should stop the advertis- 
ing. The letter, dated March 
3, establishes a new policy, 
said the Rev. John Wright, 
diocese financial and legal 
secretary. 
"What has been asked is 
that there would be no more 
advertising of games (and) 
casino nights," Wright said. 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Comer of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES. 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
•Got hoof, hot water and cooking 
Included. Tenant pay* electric only 
(small monthly electric Ml) 
•Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
'
cast dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
*ln house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2   Sat 
CHERRYWOOD 
HEALTH SPA & TANNING CENTER 
8th & High Sts. 352-9378 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
MENU 
PHONE 
352-8391 
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GRAND 
OPENING 
FRI.&SAT.    MARCH 14 & 15 
OPEN 10 a.m. 'til 3a.m. BOTH DAYS 
109 North Main    Bowling Green 
BUY0NEGET0NE 
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or las rah* 
(Not valid with any 
other offer I 
OMMwaaanatniicuaToiii 
Free Door Prizes 
Free Sob Coupons 
ft More! 
DRAWING ON SAT., MARCS IS 
12 NOON - 3 P.M. 
-iftBtbtiraeattgito- 
Dix Jockeys from WRQN 
93.5 FMRadio will be promt 
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«MNuno 
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MAIN 
good only March 14 & 15 
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good only March 14 k 15 
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Get a head start on 
your spring break tan! 
Special 
8 visits / $25 
plus one free w/ coupon 
 Coupon —y 
One FREE Tanning Session 
& one FREE visit to Health 
Spa with coupon 
Limit 1 per customer 
Expires 3/31/86 
Hours: Mon-Fri. 9 a.m.-lO p.m. 
Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sun. 1 p.m.-9 p.m. 
St. Patrick's 
Day Sale! 
• 
20 to 50% off 
Selected Merchandise 
Monday, March 17 
"The Little Shop"    ^ 
Mf%        University Union        A^^ 
M^      8-4:45      M — Fri.      JW 
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Duke, 
Jackets 
struggle 
Top-ranked Duke and No. 6 
Georgia Tech had surprising 
battles yesterday as both fought 
their way to victory in the open- 
ing round of the NCAA basket- 
ball tournament. 
Duke needed 27 points Johnny 
Dawkins, including 20 in the 
second half, to come from be- 
hind after the intermission and 
defeat little-known Mississippi 
Valley State 85-78, while Georgia 
Tech beat back unexpectedly 
tough Marist 68-53. 
"I knew we would present 
Duke with some defensive prob- 
lems," MVSU coach Lafayette 
Stribling. "You (the media) 
thought we were iust a little 
team that got here by luck." 
In other early games yester- 
day, Temple defeated Jackson- 
ville 61-50 in overtime and 
Louisville stopped Drexel 93-73. 
The Duke Blue Devils, now 33- 
3, were down by seven points on 
two occasions, the last time at 
44-37 early in the second half of 
the East Regional game. 
Mark Price scored 20 points as 
Georgia Tech, 26-6, used a 124 
spurt over a four-minute span in 
the second half to pull away 
from Marist, 19-12, in the South- 
east Regional.. Marist took a 40- 
37 lead over Tech early in the 
second half before the Region- 
al's top-seeded team made its 
run. 
BG's Valencik, Pfeifer 
ready to take their dive 
by Malt Wlnkeljohn 
sports reporter 
Many people would flip 
watching Carolyn Valencik 
and Mary Pfeifer do their 
thing. In fact, they flip over 
themselves. 
Valencik, a senior from 
Brook Park, and Pfeifer, a 
sophomore from Mokena, 111., 
are divers at Bowling Green. 
This weekend, they will be 
competing against as many 
as three dozen divers from 
schools around the midwest 
in the District Four diving 
championships at Ohio State 
University. 
The top four places in both 
the one and three-meter com- 
petitions will advance to the 
women's NCAA swimming 
and diving championships 
next week at the University of 
Arkansas in Fayetteville. 
Last year, Pfeifer, who has 
been diving since ninth grade, 
finished fifth in the low-board 
qualifiers after winning the 
MAC title in the same event. 
And Valencik won the MAC 
high-board title. 
This year, Pfeifer was 
named Mid-American Con- 
ference, Diver of the Year, 
after winning both the high 
and low-board MAC titles. 
Diving coach Reagan Minser 
said both ladies have a 
chance to do well. 
"MARY HAS a good shot at 
rilifying in the one-meter; 
barely missed last year. I 
think it was by two-tenths of a 
point," the former Falcon 
diver said. "And Carolyn's 
best chance will be in the 
three-meter, but it will be 
tougher this year because 
there are more girls." 
The Big 10 will be sending 
all its divers this year be- 
cause the Conference did not 
receive any automatic qual- 
ifiers. Each year, the bigger 
conferences (such as the Big 
10, Pacif ic-10 and South East- 
ern Conference) are given a 
certain number of automatic 
entries based on the perfor- 
mance of the previous year's 
entrants, Minser said. 
Last year, Big 10 divers did 
not do well enough to earn 
any automatic bids. There- 
fore, all girls in District Four 
must qualify through this 
weekend's championships, he 
said. 
"It will be tougher this 
year, but my goal is still to 
make it (qualify) in the one- 
meter," Pfeifer said. 
The key to success may be 
relaxing. 
"I THINK I worried too 
much in the MAC this year 
and it probably hurt in the 
long run," Valencik said. 
"This weekend, I'm iust 
going to take it easy and dive 
my own meet." 
Pfeifer holds the MAC point 
records in both the one and 
three-meter events. Her top 
score in the low-board is 439 
while her best in the high- 
board is 432, Minser said. 
Valencik's bests are 413 in the 
three and 422 in the one-me- 
ter, the first year coach said.. 
Before the NCAA took over 
women's swimming and div- 
ing during 1981-82, the Asso- 
ciation of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women held na- 
tional championships. During 
the 1978-79 season, Mary Jane 
Harrison placed 28th in those 
nationals, becoming the only 
BG woman diver to place in a 
national competition. 
No BG woman diver has 
ever qualified through the 
eight-district process. 
Valencik and Pfeifer hope 
to change that this weekend. 
Daffodil Days! _   m Today is the last day to order Daffodils — 
~ & help cancer research. Call 372-2076. " 
DAILY CROeSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Datum 
5 Civet of 
Madagascar 
10 Scandinavian 
now* 
14 Acting award 
15 Group charac 
tartatlci 
16 Straight horned 
buffalo 
17 Vint the mam 
drag's show 
places 
20 Marshal at 
Waterloo 
21 Yemen port 
22 Twining plants 
23 Sooner's alter 
native 
25 Part of the rural 
scene 
26 Croaker 
28 Was tedious 
29 Fuel 
32 Adamant 
33 Causeadls 
turbane* 
35 Expressions of 
awe 
36 Subfect of a 
Keats poem 
37 Baseballs 
Sparky 
38 In flight, so to 
speak 
41 Twit 
42 Faulty: Prefix 
43 Oculist's con 
earn 
44 Campus cash 
keeper 
45 Wings, to an 
architect 
46 Sri  
47 Cherished 
50 Bulrush 
51 Floral greeting 
54 Be dissolute in 
youth 
57 Flock females 
56 Pee Wee 
59 Trustworthy 
60 Diana's sister- 
in-law 
61 Adjective for 
Georgia 
Brown" 
62 Steinbeck 
character 
DOWN 
1 Warm dry wind 
2 He went with 
Rote 
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffr 
33 Tourist attrac 
H0M 
34 Court figure 
39 Actress 
Burstyn 
40 Shipyard 
people 
41 Adjusted a 
pitch 
44 Suzanne 
Farreii's forte 
3 Urban iiiumina 
iron 
4 Asian celebra- 
tion 
5 Aviary snack 
bar 
6 Alternate 
7 Ascend 
8 Waterlog 
9 Squared 
building stones 
10 Land of the 
Rising Sun 
11 In the future 
12 Ecclesiastical 
court 
13 Maiden 
18 Detested 
19 No 1 
24 imitative 
25 Metallic sound 
26 Nuptials prin- 
cipal 
27 USSR river to 
the Black Sea 
28 Puts on guard 
29 Euphoric, 
in • way 
30  Cralg. 
Firth of Clyde 
island 
31 Becontemp 
tuous 
45 Uneven 
46 Actress Ralner 
47 Cruising 
48 Coat of a sort 
49 Author Wlster 
50 Aviary sound 
52 Small case 
53 Perceptive 
phrase 
55 Baste 
56 Ear: Prefix 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
1*1« *"fM" I—~ S<m*n» 
Don't get lost in the crowd this 
Spring Break, hike the: 
APPALACHIAN TRAIL 
$125 per person 
includes: 
equipment 
transportation 
food (except lunches} 
There are still a few spots open. Sign 
up between 8 a.m. — 5 p.m. in the 
UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union. $50 
non-refundable deposit must accom- 
pany sign-up. SIGN UP TODAY!!! 
♦i ♦ : ♦ i 
♦i ♦i ♦= ♦: ♦: ♦= ♦ ♦ ♦: ♦: ♦: 
♦f ♦; ♦; ♦; ♦; ♦; ♦:. 
The BGSU Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
EDITORS 
of 
Fall Semester 1986 
1987 Yearbook 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
The BG News 
The KEY 
Gavel 
Obsidian 
Miscellany 
Thru Friday, April 4, 5 p.m. 
Applications available at 214 West Hall 
l\Q WH, MBS <* foke 
^/.#7 
ftSHV CHIPS % Cbke 
^2.^ 
OPEN 
EASTER 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations ♦> 
* Palmer Avenue 
"South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
* Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintenance 
* Swimming Pools 
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
Classifieds BG News/March 14,1986 6 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
ACADEMIC YEAR IN FRANCE ORIENTATION 
MEETING SUNDAY MARCH 16. 3 00 PM 
830 E WOOSTER 
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Formel Meeting Tuee . March 16 at 7 30 pm In 
116 Education  Speaker la Mr  Mlchaal Dye 
from Diamond Shamrock 
Saa you mare' 
BEGINNING WITH REGISTRATION FOR FALL 
SEMESTER 1986 STUDENTS' ADVANCE 
REGISTRATION REQUESTS WILL BE LIMITED 
TO 18 CREDIT HOURS STUDENTS WISHING 
TO EXCEED 18 HOURS MUST ADO THE EX- 
CESS HOURS DURING OPEN 
REGISTRATION 
French Feelfvel Urn with Engesh subtniee 
Pautna ■! the Beach Fit. March 14. 7:30 
p m Glah Thaatar Free 
Soccer Office* Headed Pick-up relarral at 
Student Employmant by Monday, March 17. 
Mual attend dnic. March 17. 7 30-10 30 pm 
Sport Management and Recreation majors m- 
taraalad in enroing lor practttuma In University 
mammals lor Summer 1986 must apply by Fri- 
day. AprH 4 to the IM Office  106 Rec Canter 
IOURS FRANCE SUMMER STUDY GROUP 
ORIENTATION MEETING SATURDAY. 
MARCH IS 2 00 PM 830 E WOOSTER 
CC-OPCLUB 
The next meermg ot the Coop Club wi be Mon- 
day. March 17th The meeting place Is 203 
Hayes Hal at 7 30 p m topic ol discussion la 
'How   to   Use   Spring   Break   For   Your 
Advantage 
FREE TUTORINO SERVICES AVAILABLE 
Alpha Lambda Delta is again offering its Free 
tutoring service m just about any subtect to the 
students ot BowVng Green. Need help In a 
class? Contact Mike Hoffman at 2-4775 or 
Karen Kyle at 
2-8240 
LOST A FOUND 
ATTENTION ALL TOMS 
I lound your ID bracelet m our back yard on 536 
E Wooeter. next to Mark's I have one ques- 
tion? What were you doing in our back yard? II 
you want to claim, call and describe 
353-6104 
LOST 24 ' gold Cham and medium-sued gold 
cross Lost in Iron! of Rodgers Quad on 
weekend of Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental 
•slue! REWARD Call 352-4319 
RIDES 
1 or 2 ndes needed to Ft Lauderdale Miami 
area We* help with all expenses Cal Dave or 
Luke at 353 0522 
Ride needed lo Columbus area Evening ol 
Wednesday March 19 or Thursday morning 
March 20 Will help with expenses Cal Scott 
372 5880 A) 
Rides Available 
Cleveland Aiea 
Spring Break 
Cal 352 2497 Evemngs 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Have your specie! event video taped Dale par- 
Ma. lormals. weddings etc Cal 353-1609 or 
352-6429 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
teal Obiective mfo Cal now 354 HOPE 
(46731 Hrs M. Th 12 noon-8pm TW 10 
am-2pm. Sat  12 noon 2pm 
LOSE WEIGHT AND FEEL GREAT FOR 
SPRING BREAK 
There's St* hme to lose thai extra 10 fcs  100% 
Money Back Guarantee 
Hunyi Cal 3530143 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE 
S135 MILLION--n hnacial aid went unused laat 
year. Freshmen. Sophomores, ongoing 
graduate students, lor help caahing in on those 
funds cal Academic Data Services tol tree 
t-600-544-1574. t .tension 839. or write 
PO Box 16463. Chattanooga. TN 37416 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Teat 
Morning Aflat Treatment 
Canter lor Choice 
161 N Michigan 
Toledo. Ohio 
14191255-7769 
PERSONALS 
•••OAVE"" 
Add thai weekend to the long and conlmuing Hal 
of great hmes together Only 3 more days left? 
I LOVE YOU AH   COME ON GUESS WHO? 
•'BGSU TRIVIA GAME SALE" 
ONLY $9.99 NOW THRU FRI  MARCH 14 IN 
MOSELEY HALL NEXT TO THE OCMB ROOM 
STOP BY FROM 9 30-3.30 TODAY' 
Applications are now beaig accepted for the 
1966-87 University Intramural Advlaory Board 
Appscstions are avaaabto In the IM Office, 108 
SRC. and are due by Noon. Wednesday March 
IS. 
Aa the weather breaks and exams draw 
near, atudylng eeeme Impoaaibla 
LIFE'S A BEACH 
ATOme; Bleat is here1 
Gat ready to party' 
ATTENTION PLEASE 
-SPOT' the fly has paaaad on 
Cards and letters can be sent lo OCMB 
1193 Viewing from 5-6 TODAY 616 Thuretm 
3 Spot, oh Spot, we hardty knew ye 
AXO JOLENE UUZ20 AXO 
CONGRATULATIONS ON MAKING THE BETA 
600  TEAM' SHOW THEM WHAT YOU'RE 
MADE OF- CAUSE YOU'RE THE KIT 
LOVE. JANENE 
AXO*. 
Coma ton Jed. Granny, Ele May. Jethro. and 
da ZBT's lor a loofelompin' tana In "HaMy 
THE GOOD OL BOYS FROM ZBT 
Corvjretulellona Jennifer Gursky 
Winner of Water Ski Club Raffle 
Thanks lo everyone who purchased Hcketa 
CONGRATULATONS   TO   THE   FOLLOWING 
PHI MUS FOR BEING SELECTED RHO Cms 
FOR FALL 
RUSH 86 
BETSY GARDNER 
MOLLY 3CHULLER 
TRACY PARKER 
susi wiuMms 
KRSTEN QaESCKE 
DASH RIPROCK 
WELL.. THAT WAS FUN' 
I LOVE YOOIII 
EUJEMAE 
Dava. 
I hope you're exerted for lias weekend Ware 
going to have an awesome time In Canada (I 
lust hope I can put up with thai stupid saying aa 
weekend | 
Love Always She 
DAVE. 
I LOVE YOU, TOO' 
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY 
DAWN EASTMAN 
(CALL 2-4193 AND WISH HER 
A "GOOD ONEi "I 
Evan whan we're apart, you an hold a special 
place m my heart. 
Love. Elaine 
Gal your Spring Break wardrobe at Jeans N 
Things. Spring and Summer fashions arriving 
darry Jeans N Thinga 631 Fadge 
Oh* 
Hay   Woman'   Gal   psyched   for   Friday 
l-eghtlLove. The Obnoxious Gigglers 
PS. Happy BVthdey'l 
GIVE YOUR SATURDAY TO SUNSHINE' 
REGISTER MBA. MATH-SCIENCE. 
OR UMV HALL RACE ON MARCH 15th 
SPONSORED BY CHI OMEGA 
Gregory. 
II waa by chance that we met. but look at the 
reeuka Happy 6 monthal I love you vary very 
much 
Lee Arm 
HEY ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'S LISA KEELER' 
KAYBEE the Panda says "Gel psyched for an 
aweeome ZBT generic "DATE PARTY" 
IM   MENS SOCCER AND COED BOWLING 
ENTRIES DUE WED MARCH 19 BY 4:00 PM 
AT 108 
REC CENTER 
If you are the type of atudent who would en|oy 
rang in a community setting that ernpheeizee 
extracurricular actrvttea aa wel as academic In- 
volvement then Prout Hal may be the 
Residence Hal for you Appecahons to the Pro- 
ut Experience lor 1986-67 can be obtained at 
each residence he! desk and In 425 Student 
Services 
IN   AND   OUT   OF   THE    COURT   OF   THE 
CRIMSON 
KING Tonight at 10:00 On* the WBQU Artist 
Spotlight 68 t FM 
J T.'s Pizza 
18" Cheese Pizza-Onry $3 75 
Phone 352 5475 
J.T.'a Pizza 
14" Cheeae Pu-za -Only $2 75 
Phone 352-6476 
J T a Pizza 
French Bread Pizza-Only $1.75 
Phone 362-5475 
J.T a Pizza 
10" Cheeae Pizza-Only $1 75 
Phone 362-5475 
Joe Merino. 
Just who gave you that mark on your 
neck, anyway? 
-the occupants of 626 E. Marry 
Joe! 
What can I eey?   We've bean through a lot 
together (a knowing ua, wel go through a lot 
morel) Thanks lor being such a terrific triend. 
HAPPY 21ST SWEETIE! 
LY 
K 
JOY QAYLORD-JUST WANTED TO WISH 
YOU GOOD LUCK THIS WEEKEND I KNOW 
YOU'LL DO GREAT1I 
LOVE YA-MTSH 
KATHY. 
Hope your BIG DAY goea vou> way- and * freed 
with shots of Schnapps along with an abun- 
danoe of emoochoei (Who wB n ge? Kev. 
Brooh, Heal Mzer, Purl, Batoy. Home Up- 
Down T sexy, or Harv?) Thanks lor al the 
laughe- 
I LU U-Cindy 
KD'S. PI KAPPS. ANO SK3 EPS 
Gat psyched (or the lour way-it's sura to be a 
txeeli Sea you there1 
The Alpha Data 
Karrt- 
Have a ' FantaaBk" 20th' 
My chauffeur and I wB pick you up at 
8 And I won't behave myaaif' 
Luv. an Admiring Tenor 
PS Do you prefer Wmdhern HI 
or Strsvheky? 
Krleten Saccany, 
For two people who love each other, are 
aura are stubborn, sorry tor being 
aoaanaaM 
Love. Elaine 
LSAT MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA REVaEW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 536-3701 TOLEDO 
MALE CHEERLEADERS NEEDED 
Ant-wale abaty requred Everythmg etee w» be 
■aught. 10 dance requkement Apply at Alhteac 
PromoOona Ofltoa. or cal 372-2401 
USG meeta every Monday 
at 7:00 In McFel Carter 
Assembly Room 
ST PATRCK'S DAY PARTY 
MONDAY. MARCH 17 
'■9 green paatic cup special 
WFALROCKNTTE 
Hats-t shrtabeer sgnts 
MAM ST. 
SHOOZ1E. BUBBAIMO: 
Afle. the el a Hats am dona. 
Wel head tor Florida t fun In 
the sun. 
Counting the days ■» we're Udo 
No better companons ave you can be 
found. 
Forget the ram t clouds of B G . 
Start franking ol tans a wine 
I cheeae. 
Hera's to the beat Break! -MKhaaa 
Sigma Alpha Epaaon 
Oat psyched for a great tea tomorrow nan. How 
about celebrating St   Patrick's Day? See ya 
n' 
Love, the Alpha Xl's 
SIGMA CHS 
The Gemma Ptva can hardly wart 
For the Tea (hat w* be great! 
The dancing and mueic wel be out 
ot eight 
We al are excited to aae you tonight' 
LOVE. THE GAMMA PHIS 
Ski-Get psyched' The sequel to "Out of BCTai 
commg' In R--RR gets exactly whaf a coming to 
hm-and rfs not 510.000 per minute Aaw. 
Meryl Scroop and her sister get what they 
deserve a alp to Haton Heed" 
Thanks- -L i L Sar 
Soccer Officials Needed Pickup referral al 
Student Employment by Monday. March 17. 
Muet attend canlc. March 17. 7 30-10 30 pm 
SPFdNG BREAK on the beech al South Padre 
island. Daytons Beach. Fort Lauderdale. Fort 
Walton Beach or Mustang Island-Port Aransas 
trom only $89; and slung at Steamboat or Van 
from only $661 Deluxe lodging, parties goodie 
bags, more Hurry, cal Sunchaae Tours (or 
more Iritofnasltoll and reservations tol tree 
1-800-321-5911 TODAYI When your Spring 
Break counts   count on Sunchase 
THE 75TH 
THE 76TH 
THE 75TH 
THE 76TH 
THE 75TH 
THE 76TH 
THE 76TH 
ANNIVERSARY 
ANNIVERSARY 
ANNIVERSARY 
ANNIVERSARY 
ANNIVERSARY 
ANNIVERSARY 
ANNIVERSARY 
BALL IS 
BALL'S 
BALL'S 
BALL'S 
BALL'S 
BALL IS 
BALL IS 
COMING 
COMING 
COMING 
COMING 
COMING 
COMING 
COMING 
There's a new addNon to 
FIRST EDmON 
Tan Meaaenoer. formerly of Glemby s at 
Uhtmsn'e Is taking appcxhtrnenta now 
Cal 354-1477 
To our AXO ( -Laura. Mary, and Lore The 
gat 'am al out. 
Were the guys 
Mom warned you about 
Don't wear no perfume. 
don't lb your ha* 
Wal al be bikers 
so who the he! cares? 
Our Hartoy's «m atari 
so never you leer 
Theta Chi'a Heaz Angab 
a finely here. 
Captain Carry. P W . and McQruft 
THE CONCERT BAND and 
UNrVERSITY BAND In 
concert, Friday. March 14 
Kobecker Hal 8 00 PMGFREE 
TURTLE MAE. 
WELL. CHICK. WE HOPE YOUR 20TH BIRTH- 
DAY IS THE BEST! WE ALSO HOPE YOU GET 
A   TRIANGLE   (OR   AT  LEAST   A   SQUID1) 
CAUSE 
YOU'RE THE BESTI! 
LOVE (YOUR ANALYSTS) 
THE SHAMU-ETTES 
Wanted bright curious, tolerant type* tor 
moanmgfu! encounter with great tdeaa Enrol In 
'-Great idea*'' AIS 20a. Fes ot '86 
White Roses and Congratulations 
10 JAMEAN SULLER. THERESA ZIMMERMAN. 
MONICA KARRER   ANO DONNA DOOGSON 
tor being selected tor Ruech Coueatore 
Chrte 
John 
Chat 
Kim 
Donras 
Jerome 
Jute 
Melt 
Slept! 
Suaen 
Augte 
We Did It All 
BGSU Chearleedmg Squad 85'88 
YOU ALTERNATIVE RECORD SOURCE 
GREEN TAMBOURINE RECORDS 
BUY SELL ALBUMS WE PAY TOP $$ 
RENT AN ALBUM OVERNIGHT BLANK TAPES 
167 CLOUQH T-S 1-10 352-7676 
•••DWI"" 
DPaYBM WITH MTELLIGENCE 
MM THE "I'M DNVMO CLUB'' 
March 17-10 
"OeeaiJOWAIeDOaaVaMOCAN" 
KILL FPJENOSHIPSI JOM THE 
"I'M DRIVING CLUB'1 March 17-20 
"FPatNOS DON'T LET FP4ENDS" 
DhTVE DRUNK I JOIN THE 
"I'M DRIVMQ CLUB" March 17-20 
ATOmk itAarri 
ATOmlc BLAITI 
ATTENTION a»CO SOCIETY 
A TOAITER COOKIE A DAY 
HELPS KEEP MUNCHES AWAVI 
COLORADO WC 
BATTLE OF THE BAND* 
(A Spring Thmg| 
Thursday. March 20 N.E. Common* 
from 7 PM-11 PM 
Interested partiee contact 
Jail at 352-2704 
ARE YOU PSYCHED TO GO OUT M A FLASH? 
WFU. GET rWWDY. BUT WaU. WE BE RASH? 
WE'LL SEE WHEN WE STRIKE IT UP AT THE 
LUV. S"THEAD 
CONORATt-Klel 01 
DELTA DO BROTHER OP THE MONTH 
THANKS FOR YOUR HELP-WE APPRECIATE 
Dam. Kelt,. * Jamie, 
I auaea K'sUmetormetoletaoolthe pas), 
as IMs Is good-bye. I'M erweys love you guys 
Thanks tor the memories I islam. Cowboys. 
Mlaleed, I went Reck I Ron. Owe Straits. 
O.R's Ireoe, Lama da CM HsMsaaan Party. 
Hoed trip to UK. trailer rtdea to Toledo, ram al 
Onto State, painting atone at rMdnlght. wet- 
chtng Baseball practice, stopping at McO's 
MPaWV ■occ'jf Towrttcytv, Spray avurcn, MM) 
stoTown) I'M sates you guys. Katie 
Thanks lor makmg Monosy the beat 21 SI D«1tv 
day I ever hedl K's s good ttvrvg we hed reaerva 
■on* tor 36. we could barely squeeze everyone 
n as it was. Your* a real siiasthsstl 
Your Alpha Slg Adult 
DELTA SKlaU Pt ANNOUNCE* ITS 
1MMI EXEC BOARD 
PREUOENT sarah Kauffman 
V. PRESIDENT Rich Rozk 
VP SPCC. ACTIVITIES Jackie Morris 
VP PROF ACTIVITIES John Szabo 
VP PLEDOE EDUCATION Ed Rseaa 
VP CEI KHI Albert 
CHANCELLOR Jeh Slater 
TREASURER Ukta Bratton 
FUNDRAISINO AlUaon Roggenbeck 
D.A.C. Randy Luther 
HtSTOrXAN Babe Lageia 
SECRETARY La* Smith 
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY BECKY 
ft our 2 1-2 year anniversary 
Remember "the hood". I- 75. Omit, lose weight. 
and no one can see through that window. 
Canada. Florida. Gatanberg 
andWefy 
I Low You Beck. Love. Brent 
HayDarl*- 
luck Is In the ek- end leprecheune wM be out 
al night 
TMa SI. Paddy's Da, tea wHI be out ol sight. 
So grab your mugs snd give a cheer to 
share  with  us some Irish  beer.Love. Th* 
Alpha PM'a 
JULIE. HAPPY BIRTHDAY. GET EXCITED FOR 
MONOAV NITE ANO HAVE A WONDERFUL 
DAYII 
I LUV YA, STACEY 
LISA SPERLI 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AEROBICS has never bean batter 
Love your honeys. 01. Mar. ft Jen 
LMCradk: 
Congrvtutaaona on your Initiation 
into Alpha Pin' We hope the wan 
was wel worth HI Welcome to 
the Bonds 
Love, your Alpha Phi sattera 
Who tan tlret? 
Al laaal we didn't wall up for you' 
Lovsjt, tn# POOnOTWC 
Ms. SWATCH 
Hope w* can do that water teat tomorrow night. 
when our movies snd drinks run 
t*y 
Mr. SWATCH 
PS Can we put 30 phathoma 
maojaaa? 
NEED TO REACH ALL OR SOME OF aVJwi 
REGISTERED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS? 
Bring your fctflers. flyera. ale to the Office of 
Student Acttvmee I Onentatlon. 406 Student 
Services lor insertion In theSTUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS' MAL80XES. 
Pshjltnlin VHsaoa Delivers I 
Greet Oriental food dervered to you Dekvery 
Hours: 6:30-9:30 Mon -Sat 
352-0628 
TO WISH ROBIN HAPPY B DAY CALL 2-4469 
YOUR SISTERS ARE GOING TO MAKE THIS 
THE BEST BIRTHDAY EVER. 
DKHLOVE 
TRACK KARJ. JAM4, LUH 
•to Epa, KDa, PI Kappa: 
We're al ready, the Brno Is set. tonight's a night 
you wont forget! 4-way madneaa- -Get Psych- 
ed'  -The Alpha Dells 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SKIMA PHI EPSILON 
SKIMA PM EPSILON 
SKIMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPS*. ON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SKI MA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SKIMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSK.ON 
SIGMA PM EPS* ON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SKI MA PHI EPSILON 
SKJMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
WWsriojf Norn* 
CongnMawtona on going actrve' Welcome to 
He kd bond of aWarhood 
L 4L.Bg Amy. Grand Bkj Parti. Gresl Grand Big 
"Al ot as learn to wrtto In the 
second grade, meet ol ua go onto 
greater thinga." -4V*by Kntoht 
• you're looking tor greater tNnga try Alpha 
Lameda Delta a national honorary lor any stu- 
dent who has earned M laaal a 3.6 m hat Untt 
eemoetor or tVel year (accumalettve) of coaage 
Any Freshman who ctxaafiea mey PK* up an ap- 
ptoaaon M 425 Student Services Apptcaaone 
are due by March 21. 
1 aadlBad 
LOFTS am now awaKabla 
lor summer and fal semeeter 
For more mtormetlon caa 
Lett Conetruclton 
352-3636 (9-6. I**) 
Dear Greg. 
Whar a It Ike lo be aaka? 
I don't know, but I'm aura psyched 
On Saturday raghl we aoon wl see. 
That GENERIC » wad with ZBTI 
Lev*. Susan 
Eaten O'Connor 
You're dons a great tob-kaap rt upl 
RernerrBar-Ftorktaa orey one week sway' 
Love. Cindy. Cindy, and Karen 
R kiat doeen't matter 'cauae th* 
Alpha Delta are gonna win the Seta" 
Thanks tor making Winter Wedding one ol the 
beat dale parse* ever 
Love. Sean 
PS. Why la our LETTER* all over the 
staff 
BGSU GYMNASTS 
WE CAN 00 mi 
Remember   whan everything eeeme 
to be going against you. remember 
mat the arpiene takes of! against 
the ward, nol wrth It 
GO FOR IT 
Novelet C P Snow said. Art and Science are 
mcompaabie' Want to and out why he's 
wrong? Enrol in Greet Ida**" ASS 200. Fal 
of'68 
OMEGA PHI ALPHA 
EASTER BASKET RAFFLE 
MARCH 12 THRU 14. 10 MM PM 
EDUCATION LOBBY 
DRAWMG HELD MARCH 19TH 
To Sklppy and the cold turd 
How about a game of "I never"? Or a squatty 
body or rodentl Here's to the 
PIKE House' 
-the two queen turds 
To "MY DATE, Dan" 
Thank* tar a super Winer Wadding 
Weekend' "Your Dale" and partner 
l! wears. The 
PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES 
THE GREATEST COMBINATION"' 
CANT WATT TO PARTY TOMOHTIII 
PMMUPMMUPMMUPMMUPMMU 
RHONDA: 
HAPPY BITTHDAY ROOMIE i 
BE READY TO SUPER-CELEBRATE' 
LAURPaE 
WFALROCKNTTE 
ST PATRICK'S DAY PARTY 
Monday. March 17 
7-9 green paaaac cup special 
hats 1 shirts-beer lights 
MAM ST. 
WANTED 
1   nonsmoking   mate   roommate   needed   for 
66-87 to aha* 1 bdrm. MeadGwilaw apt. 
Cat Bob 372-3449 or write 1 SO Rodgers 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED SVIMEOIATE- 
LY: ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 
REASONABLE RENT. CALL 352-7866. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
FOR SUMMER AND-OR 86-87 SCHOOL 
YEAR. PLEASE CALL AFTER 6 30 ASK FOR 
CAROLYN 353-0409 
To  sublet   one   bedroom  apartment    May- 
August. Lease renewable E. Marry 
Cal 352-7006 
WANTED: 1 MALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
NICE HOUSE-SUMMER ft FALL 86 -SPRMG 
67 OWN ROOM. FULL KITCHEN. QLaET 
NEIGHBORHOOD PREFER NON SMOKING 
CALL DAN OR ED: 353-3903. BEST TO CALL 
SKMPM-ON. 
HELP WANTED 
AcnvrriES DIRECTOR NEEDED 
M NEED OF A SUMMER JOB? 
Wel, then, as Yogi Bear says. "Hay. Hey- n s 
/our lucky day' ' 
Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jetystone Camp 
Rsaort la looking tor 2 creative, outgoing m- 
dMduaai to coortSnete ft dkacl actMtlea lor a 
lamsy camping reaort 
LOCATION Aurora. Oh, 5 mi from Sea Work) 
ol Onto ft Oaouge Lake Park 
Coasgo Jr. or Sr. level prehxred   Experience 
pm. but not a mual living tacBtee provided If 
interested, send resume to   Jetystone Camp 
Reaort. 3392 SR 62. Mantua. OH 44255 
Dane* stachar In Jazz. top. baas' Cal vi- 
nerme's Dane* Studio 669-3723. Cueist-16 
mass SW ot Bowing Green 
Fun m the sun Work in Wyandot Lake m Cokib- 
mus. Ohio. Apply during Spring Break tor Has 
summer Cat (614) 689-9263 
tor sn interview 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$69.230-yr. 
Now Hmng Call 805 687 8000 Ext R 9849 
tor ourrent todaral 1st. 
Marketing entry level poaaton. Wood Co area 
Fid or part Ima. Cal Urvteo Energy Syatoma 
354-8535 or 362-7092. 
naeponetJIs. pleeaant senior or grad akident 
(F) to K* wSh cheerful, alert elderly woman 
Summer ft Fal terms. Room, part board, sma* 
stipend In exchange for minimal dutiee Cat 
352 7943 
1 4-7 p.m. 
SMarteM year ok) 9am-1 pm. March 24 thru 
26 Cat 353-1682 attar 2:00. 
STUDENTS! 
SUMMER WORK-COLUMBUS. OHO 
We are mtervtewing now lor summer nek) SI the 
Red Root Inn s Reeerveoon Cenlei These poal- 
aons arvofve hsndang incoming cass horn 
customers Iwalonwlde wentlng lo book reserve 
twos for our motel chem We provide complete 
trailing on CRT and Cuetomer Santo*. We re 
our* 30 word* par minute typing   We offer 
far i isliinal fsi.—ai to at amptoyeaa Fuatjmo-- 
Parana positions axajdmg weekend* a 'saatila 
E.O.E. Appry now by caahg MS. CARRIUO 
614-878-3302 or write RED ROOF INNS. 
4386 DAVIDSON ROAD, MILLIARD. OHO 
430269899 ATTN: RESERVATION DEPT. Ao- 
pacaaona aao anaaaha at the Student Employ 
mart OfSce. 460 8tudent 
Sarvtoaa. 
Sums*srhetoMT1toFvjraiotoonKeayslss>:x7 
PosMnns: cook* ft waa, : send mums to 
18771 Thorp* Rd.. Chagrm Fas*. OH 44022 
Want to do aomothlng exciting tme summer? 
Wel known bar and reotauranf on Keey'a Island 
looking tor kaVgma summer oertendera. cook*. 
and i,an   Also looking tor 2 people over 
21 to opsrass patto bar-aaf aarve tea creem 
ahop Low ooal houalng available tor 
ernpioyeaa Send reaumee to Jackie Finger. 
P.O. Baa 787, Keey's kuand. OH 43438 
Wanted 4-6 tamejii. Oparahga awal Eanvnga 
$8-10 hr. II ISaiaaalJ oaf PM. 362-8408 
bfwn 6am-1pm: avee 7-Bpm. 
FOR SALE 
1872 OMC JktaiK 4 > 4 many new parts, ex 
coasnt condtoon Asking $1.900 or beat offer 
352-5002. 
1974 Proache 914. 2 0 Mar Good aindllion 
1 owner Rune wel 362-4238 attar 
4 p.m. 
1976 FORD T-BKD 
AMflil atoreo. aa- condBonlng. power ateerlng. 
power brakea. power wmdowa. power seats 
race Interior, runs wel MUST SELL" $600 or 
beat offer Very negotiable' Cal alter 10 00 
p m 362-6230 
'I 
1984  CHX a* condition.  AM-FM cassette 
cnaaa control, rear window detog.  under 
coating I bodyguard Asking $6795. 
363-1500 
35 mm Camera Fixed focus lena. 4 exposure 
aetanga. fan counter, manual fteeh included 
$20 372-3240 Bran 
4 1-2' X 2' white Whirlpool refrigerator $100 
Excaaant condition Cal evenings after 6 00 
837-2440. 
Doge ot vartous sues and breads aiiaaable lor 
adoption Have shots Need lots of love 1 Gar- 
man Shepherd. 1 Irish Setter 1 Part 
DOCkahound. 1 Part German Shepherd 1 
medkan-mUed Humane Social 352-7339. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 2 STORY. 3 
BEDROOM. 1 1-2 BATH. FORMAL DINING. 
FAMILY ROOM. FENCED YARO. 2 CAR 
GARAGE M BELLvlLLE ASKING $67 900 
362-0711, 
MAGNAVOX COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
STeU   UNDER  WARRRANTY   MCLUOES   5 
DISC'S MUST SELLi $175, 352-6261 
HP-41CX programmable calculator- 
computoiiwllli bus In BASIC   Al tampWaa. 
manuala. and carrying caae inc'-ided $150 or 
beat offer. Cal 372-4649 
"The Second Time Around The best used fur 
nrtura 740 N. Enterprise 352-3925 Wa are 
now accepting furniture tor sale on a conalgn- 
mantbaak. 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom furnished apartments year leases 
August to August. 362-7464 
1 male needed to eubkaeas apartment im 
inedkjlely WI pay $200 521 E Merry Ca» 
Kerrn and Carl at 352-7345. 
Efficiency Now Renting for Fal 
1 or 2 semester lease, futy furnished 
al utanes paid mdudmg color T V 
with cable $285 month. Phone 
354-3182 or 352-1520 Evenings 
2 BEORM APT , 1 1-2 BATH QUIET AND 
CLEAN $250 PER MONTH 1 UTIL 
AVAILABLE NOW OR FOR SUMMER 
352-1960 AFTER 6 PM. 
2 bedroom m the heed of downtown 
362-3446 
2 bedroom furnished apartments 
649 Sixth 81. $450-mo plus alec 
362-9467 between 12-4pm 
2 bedroom fumahed apartments School year ft 
summer leaaae s saahla  352-7464. 
4 bedroom furnished house   Ridge St 
354 1279 evenings 
Adjacent campus I bedroom apartment 
»200-month plus utl ft deposit Available May 
Year* toaee 362-7506 Ext 280 HI 5 pm. 
352 3406 eve* 
Thursan Manor Apartments 
Futy Carpeted. Aa- Conditioned 
Cable TV, Fumahed Efficiency ft 
Laundry FacBaee Appacaoona lor 
Summer and Fal M 461 Thuratki Ave 
Across from Offenhaoer Towers 
362-5435 
Cartyl 
2 bdrm. apt. lor 3-4 students 
Apt. tor 1 or 2 atudent* 
1 bdrm. house. 12 mo. toase starting in May 
Phone 362-7365 
houses ft Apia tor 88-87 school year 
SmWvBoggs Rentals Office 532 Manva*. rear 
352-9457 between 12-4 
House* end Apsrtmenta ctoee to campus lor 
summer 1988 and 88-87 school year Cat 
1-267-3341. 
•2 BEDROOM-FURN ft UNFURN ■ 
•PRIVATE SLEEPMG ROOMS' 
Major Uttsaa ft Cabas TV Fum 
One fall Block Otl Campus 
CALL. TOM 
Men.-Frl. 7 AM Noon 352-4873 
Evening 1 wkand 362-1800 
USING S C U MODEL LEASE 
Large newty decorated 2 BR apartment 
Oarage, washer-dryer hookinga Available Apr! 
16*1 $350 -month 1 utattoa 
514 W. Wooster. 364-1753 
Needed 1 or 2 open-minded tomato room 
masse for summer Vary ctoee to campus 
352-3939 8 am-11 pm, keep trying 
Party Room 
CM 352-9378 
8pactou* Home, newt, decorated, very dean 
do** to campus, lumahed Avaaabto Fal '88 
8233009 after 6:00 p m 
Summer. 3 ft 5 bedroom house Close to cam 
PUS. Cal 1-267-3341 
Two bedroom torrashed apts tor Fal. 
362-2683 
Vat-Manor Annex acroaa from Rodgers Has ac- 
coomodason* tor 10 female students tor the 
eummer. Th* a a deer, quiet, at conditioned 
piece to study 352-2856 
ovac^ 
A family is a delicate thing. Love, at times, isn't enough to hold 
one together. They can fracture. 
On any day, some will divide — maybe forever. Others are 
being mended, by those who were torn from their parents soon 
after birth. Another may be somewhere between, still divided 
yet longing to be made delicately whole again. 
Student's baby to be 
given up at delivery 
by KeUy Rose 
Friday reporter 
Editor's note: The names in this story have been 
changed to protect the identity of the sources. 
Living away from home, making new friends 
and keeping up with demanding classes are just a 
few obstacles first year college students must 
overcome. It takes courage to get through your 
first semester at college, but it takes a lot more 
than courage to be a girl away at school and 
expecting a baby in less than a week. 
Judy is a freshman at Bowling Green who is 
determined to have her baby and be an honors 
student at the same time. 
Although Judy wishes to conceal her real name, 
she still feels her story could possibly benefit 
others. She has shown that she has the ability to 
handle the difficulties of her freshman year by 
earning a 4.0 grade point average her first semes- 
ter with a dual major in elementary education and 
special education tor the mentally retarded. 
Judy came to school in August knowing that she 
was probably pregnant. Two weeks into classes, 
the student health center confirmed her preg- 
nancy. At the health center the doctors gave her a 
piece of paper to help her. According to Judy, the 
front of the paper had names of places to go for 
psychological help and, to her horror, the back 
listed locations of abortion clinics. 
Judy said she would never consider abortion 
because "I knew rav baby was a living human 
being and I couldn't kill him." She added that the 
doctors at the health center let her cry and a 
psychologist helped her figure out a way to tell her 
parents. 
Her family cried when she told them, but she 
said, they have been supportive throughout her 
Sregnancy. Judy believes she made the best 
ecision by staying in school and not having an 
abortion. She said women are considering abor- 
tion too quickly because it is a simple solution. 
"I considered all my options carefully, didn't 
rush into anything, and made sure that in my 
heart that the decision I made is one I can live 
with the rest of my life." 
Judy chose to have her baby and will then give it 
up for adoption. The adoption choice was because 
"I love my baby and I want him to have a better 
life than I can provide right now." She added that 
she stayed in school because the homework and 
classes would keep her busy. She said the nine 
months have "flown by." 
With the help of a Bowling Green lawyer, Judy 
plans to go through a private adoption. She said 
she chose a private adoption because she wanted 
to be able to pick the couue who would be her 
baby's parents. She has definite standards for the 
parents. She wanted a good couple whose religious 
beliefs and physical qualities look similar to her. 
She also stipulated that they not smoke and have 
one other child. 
The advantages of this type of adoption, she 
said, is that she is not only able to pick the parents 
but she and the couple can correspond through the 
C See Judy, page 9. 
Woman locates natural father in Germany 
■  by Carole Homberger 
Friday editor 
Although uttered innocently 
and simply, the question 
"Mommy, who do I look like - 
you or daddy?" can sometimes 
be the hardest to answer when 
the child is adopted. 
For Caroll Weaver, University 
Iunior nursing major, her ques- 
ion became an obsession and 
lead her to several years of 
searching for the man she knew 
she resembled. 
Weaver's question of who she 
looked like came when she was 
young. She recalled that she was 
always sensitive to her looks of 
dark-complected skin, dark 
brown hair, and brown eyes and 
how she did not resemble any- 
one in her present family. Her 
mother is of German descent 
with blonde hair, blue eyes and 
fair skin. 
"I felt like I was an ugly-duck- 
ling, lost, and I felt like I did not 
belong," she said. 
This feeling of not belonging 
turned into suspicion of the pos- 
sibility of being adopted when, 
in seventh grade, Weaver was 
assigned to do a family tree. 
"We were supposed to find out 
who had the dimples and where 
the nose came from," she said. 
Her mother strongly refused, 
claiming that it was a form of 
prying into the family history 
and should not be allowed. 
The same assignment was 
given to her in high school with 
the same results. And after a 
bout with suicide brought about 
by her feeling peculiar and prob- 
lems with her mother, Weaver's 
grandfather decided that it was 
time to tell her that her real 
father is Hungarian. He threat- 
ened to tell Weaver if her 
mother did not. Reluctantly, her 
mother told the story. 
Weaver said it was a sketchy 
story, but what she does know is 
that her mother met a Hungar- 
ian ballet choreographer and 
became pregnant by this man. 
When he denied the possibility of 
pregnancy by him because he 
was sterile, Mrs. Weaver re- 
fused any more contact with 
him. 
Weaver vaguely remembers 
this day. However, she does 
recall that it was her graduation 
day from high school. Her 
mother took her into the bed- 
room and began showing pic- 
tures of this dark haired, dark 
eyes and dark skinned man say- 
ing to her that this is your natu- 
ral father. 
"I felt like a total idiot. It felt 
like I was being hit over the head 
with a bat. I remember crying 
out 'He has my nose, mom, 
that's my nose.' I was just freak- 
ing out. If someone would have 
asked me my name, I wouldn't 
have been able to answer. I was 
stunned." 
Weaver said that her father 
did come see her when she was 
born in Mannheim, West Ger- 
many and did find out that he 
was her biological father. But, it 
was too late. Her mother wanted 
nothing to do with him and re- 
fused to let him contact her 
daughter no matter how hard he 
tried. 
Her mother than put Weaver 
in an orphanage intending to get 
her out when she would be able 
to support her. After her mother 
married her stepfather, they 
adopted her. 
After that day, all Weaver 
could think of was those brief 
glimpses of a man who had her 
nose. "I look Just like him," she 
kept saying. 
Her mother would not give her 
any more information about her 
father. So, when Weaver came 
to college, she began to dig for 
any clues to him with just the 
simple knowledge that he was a 
famous Hungarian ballet cho- 
reographer. 
"I would have nightmares of 
books chasing me all over the 
library." 
Weaver than found out about 
Operations Identity and Adop- 
tee's Liberty Movement Asso- 
ciation (ALMA) which are 
organizations that help people 
search for their natural parents 
and family. 
Operations Identity was very 
supportive, according to 
Weaver. They hooked her up 
with a German consultant and 
also suggested that she check 
her birthcertificate to see if her 
father declared paternity. 
She explained that paternity 
can be claimed by the actual 
father when he proves that he is 
biologicaly the father. His name 
can then be placed on the birth 
certificate at his request. Six 
months after applying to these 
organizations, Weaver got a let- 
ter saying that his name was on 
the birth certificate. 
"I remember that day well," 
she said. "I was having a bad 
day, I flunked a test and I was 
Friday/Jacqule Pearson 
Caroll Weaver, junior nursing major, looks at pictures of her recently    found father. 
pouting like a child. I went to 
check the mail and there was a 
letter in there. It said that her 
father had been found and con- 
tacted and that his name was 
Karoly Domokos Tatar von Be- 
lavavy." She also discovered 
that her father is a native Hun- 
garian living in Mannheim, 
West Germany, who was a ballet 
choreographer, interpreting 
mythology through dance, and a 
painter. Weaver said he is 79 
years old. 
Weaver   began   acting   like 
someone possesed as she ran 
throughout the dorm screaming 
"I found my father." 
With some trepidation and 
some feeling of guilt, Weaver 
wrote her father after she 
waited for several months for 
him to write her. In this letter 
she explained how she did not 
want to hurt her mother or him 
by opening up old wounds and 
tried to explain the reason why 
she became obsessed with find- 
ing him. 
She wrote, "Ultimately, my 
intention is to find my own per- 
son and dissolve my 'identity 
crisis.' I spend a great deal of 
time staring into a mirror, try- 
ing to penetrate its surface re- 
flections for answers to my 
questions, only to always find 
that I can't take pieces from a 
mirror and construct a complete 
self-image out of them. And, 
sometimes, I'm not sure what 
the questions are. I do know that 
I would love very much to corre- 
spond with you, to come to know 
□ See Father, page 11. 
AO**l- 7^<Sfe^ 
Should birth records be available to adoptees? 
Interviews/Barb Symbolik 
Rick Sasala, freshman environ- 
mental science major, Ashta- 
bula: "The adoptee should know 
about their medical history and 
what to expect as well as how to 
take care of themselves." 
Shelley Johnson, senior IPOO 
major, Jamestown, New York: 
"I mink that they have a right to 
the records for health reasons. 
There may be a reason such as a 
blood disease." 
u 
Mary Nolan, senior science edu- 
cation major, Findlay: "I think 
when they're old enough they 
should be given the records, but 
then you run into the problem of 
how old is old enough." 
I 
Ava Walker, sophomore busi- 
ness education major, Akron: "I 
think that the parent had a rea- 
son for not wanting the child and 
therefore the records should be 
kept confidential. If the parents 
want them to know, then it is 
alright." 
David Haynes, sophomore 
sports management major, Co- 
lumbus: "I think that the person 
should be able to have the re- 
cords because if I were adopted 
I would want to know where I 
am from and about my par- 
ents." ^ 
Friday Photo /Peter Fellman 
Cindy Long, freshman business 
major, Findlay: "I'd say yes 
because everyone wants to know 
where they came from. Al- 
though they were given up, they 
ftfiasfiright to bw about their background." 
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Numerous groups provide information 
Agencies aid adoptees in search 
by Tracey Batdorl 
Friday staff reporter 
"In all of us there is a hunger, marrow- 
deep, to know our heritage -to know who we 
are and where we have come from. Without 
this enriching knowledge, there is a hollow 
yearning." - Alex Haley. 
There are over 10 organizations with over 
80,000 members that aid adoptees in the 
search for their biological parents. 
The largest of these organizations, Adop- 
tee's Liberty Movement Association 
(ALMA), founded in 1971, helps adults (per- 
sons 18 years old and over), who are adopted 
children, natural parents who have given 
children up for adoption, and adoptive par- 
ents. 
The main objective of ALMA is to provide 
mutual assistance in searching for natural 
parents, and in natural parents searching 
lor their children. 
ALMA conducts encounter groups, re- 
search projects, and classes in genealogical 
research. It also counsels adoptive parents 
in understanding the adoptee s search for 
"identity." 
Most of the organizations help aid in these 
searches through the use of computer-based 
registry, such as Adoptee/Natural Parent 
Locators International (ANPLI) and Inter- 
national Soundez Reunion Registry (ISRR) 
which stores information volunteered by 
adopted children, birth parents, and adop- 
tive parents. Persons may contribute as 
much information as they wish and are able 
to designate when or if they feel the reunion 
is possible. 
We are a mutual consent reunion organ- 
ziation that offers emotional support and 
assistance during the search," Emma May 
Vilardi, founder of ISRR, said. 
"Originally, we were an organization that 
only helped members of the adoption trian- 
gle.' " Vilardi said. "Now we deal with other 
'calamities' of society, such as foster chil- 
dren, children separated from their parents 
by a divorce, or acts of war. There has been 
a need and a demand for people to locate 
their families," she explained. 
Vilardi said ISRR has approximately 6,000 
minimum and 10,000 maximum registrants 
a year. Registrants who volunteer Informa- 
tion must be at least 18 years of age and 
must sign a legal release form which gives 
the organization the power, if a match 
occurs, to share with each person involved 
information filed by the other, Vilardi ex- 
plained. 
However, she said, ISRR does not release 
the names of the adopted parent. "We feel it 
is up to the adoptee to share this information 
with the birthparent if they want to," Vilardi 
said. 
ISRR also refers public and private agen- 
cies, municipal, county and state social 
services and the Salvation Army as other 
sources to aid the adoptees in their search. 
Vilardi said ISRR has a "genetic medical 
alert" system which provides medical infor- 
mation to registrants. "We provide original 
medical background of the birthparent that 
the adoptee may not be aware of, such as 
diseases that may occur later in life," 
Vilardi said. 
As well as a "genetic" program, Vilardi 
said ISRR provides a "post match consul- 
tant" which provides professional counsel- 
ing by mental health and social workers, for 
the "searcher," birthparent and extended 
family, before the reunion. 
There has been conflict as to whether or 
not the adoptee should have access to his 
birth records, which is an important step in 
locating birthparents, according to the 
"ALMA Searcher's Guide." For some adop- 
tees, the search is for personal reasons and 
for others, for genetic or medical reasons. 
There are organizations that are encour- 
aging legislative changes in allowing adop- 
tee's access to their birth records, and to 
educate the public in an adoptee's need to 
trace his roots. 
Reunite is one of these organizations that 
also works with social workers, doctors, 
lawyers and judges. Adoption Triangle Min- 
istry (ATM), works with the "adoption 
triangle," which includes adoptees, adop- 
tive parents, and natural parents, as well as 
legislatures, social workers, and clergy, in 
allowing adoptee's access to their birth 
records. Concerned United Birth parents 
(CUB) support birth parents and others who 
support adoption reform and open birth 
records. 
But what happens when "strangers" 
meet? Orphan Voyage (OR), is an organiza- 
tion that assists in building relations be- 
tween adopted people and their kin families. 
According to the "ALMA Searcher's 
Guide," an adoptee's search for their heri- 
tage can be difficult to start. Organizations 
such as Operation Identity (OI), Organized 
Adoption Search Information Service (OA- 
SIS), and Independent Search Consultants 
(ISC), aid searching adults in supplying 
information on searching procedures and 
methods. Because each individual is differ- 
ent and has a special case, the methods of 
research tend to be a bit different, according 
to the Searcher's Guide. 
Funding yourself 
by Sue Ebcriiut 
Friday reporter 
So you think you're a 
hotshot, you're finally inde- 
pendent-you do your own 
laundry, cook your own meals 
and make your own bed every 
day, however, most likely 
your parents still pay your 
There are students on cam- 
pus, however, who have be- 
come financially as well as 
phUisophically independent. 
In fact, according to a survey 
done by the Financial Aid 
Office, 10 percent of finan- 
aided students are inde- 
The students who chose to 
become financially indepen- 
dent do so because in their 
case it offers them the most 
financial aid. 
For a student to be consid- 
ered an independent for the 
1987 fall semester he must 
meet the following stipula- 
tions for 1985-1986. The stu- 
dent must not have lived with 
their parents for more than 
six weeks, the student's par- 
ents could not have claimed 
the student as a U.S. income 
tax exemption and the stu- 
dent must not have received 
more than $750 worth of sup- 
port from his parents. These 
rules are detailed in questions 
19-21 on the Financial Aid 
Form. 
The Gramm-Rudman pro- 
posal, which is now in Con- 
gress, would make it even 
harder for a student to re- 
ceive financial aid as an inde- 
pendent student, according to 
Deb Heineman, associate di- 
rector of financial aid and 
student employment V the 
proposal is passed all stu- 
dents 22 and under will be 
considered dependent unless 
they are a ward of the court, 
an orphan, a veteran or are 
married. 
There is, however, a catch- 
all clause in the proposal 
which says that a student can 
still be classified as an inde- 
pendent student if the Finan- 
cial Aid Office can determine 
a student is self-supporting. 
Results of this proposal 
should be determined in late 
August or September. 
So you think you might 
qualify as an independent stu- 
dent? You might want to do 
some serious thinking before 
you make your decision. 
Kelly Wesley, a freshman in- 
ternational business major, 
said that it's not easy to be- 
come officially independent. 
Since the present qualifica- 
tions require you to be inde- 
pendent for two vearsprior to 
becoming an independent stu- 
dent, shell receive financial 
aid based on her parent's 
income for the next year, 
even though she's currently 
self-supporting. She added 
that next fall when she is an 
independent student, 75 to 80 
percent of her fees will be 
paid through financial aid. 
*»»»»»»»»»»»» 
ST. PATTYS DAY SPECIAL V 
10% Off Lunch Monday, March 17 
* 
for the wearin' of the green at 
» 
* 
* 
THE BOWL 'N GREENERY 
* 
Endless soup 'n salad bar 
* UNIVERSITY UNION 
* 
Anyone wearing green will receive a discount 
* 
OPEN FOR LUNCH: 11:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Mon.—Fri. 
# 
I*«*«t«4«« -# 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc. I 
352-8408 
■FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 4/4/86 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc 
352-8408 
PARTY PIZZA 
Only »9.99 
for 30 slice 
dish pizza. 
One item only! 
more items |FREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 4/4/86 
PI 2 2ft Dinner for Two1 
BROTHERS, me. 1-10" 11tem Pizza1 
££."£. 1 Garfc Bread 
2 Cans of Pepsi   1 
352-8408       All for $5.50 
IFREE DELIVERY 
EXPIRES 4/4/86 (Not good with any other offer) BG j (Not good with any other offer) BGj (Not good with any other offer) BG   i 
APARTMENTS 
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
We pay your gas heat and cooking 
plus cable TV 
Very convenient location to campus, 
stores, laundromat and restaurants 
352-4673   Mon. — Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon 
352-1800   Evenings and Weekends 
ASK FOR TOM 
^ Sunday Only 
19 & Over! 
%&/ Contests and Prizes 
Every Week 
Relief Pitcher & Doubles Night 
Sunday 
March 16 
St. Patrick's Day Party 
^ 
For more information consult youi heal Fundrlnkety. 
The Fundrinkery 
382-1876 Glenbyrne Center 
Everyone 19 & Over Welcome 
PMJDELPHIA STEAK & HOAGIE SHOP 
HOAGIES 
M| tat lac MM ad atom and rm i 
Hoi reppm opbowJ 
SPOTSSPFflAl   t—w.»«,i,™i™ ,t_ $275 
SPOTS SPECIAL ORIGINAL ■ ■XKtriatm U'Mlfte  $3.25 
SPOTS ITALIAN • w—at™**,^     
_.$3.00 
SPOTS SPECIAL ITALIAN . taMMuunK.Unwmakdmm:.  $3.85 
STFAKHOAfilf  ......$3.50 
HAM         $2.75 
CAPKOLA    .....     
 $3.25 
HAM&CAPICOLA.....    _.   .  $2.95 
ROAST BEEF   
 $3.50 
CORNED BEEF..      ..  $3.50 
HAM4SALAML    $2.75 
TURKEY   $3.50 
TUNA  
 $3.25 
TURKEY & HAM      .  $3.25 
HAM.SALAMLMORTADEIA. 
 $2.75 
WE DELIVER Hours: 
125 EAST COURT. DOWNTOWN 352"SP0T   IMM-W 
MM* Sat 
KLOTZ  | 
FLOWER 
FARMS 
SUNDAY. MARCH 16 
Come preview our new Spring and 
Easter arrangements and gifts. 
Special hours! 
Sunday Noon — 3:00 p.m. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
An* WINE SHOP 
Check Our Fine Bakery Selection This Weekend 
<< We are open 7 days a week for all of your needs." 
*Ice Cold Beer at State Minimum 
*Wine Coolers 
*Ice Cream 
*Bakery Items 
'Grocery goods 
*Bagels 
*I)eli Items 
*Subs 
♦Coffee 
*Best wine selection in N.W. Ohio 
with expert advice often available 
Check These Specials! 
Ginger Bread 
Coffee Cake 
Lemon Ban 
and oar wide selection of Baked Breads 
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Student seeks natural parents 
by Cathy Hoehn 
Friday reporter 
Have you ever wondered what 
it would be like to never know 
your natural parents, or to have 
never met your brothers and 
sisters? Or to not even know if 
you have any brothers or sis- 
At least one student on cam- 
pus has pondered over these 
questions many times in her life. 
Sophomore Kristi Pickett, who 
was adopted when she was six- 
weeks old, often finds herself 
wondering about the two people 
who brought her into the world. 
Pickett s adoptive parents had 
two sons in their first three 
years of marriage. Then, after a 
series of miscarriages, they de- 
cided to adopt their third child, a 
baby girl. They have always 
been open with her about her 
adoption. "I don't even remem- 
ber them telling me,"she said. 
"I just grew up knowing that I 
was adopted." 
Pickett has always felt very 
much a part of the family. She 
feels they have a comfortable 
relationship, despite her parents 
being sometimes possessive. "It 
could be just because I'm their 
youngest daughter. I don't know 
for sure. I think, though, that 
they are afraid that if they don't 
hold on to me, I'll go off with my 
natural parents." 
Pickett has often thought about 
finding her biological parents. 
"It has always been in the back 
of my mind. It's always there. 
You know how when you're cu- 
rious about something, you're 
just not satisfied until you find 
out?" The two things that she is 
generally most curious about 
are where her "real" parents 
are now and what they look like. 
As it stands now, Pickett 
hopes to begin her search this 
summer, with the help of her 
sister-in-law. Her adoptive par- 
ents offer her encouragement. 
"In a way, they want me to look 
(for my parents), but it's hard 
for Mom, " Pickett said. "She 
wants me to find them because 
she knows how I feel. But she is 
also afraid that they would try to 
take me away." 
Pickett is not sure what action 
she will take once her search is 
over. "I wouldn't go up to them 
right away and introduce my- 
self. I'd pretend I was a 
salesperson or something, just 
to see what they were like." 
Not much information has 
been revealed thus far concern- 
ing Pickett's background. It is 
known that she was bom in the 
Toledo Hospital, but that her 
parents were not residents of 
Toledo at that time. Whether or 
not her mother and father were 
ever married, or are still to- 
gether today, remains a mys- 
tery. One detail divulged by the 
agency at the time of Pickett's 
adoption was that her father had 
gone overseas for reasons un- 
known. 
There are many facets of be- 
ing adopted which can be espe- 
cially frustrating to the child. 
ForPickett, her lack of knowl- 
edge about the details surround- 
ing her adoption often bothers 
her. She would like to know the 
reasons why her parents gave 
her up and if they had had any 
other children. Another point in 
question is whether her father, 
having gone overseas, was ever 
even aware that he had a daugh- 
ter. All of these questions, espe- 
cially the latter, have given 
Pickett all the more incentive to 
unearth the mystery of her heri- 
tage. 
Overall, being adopted has not 
presented any real problems for 
Pickett. She is happy to live with 
the family that was chosen for 
her by the agency. She said that 
she could not imagine fitting in 
quite as well with any other 
family. In fact, when anyone 
tries to guess which of the three 
children  were adopted,  most 
ris her brother Larry because 
and her other brother, Mike, 
look so much alike. "It's really 
strange that it turned out that 
way,'' she said. But that is just 
one more way in which she fits 
in so well. 
The subject of adoption is far 
from an obsession with Pickett. 
She said she never dwells on the 
subject unless someone asks her 
a question about her back- 
ground, such as her religion or 
nationality. "I tell them that I 
am Catholic or Irish, just be- 
cause that is what my family is. 
But I could be anything I wanted 
to, really. Who would know?" 
Celebrate 
St. Patrick's 
Day 
AT 
\prton's 
Tavern 
809 S. Main 
NO COVER CHARGE 
CHARLESTOWN 
APAPTMFNTS  
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986-87 school year: 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
One pouch 
does it all! 
TWIN POWER1" 
The most convenient 
Detergent and Fabric Softener 
combination you can buy! 
• " '.  ;''CfiVj>uf.-Op-u.ni«'"h>tniti* 
mtlWrjnddrvfriitilMnand UIMI 
• r.ndt mcjiufinil .pildnn jndini, 
.jkhnf 
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Available 
only from 
your Amway 
distributor. 
Dr. Kujawa 
and Associates 
353-7877 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
FINDING A GREAT 
APARTMENT IS MORE 
THAN JUST LUCK 
507 E. Merry 
2 Bedroom Furnished Apartments. Close to Campus. 
FREE WATER & SEWER. 
228 S. College 
1 Bedroom Furnished. FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Very close to Campus. 
309 High Street 
2 Bedroom Furnished. Near Campus. FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER & Cable TV. 
841 Eighth Street 
2 Bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished, Vh Baths. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
825 Third Street 
1 Bedroom Unfurnished. FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 
517 E. Reed 
1 Bedroom Furnished & Unfurnished. Close to Campus. 
733 Manville 
2 Bedroom Unfurnished, Vh Baths. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
640 Eighth Street 
2 Bedroom. Quiet. Furnished & Unfurnished. 
"Check our many 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments not listed' 
Judy 
D Continued from page 7. 
lawyer and she can write a 
letter to her baby now so the 
parents can use it to explain 
later to the child who his 
natural mother is. 
The adoptive parents also 
take care of any finances that 
involves the baby such as 
medical and lawyer fees. 
Judy said that in the future 
she would like to find her 
child but that it is often diffi- 
cult for the mother to do this. 
She said that her child will be 
able to have access to the 
adoption file when he or she 
turns 21. She hopes her child 
will seek her out in the future. 
Judy said she has received 
a great deal of support from 
her roommate and her 
friends in the dorm where she 
lives. For example, Diane has 
tried to cheer her up when she 
was feeling down. Diane said, 
"I try to be there when she 
needs me and I also try to 
leave her alone when Judy 
needs her privacy." 
Two local women have vol- 
unteered their time to give 
her support, also. One woman 
teaches her Lamaze, while 
the other acts as her coach. 
Her coach drives her to doc- 
tors appointments and will be 
with her when she delivers 
her baby. 
Judy has received no sup- 
port from the father of the 
child. She said,"My case is 
one of a girl who is deeply in 
love but when trouble came 
along, the boy-friend left." 
Judy added, "I won't be 
there to see my baby's first 
steps or hear his first words 
but I will always know that I 
have given him the most im- 
portant gift a mother can 
ever give her child... I gave 
him lBe." 
Due To Popular Demand 
Rocky's Happy Hour 
Extends To 
Thursday & Friday 
i5-9 p.m. 
Roc k\,,r. -Rococo 
Thurs. 11:00-12:00 
Fri.-Sat. 11:00-3:00 a.m. 
AAA WANTS 
YOUR MONEY TO HAVE 
A SAFE TRIP 
Ai AAA. we do everything we can 
lo mafce sure your vacation is 
free from worry Thai s why we 
offer American Express' Travelers 
Cheques - the ones travelers 
cheque users prefer' And. 
they're available with no service 
charge lo AAA members So 
before you go stop al AAA and 
gei American Express Travelers 
Cheques YbuDfeel 
safer all over 
<@> 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
414 E Wooster St 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
Ph. 352-5276 
Guarantee the safety of your money 
for Spring Break 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
1 
FRIDAY- 
93Q 
MINI SKIRT CONTEST 
$100.00 to the best mini 
SATURDAY- 
PAST PRIME 
PIZZA PARTY 
Open 'till 4 a.m. 
Plenty of pizza & fun 
— 18 & over — 
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TV shows stress importance of family 
by John P. GUcbc 
Friday reporter 
If you're like millions of other Ameri- 
cans who watch television regularly, 
spending Thursday evenings with the 
Huxtables and the Keatons has become 
a weekly tradition. 
The Cosby Show and Family Ties, 
two TV shows that have topped the 
Nielsen charts for months, have done it 
primarily by portraying family life as 
the All-American ideal This formula 
has been used successf ully by TV pro- 
ducers since the industry's infancy, 
according to Chris Foran, a graduate 
student of popular culture. 
Foran said he thinks that American 
culture puts a lot of emphasis on the 
importance of families in society. He 
said he thinks it proves successful in 
the ratings because there is still a lot of 
faith in the family unit despite the fact 
that many families find themselves 
Foran said he feels that unity is an 
important factor in the appeal of fam- 
ily shows. On Family Ties, Alex Kea- 
ton's profit-seeking, conservative 
political views are in direct contrast to 
his parents' more liberal views, but the 
family Is still unified, be said. Alex's 
girlfriend, estranged from her family, 
was rapidly welcomed into the ideal 
Keaton household, he added. 
Foran said that a lot of recent studies 
on situation comedies have focused on 
professional families. While not related 
biologically, shows like The Mary 
Tyler Moore Show, M.A.S.H. and 
WKRP in Cincinnati featured families 
related in the workplace, he said. "Lou 
Grant was very much a father figure 
and Murray was like the older 
brother." The professional family 
theme is currently used in Cheers and 
Night Court, two other highly rated sit- 
coms. 
"Characters like Dan Fielding 
(Night Court) and Frank Burns 
(MAS-fl.) are like the rotten little 
brother or the bad nephew you love to 
pick on," be said. "But they are put up 
with because they are blood spiritually, 
if not real blood/' 
"The Cosby Show is so much like 
Father Knows Best, it's frightening," 
Foran said. Cliff Huxtable, the father, 
wants what is best for his family and 
always gets his way, be said. "It's very 
much a traditional family show like the 
ones in the 1960s, with a few exceptions 
- the family is black and the mother 
works." 
Foran said that family shows involve 
the viewer more than other shows 
because they develop a sense of his- 
tory. "In The Advenures of Ozzie and 
Hariett, you watched Ricky and Dave 
Nelson go from precocious youths to 
guitar-playing rock 'n' roll idols," he 
said. "You remember them growing up 
like you would your own relatives." 
Foran also pointed out that both The 
Cosby Show and Family Ties portray 
families that are fairly well off finan- 
cially. He said he thinks most people 
wouldn't like seeing families that don't 
know where their next meal is coming 
from. He added that issues in idealized 
family shows are usually confined to 
small personal problems rather than 
addressing larger controversial issues. 
Marcia Bedard, sociology instructor, 
said she usually does television sit- 
coms because she feels that the tradi- 
tional TV family model is unrealalistic 
and does not accurately portray most 
families. She said that controversial 
issues like child abuse, divorce, mari- 
tal rape and abortion are avoided, but 
they are common family problems. 
Why then do TV producers choose to 
promote the "ideaf' family? 
In an article published in the April 16, > 
1984, issue of The Wan Street Journal, 
Benjamin Stein said that the average 
Los Angeles TV producer is the most 
avid family man be has ever met "I 
don't know why, but these powerful TV 
executives rarely get divorced, never 
appear to ignore their children and I 
seem to genuinely believe that love and 
sympathy will solve any family prob- 
lem and this shows in what they put on 
the tube in prime time." 
Stein said. "TV makes an almost 
unmixed statement about families, es- 
pecially about parents and children - 
that Is reactionarily wholesome. Tht 
world of day-to-day reality may say 
that life's a mess, but TV says that 
family is the highest of goals, more 
precious than money or freedom oij 
doing your own thing." 
BBS 
DOWN AND OUT IN 
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• Janet Keller 
• Wendy Norris 
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Ladies! 
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A  VOYAGE INTO EXCELLENCE ■ 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat t 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
On* bdrtn. f urnlihed 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8* and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
Mugs ^II^MI 
Beach h%>>.^.:........$2.50 
Beach Towelk..ftL.. ...$7.00 
only Hi 
W#V» got wr>at yo\tftm+a tor your 
Spring Brm^k^ling!!' tii&6op*ration 
with First Impressions. 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
521 E. Merry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 1.711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
713 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 * 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
031 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840-830 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apt*.— S. College end Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
448 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
453 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
Round trip. Anywhere we go. 
This Spring Break, if you and your friends 
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound* can 
take you there. For only $99 or less, round trip. 
From February 15 through April 27, all you 
do is show us your college student I.D. card 
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will 
then be good for travel for 15 days from the date 
of purchase. 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less. 
For more information, call Greyhound. 
fnM ■ tvtd (dv Mudcm I D iMilii|mi|.iiil—  No who dmcoumu .poly TKtavvc 
nmmh OtifcrnilVW Otobm—1 Not nUm Cadi 
EJmArdkaw the driving to us. 
500 Lehman Avenue, 353-5982 
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Town dons a bit 'o green for St. Patrick 
by David A. Buehlei 
Friday reporter 
Last year, people shied away 
from the Irish stew when one of 
Squeak Platfoot's cats came up 
Neighborhood cats aside, 
though, Irish stew would be the 
fitting community feast follow- 
ing a gargantuan St. Patrick's 
Day parade. It would be a cele- 
bration that would mock the 
hitherto before celebrated tri- 
umphal returns of Roman gen- 
erals and obscure the tales of 
grandiose processions of British 
And if there were going to be a 
St. Patrick's Day parade any- 
where in West Central Ohio, it 
would have to happen in an old 
Irish town with a name like 
McCartyville. Only McCarty- 
ville is really not a town, legally 
anyway. The small collecion of 
houses, the church, the two bars, 
the mechanic's shop, the bicycle 
shop and the plumber's business 
remain legally unicorporated. 
As fate would have it, Larry 
"O' Huecker" and a few tough 
men turned a common heritage 
and a common desire into sub- 
stance. Conceived in Tanker 
"O'Fogt's" bar, the first St. 
Patrick's Day Parade became 
reality in 1984. 
Had an out-of-towner been 
present for that first parade two 
years ago, or the one after that, 
one might have wondered about 
the seeming Teutonic tang that 
rang in the family names writ- 
ten on the signs of parade en- 
tries. Several Old German 
names sported a new Irish "0" 
in spirit of the occasion. 
Nearly a hundred townspeople 
and farmers cheered as 14 solid 
minutes of parade moved along 
that single yet historic block on 
State Route 119 from the church 
to the junction of State Route 29 
and rounded the corner, rolling 
onto the pages whereon immor- 
tal stuff is writ. 
Children scrambled along the 
parade route to pick up candy 
and green plastic necklaces: A 
yellow cab (a sight as familiar 
as a UFO for a burg with no 
stoplights) cruised by, spouting 
Skoal Bandits from the win- 
dows. Tractors, semitrailer 
cabs and a two-sax-one-trom- 
bone-harmonica-and-drums 
band figured among the total of 
about twenty entries. 
The people saw, and the peo- 
ple liked. The following year, the 
crowds   were   two-and-a-half 
Week End 
Specials 
$39.95* From CAR       RENTAL The rising star in rent-a-car. 
' Cash deposits accepted • Renter must be 21 
Cars subject to availability • 12 noon Fri till 10 a.m. Mon. 
Tfifc Call Now For Low Spring Break ^PL, 
vT Weekly Rates *r 
Current model luxury cars, minivans & wagons 
also available 
Toledo (Mon.-Fri. 8-5) 867-0100 
times as large. Thirty-five en- 
tries swelled the parade into a 
22-minute marathon. "Old 
Danny Boy" pealed from the 
church steeple. 
And that was not all. A jam 
session took place at the back 
annex of the Tom "O' Grillio" 
machine repair complex. Par- 
ticipation was open to all. Prior 
musical experience was toler- 
ated, but sheet music and prac- 
tice were taboo. A mandolin 
player, fiddlers and saxophon- 
ists among others attempted to 
"fall in and sound good," 
according to O' Huecker. "Sis- 
ter Carmine really got it kicking 
last year. She was out there 
dancing," he said. 
The Irish stew supper fol- 
lowed, served from the butcher- 
ing kettle it was made in. Many 
people went to Tanker's to eat 
instead, though O' Huecker said 
physical evidence was never 
produced to substantiate rumors 
of the aforementioned foreign 
element. (Platfoot's cat, a na- 
tive of McCartyville, had last 
been sighted in the vicinity of 
the repair complex.) 
The crowd peaked at about 400 
at the dance that evening. 
For every parade, there must 
be a queen. This year Sue 
"O' Pleiman" will reign over 
the festivities. She will be 
crowned tonight at 10 in Tank- 
er's bar. In accordance with 
traditon, she will make her own 
crown. 
Nick "Pickles" McSchmit- 
meyer chooses the queen each 
year, executing the duties of his 
office from his stool at Tanker's. 
Judy "O' Baumer" and Jane 
McFrilling reigned respectively 
in the 1984 and 1985 parades. 
(Both actually have a fraction of 
Irish blood.) 
Saturday morning before the 
parade, die-hard Celts will at- 
tempt the three-mile Irish jog 
from St. Patrick's, Ohio to Mc- 
Cartyville. 0' Huecker said the 
80 plus participants will be 
transported to St. Patrick's 
where it will be "up to them how 
they get back." Refreshments 
will be served every mile. 
A bigger than ever parade is 
expected at 2 p.m. The word has 
gone forth that Tanker's bar will 
enter a hot air balloon in the 
parade, which 15 men will strug- 
Celebrate ^ 
St. Patrick's Day ^ 
This Weekend 
At 
3 
(behind Dutch Pantry) 
1740 E. WOOSTER 
352-0778 I 
gle to keep close to earth. Little 
has been mentioned of the fact 
that the ballon will be two feet in 
its largest dimension. 
Bureaucratic harassment will 
be, as always, kept in 
check."You get there at two. 
and you're in the parade,'* 
0' Huecker said. 
The jam session will begin at 3 
p.m., featuring a celebrated 
banjo picker from Piqua, Ohio. 
At 5, Irish pig will be served 
instead of the traditional stew. 
At 7 will be the Irish song sine 
along, and at 8, Dave "0' 5 
chemmel" will start spinning 
records for the dance. 
Though "things are moving 
upward," 0' Huecker said Mc- 
Cartyviileans wish to keep the 
festivities a local event and do 
not want it to get too big. 
Father 
U Continued frompage 7. 
my own father. Eventually, 
sometime in the future, I need 
to see you. I hesitate to say 
this, because I don't want to 
be demanding in any way. 
However, I want to be com- 
pletely honest, hoping, also 
that I'm approaching you in 
the most comfortable manner 
possible." 
She signed the letter, "I 
love you. 
Then, through the corre- 
spondence of a friend, her 
father wrote saying that he 
was "very happy to hear 
from her and that it is great to 
know that there is someone in 
this world that is a part of me 
and writes 'I love you.' " 
With tears in her eyes she 
recalls crying and feeling a 
sense of tranquiltiy. 
"It was a feeling that I 
never had before. A burst of 
relief. I would give my left 
arm to go back to that mo- 
ment." 
"1 
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VALUE-ADDED SPECIALS 
HART AUDIO COMBINES GOOD PRICING WITH EXTRA SERVICE 
HERE'S HOW 
BOWLING GREEN'S CARTRIDGE 
REPLACEMENT CENTER 
_X~V«        SMOOTH 
Sgl     RESPONSE 
^ HIGH 
fci        TRACKING 
PERFORMANCE 
M95ED $39.95 ME759 $39.95 
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INSTALL AND CAUBRATE CARTRIDGE AT 
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UDS II C90 
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WARRANTY 
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COUNTER 
EXCHANGE 
&TDK 
SAC90 
$1.99 
ANY QUANTITY 
PERSONAL PORTABLES 
Panasonic 
m \^ AM/FM CASSETTE WITH 
HEADPHONES 
TOSHIBA 
AM/FM 
RADIO '^ 
WITH 
HEADPHONES 
I 
RX-1924 $39.95 RP -20 $34.95 
TAKE YOUR TIME AND TRY THEM OUT 
LINEAR TRACKING TURNTABLE 
ONKYO 
$179.95 
PL-25FB DIRECT DRIVE FULLY 
AUTOMATIC, SEARCH AND CUEING 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
1986 SPEAKER LINE 
American Acoustics 
HIGHLY 
RATED 
IN 
DIGITAL 
MAGAZINE 
D-3500 
SHOWN 
$169.95 
PAIR 
84 WATTS 
RATING 
8" WOOFER 
ALL MODELS 50% OF LIST PRICE 
10 YEAR WARRANTY ALL SIX MODELS 
AMERICAN MADE ON DISPLAY 
MOVING IN STEREO 
WITH AUTOSOUND VALUES 
KENWOOD 
$199.95 
KRC-2000 DIGITAL AM/FM AUTO REVERSE 
CASSETTE WITH BASS/TREBLE EXCELLENT 
RECEPTION AND FADER 
$119.95 
KGC-4300 50 WATT EQUAU2ER BOOSTER 
WITH 7 BAND CONTROL 
TMK COMPACT DISC 
PLAYER 
$189.95 
MODEL CD-440 
FULLY PROGRAMMABLE WITH 
SKIP, SEARCH AND REPEAT 
ARE TWO DECKS BETTER THAN ONE? 
MAYBE NOT WITH A DUBBING DECK! 
ONKYO 
s 
* $229.95 
MODEL TA-W55B HIGH SPEED DUBBING 
DECK WITH COMPUTER CONTROLLED 
MUSIC SEARCH AND DOLBY 
GENESIS 
MODEL 7 
60 WATT 2 WAY 
BOOK SHELF 
VERY 
ACCURATE 
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ATTRACTIVE 
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WARRANTY 
$199.95 
PAIR 
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LOANER POLICY ON OUR EQUIPMENT 
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EXPRESS, WE ALSO HAVE FINANCING INCLUDING 90 
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Hart Audio 
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'Brazil' a breathless film experience 
byKcnZakd 
Friday reporter 
It's really incredible that 
someone owns the imagination 
that created Brazil, one of the 
most visually astounding films 
I've ever seen. Brazil depicts a 
world in the retro-future (the 
director's own term), a bizarre 
future where anything invented 
after 1957 has unezpuunably dis- 
appeared. If you can imagine an 
Orwellian world injected with 
the sardonic comic wit of Monty 
Python, then you're on the right 
track. 
Ducts of every imaginable 
(and unimaginable) kind per- 
meate through houses and build- 
ings (an advertisement 
promotes designs and ideas for 
decorating them in your home). 
Posters fashioned after those 
used in the 1930s Works Pro- 
gram Administration promote 
Ones like "Suspicion Breeds 
Confidence" ana "Loose Talk 
Means Noose Talk." Offices are 
replete with television monitors 
with "screen enlargers" in front 
which make the screen virtually 
unreadable. 
Brazil is the baby of director 
and co-writer Terry Gilliam, the 
only American member of the 
British comedy group Monty 
Python. Gilliam was responsible 
for the zany animation in their 
television series and movies, 
and Brazil at times seems to 
bring those animations to life. 
Gilliam also co-directed The 
Meaning of Life with fellow Py- 
thon member Terry Jones, and 
singularly directed Tune Ban- 
dits, a children's fantasy of time 
travel with a strong appeal to 
adult sensibilities and humor as 
well. 
Brazil has nothing to do with 
South America; the film's title 
^ 
MlliiWt 
353 8735 in Bowling Green 
St. Patrick's Day 
Monday, March 17 
• Jameson's Irish Whiskey • Irish Manhattan 
• Bushmill's Irish Whiskey • Irish Martini 
• Murphy's Irish Cream • Irish Stinger 
• Bailey's Irish Cream • Irish Rickey 
• Irish Mist • Irish Shillelagh 
• Carolan's Irish Cream • Irish Highball 
• Guinness Stout or Harp Beer 
Ask about our Irish Green cocktails 
Foreign Beer Weekend 
March 15th and 16th 
Sample our beers from around the world 
By the glass, six-pack or case 
comes from a romantic breezy 
song from the 40's of the same 
name, and the song hovers 
throughout the movie, an escap- 
ist symbol of the dreams and 
fantasies of the people in this 
darkly absurd world. 
Sam Lowry (Jonathan Pryce) 
has a humdrum job at the Min- 
istry of Information Retrieval, 
the government division that 
immerses life in a sea of paper- 
work and forms. In reality the 
myriad of workers only shuffle 
Bipers, and they switch their 
levisions to old Hoollywood 
movies as soon as the boss's 
door closes. 
Using his dreams to escape 
reality, Sam envisions himself 
as a winged, Icarus-like warrior 
who fights various obstacles to 
reach his vision of the ideal 
woman. It is these dream se- 
quences that are amazing in 
their ingenuity, as brick build- 
ings ana samurai warriors come 
to life to stop Sam from reaching 
his beloved. 
Inevitably reality always 
crashes his dreams, and Sam 
gets involved in a typing error 
that has led the Ministry to 
abduct an innocent man. Mr. 
Tuttle" forgot to file a form 
required by law, but a man 
named Buttle was abducted and 
has since diasappeared com- 
pletely. 
The movie has a biting wit 
often utilized visually. Mr. 
Buttle innocently sits in his duct- 
filled living room, watching tele- 
vision with his family, when 
suddenly stormtroopers burst 
through the window. A round 
section of the ceiling is cut out 
and more stormtroopers slide 
down a pole, like firemen. Mr. 
Buttle is taken away and re- 
pairmen come to fix the hole 
with a pre-sized repair piece 
(which tells us this firepole 
method is standard operating 
procedure), drop it in place, and 
promptly curse "They've gone 
metric again" when the repair 
section crashes to the floor be- 
low. 
Brazil's bleak outlook is per- 
fectly tempered by this kind of 
dark humor, but some may find 
this movie too taxing to watch, 
especially at over 140 minutes in 
length. But if you're willing to 
invest in the strenuous exercise 
of watching this movie, and pay 
heed to the fine attention for 
detail throughout,  you'll find 
Sourself breathless in apprecia- 
on for the complex, unique film 
experience Brazil is. 
Brazil, rated R, is showing at 
the Franklin AMC Cinemas in 
Toledo. 
In 
Appalachia 
Come for one week to serve the 
needs of the poor in Appalachia. 
Single, Catholic men are invited to be 
involved in home constriction, visiting 
the elderly, and sharing one's gifts with 
mentally, emotionally and physically 
handicapped. There will also be oppor- 
tunities to learn about the culture, people, 
and music of the Appalachian area. 
The week-long sessions available are: 
May 17 - 23 
June 7-13 
July 12-18 
July 26 - August 1 
August 24 - 30 
For more information about the Summer Volunteer Program, please 
send this coupon to: Brother Jack Henn. Glenmary Home Missioners 
PO Box 465618. Cincinnati. OH 452465618 
Age 
Address . 
City  
Telephone ( . College. 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
s; 
Phone   352-9378 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 Monday — Friday 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
Features 
2 bedroom — carpeted 8 furnished 
Gas heat — gas cooking 
(landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
lots of closet space 
1 '/> bath 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun lomps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Healed Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
&:::::::::::::::::^^^ 
GREAT IDEAS 
arts and sciences 200 
a bold venture in 
general education 
— small classes 
— good discussions 
— important questions 
— an antidote to specialization 
— offers arts/humanities or social science group credit 
starring 
Sophocles, Plato, Thoreau, Woolf, 
Bradbury, Freud, Homey, Ibsen 
Prerequisite: ENG 112 
offered fall and spring 
1986-1987 
Lay it on the line. 
Ask any Navy pilot. Ii doesn't 
come any more thrilling than 
ilnv Landing an F-M on the 
rolling deck ol a carrier at sea 
is a challenge thai tests the 
skills ol i In- best, 
Navy HIKIII training. 
Navigation Aerodynamics 
lt\ ihc IVM \i»ii can get. Kin 
ak>ng wiih the airborne thrills. 
Navy pikHs and ilij;lii officers 
gel dbwn-to-carth skill-. 
I here is no boot camp 
< Allege graduates gel leadei 
ship and management training 
.IT Aviation Ofliccr (Candidate 
School. It's challenge and 
responsibility. The satisfaction 
ni knowing you're with .1 
tuplli'jlit lean). 
You can't heal the rewards 
either, An excellent starling 
salary Unexcelled benefits, 
And opportunities to move up 
fast. 
l.i.ul the Adventure .is .1 
Navy pilot or flight officer. Ami 
Ui Mini pride fly high, (lontaci 
\.IIII \.n\ 1 Ifficei Rccruitei 111 
..ill I 800 127 NAVY. 
NAVY V OFFICER. 
E5sar^^di*/g5-ig-i.. ■H^r^-?^::V--\-  -      ■■-.-•■■-.. ■---..^:--- ;.-:i,f.v ■■.-:■.,-■- :-■>.-.■-.■.-:-- -y.. 
LEAD THE ADVENTURE. 
I 
CHECK  OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wc carry 
both Beta 
and   VHS 
Tapes 
to*1*"**'* 
Barney's 
Video 
POPCORN 
with rental of 
any two movios! 
NEW ARRIVALS: 
5ILVERADO 
Coning Soon: 
C««f*& 
Commando, Year of th* Dragon, Transyl- 
vania 6-5000. 
Wo havo muHipio copioa of: 
Volunteers R"lum ol '"• J*dl, St.  Elmo's Fit*, 
Lost House on the Left      Summer Rental. Volunteers. 
Pee Wees Big Adventure "fifiS?,!"■l*^^fa *"" M.J-..J—. a|| vc« rentals S3.991 
Membership Required — S10 for one year 
I0W N   Mo." Si   tG 3S4 1401 
Moo   Sal   101 Sun   II 6 
NesI to lemey'. Convenient Merl 
leer and Win* 01 Slot* Minimum Prices 
Open 6 30 om -lam every day 
Weeneeeeysrrrrt iiiiiTiiiiiiiilrnTiiriiiixiiiiiiniiiTrn. 
FALCON HOUSE 
Tesr MM* Mee I *w* srtenfal.0. 
Look for Mystery 
Discount Specials 
going on now 
SAVE 10%-50% ol 
purchases. 
Expires 3/21/86 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green i 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
J 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
•Seiko 
•Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
•earrings 
•Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Se/ecfed /rents; 
Dill Jewelers 
129 S. Main    342-4770 
Lir* I 
MO 
■ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH (MOM) 
(SSPNl      AUTO      RACING 
IMONI 
(ESPN) MOTOCBOGS (WEDI 
(TMC) MOVIC (FRII 
6:10 
fTMC) MOVIE IMONI 
MO 
lTl*CIMOV* (TMUI 
6:SO 
I 7OO CLUB 
JIM 6AKKEH 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
IESPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
6:00 
STMIS IS THE Llf E (FRI) 
REBOP IMONI 
FAITH      FOB      TODAY 
(TUEI 
(NEIGHBORHOOD (WEOI 
A 6ETTER WAY (THUl 
PATCHES   AND   POCK- 
ETS fWEO. FRI) 
■ THREE     CHEERS    FOR 
llf E  IMONI 
I ONE ON ONE (TUEI 
I ALL THINGS NEW (THU) 
I NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSOENTER 
fTMCl MOVIE (WEOI 
630 
■ CBS   EARLY   MORNING 
NEWS 
BJ SJ  20  MINUTE  WORK- 
OUT 
< NBC NEWS 
ABC'S   WORLD   NEWS 
THIS MORNING CJ 
BJ FARM DAY 
(ESPN) SPEEOWCEK IFRI) 
(ESPN)   SPORTSLOOK  (TUE- 
THU) 
6:46 
I FARM REPORT 
A.M. WEATHER 
7:0O 
■ 6J     CBS      MORNING 
NEWS 
(TOOAY 
GOOD        MORNING 
AMERICA (FRO 
•       GOOD        MORNING 
AMERICA CJ (MON-THU) 
fFAT ALBERT 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)      SPORTSCENTER 
(TUB-FRI I 
.ESPN)     WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN (MONI 
fTMCl   MOVIE    IMON.   TUE. 
THUl 
TTSO 
•  GREAT   SPACE   COAST 
ER 
6) HOW TO PLAY THE PI- 
ANO   DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS (FRI) 
■ MAGIC  OF  WATERCOL- 
OR6IMON) 
BJ DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(TUEI 
(MOTORWEEK (WEDI 
MAGIC   OT  Oft.  PAINT- 
ING (THUl 
IESPNI   AEROBIC*:    BODIES 
IN MOTION 
fTMCl MOVIE (FRII 
B:00 
[FARM DAY 
ALVTN 
SESAME STREET |H) g 
SSPNL AUTO RACING (THU. 
PRO 
(ESPN)   SPORTSCENTER 
(MONI 
CBPNI OOLF (TUEI 
(ESPN)   TRACK   ANO   FIELD 
(WED) 
TOO MOVK (WED) 
8:16 
■ AM. WEATHER 
MO 
I FARM DAY 
FUNTSTONES 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. THUl 
BMO 
| AM. WEATHER 
MO 
J HOUR MAGAZINE 
I DICK VAN DYKE 
\ JEOPARDY (FRII 
EVERY       BCCONO 
COUNTS (MON-THU) 
"| DONAHUE 
ESAME STREET (Rip 
I BRADY BUNCH 
j MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(ESPN)     SPORTSCENTER 
(TUE-FRI) 
ITOO MOVIE (MON) 
M0 
■ ABBOTT  ANO   COSTEL- 
LO 
■ EVERY       SECOND 
COUNTS (FRII 
SB    HEADLINE    CHASERS 
(MON-THU) 
(BEVERLY HELBBLKS 
SECRET CITY 
IESPNI    WORLO     CLAS8 
WOMEN (FRII 
ESPN)     INStOE     BASEBALL 
rruBi 
SSPNl   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMO MOVK (FRII 
10:00 
19J B26.000 PYRAMID 
HEADS ANO TABS 
SB.VCR SPOONS (R) 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
8-2-1 CONTACT (Ricp 
G-U.K1AN 8 sSLANO 
JOHNNY     MATHiS    IN 
CONCERT (FRI) 
SB      VICTORY       GARDEN 
f SURVIVAL (TUE) 
MAGIC    BRUSH    OP 
GARY JENKINS (WEOI 
B>      MECHANICAL       UNI 
VERSE (THU) 
ESPN) PKA PULL CONTACT 
KARATE IR) (FRII 
I 
CHJ 
i! 
IESPNI   TRACK   AND   FIELD 
86 REVKW (MOM) 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING (TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (THUl 
(TMCI MOVE (WEOI 
10:18 
O FRIENDLY GIANT 
10:80 
OJ BJ PRESS YOUR LUCK 
QMR ORESSUP 
■ SALE OF THE CENTURY 
• HERE'S LUCY 
■ READING RAINBOW 
(MON. WED-FRI) 
SJ SCHOOL BUS SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
t MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MONI 
SJ   MAGIC   OP   OK   PAINT- 
ING (WEDI 
■ MECHANICAL UNI- 
VERSE (THUl 
fTMCl MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
11:00 
O El U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
(FBI) 
O • PRICE IS RIGHT 
(MON  THUl 
(SESAME STREET 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ANGtE (Rl 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
700CLUB 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
I MOTORWEEK (TUEI 
MAGIC OF WATER COL 
QRS(WFO) 
■ RET ACTION LINE (THU) 
BSPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (MON) 
11:06 
EJ EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FRII 
fTMCl MOVIE (MONI 
11:80 
Ofli 
IMO> 
■ FLIN 
BBR'VE 
I ALL  STAR BLITZ I POWERHOUSE COOKING      MEXICAN 
IFRI) 
SJ      KATHY'S      KITCHEN 
(MON) 
BJ GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS (TUEI 
SJ JUSTIN WILSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOK IN   (WED) 
fj ALOHA CHINA (THU) 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (FBI) 
fTMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
QSeSW 
A MIDDAY 
■ RYAN'S I 
O NATION- 
IC(F I 
HOPE 
I AL  GEOGRAPH- 
 (FRI) 
SURVIVAL (MON) 
SOUNDSTAOE (TUEI 
NOVA (WEDI 
_     EVENING     AT      POPS 
(THU) 
Q ANOY GRIFFITH 
■ LATE NIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)   AEROBICS:    BOO«S 
IN MOTION 
fTMC) MOVIE (WED) 
12:80 
OJ  8J  U.S.  OPEN   TENNIS 
(FRI) 
O   8J   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS (MON-THU) 
BJ   SEARCH   FOR   TOMOR- 
ROW 
X LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK (FRII 
(ESPN)    AUTO    RACING 
(MON) 
KSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
(TUE) 
ICSPNI BASEBALL (WED) 
(fSPNI     JULHJS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. THUl 
12 36 
fTMCl MOVIE IMONI 
1O0 
OBJ MOVIE 
■ DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
■ ALL MY CHILDREN 
■ OJ A WALK THROUGH 
THE 20TH CENTURY WITH 
BEL MOYERS IFRI) 
OJ UNDER 8AJL (MON. 
TUE) 
SJ PAINTING CERAMICS 
(WED) 
OJ    SQUARE    FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (THU) 
6J     COMPUTER     CONFER 
ENCE      AT     WINGSPREAD 
(MON) 
OJ MY HEART. YOUR 
HEART (TUEI 
f NOVA (WED) 
BISHOP LUERS  SWING 
CHOIR     INVITATIONAL 
(THU) 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (R) (FRI) 
IESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl (THU) 
1:80 
OJ    OJ    AS    THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THUI 
OJ     PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(MON. WED) 
OJ   SCHOOL   BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUEI 
BJ   MAGIC  OF  OB   PAINT 
■NO (THUl 
2:00 —   — 
ff ANOTHER WORLD 
OJ ONE LIVE TO LIVE 
■ MOV* (MON-THU) 
OJ      EVENING     AT      POPS 
(MON) 
OJ   BEYOND  WAR   SPACE 
BRIOGE fTUEl 
OJ   STING:    THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNOERCOV 
ER OPE RATIONS (WED) 
OJ SURVIVAL (THU) 
KSPNI COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
rMON) 
(TNO MOVIE (WED. PRO 
2:0* 
fTMC) MOVK (MON) 
MO 
_ ' CAPTTOL (MON-THUI 
MOVK (FRI) 
I TSTONES 
IV R TOWN (FRO 
SSPNl   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(FRO 
KSPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THUl 
(TMC) MOVK (TUE, THU) 
MO 
OJ     01     GUIDING     LIGHT 
IMON-THU) ■ CORONATION STREET 
■ SANTA BARBARA 
■ GENERAL HOSPITAL 
• WOOOY WOOOPECKER 
OJ NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRO 
• COOKING MEXICAN 
IMONI 
OJ SQUARE FOOT GAR- 
DENING (TUE) 
I ALOHA CHINA (WEDI 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
ESPN) HYDROPLANE RAC- 
ING (WED) 
330 
O  OJ   us    OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRO 
«DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FILM  FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WEO) 
OJ PORKY PIG AND 
FRKNOS 
• SECRET CITY 
BOO 
OJ OJ DIVORCE COURT 
■ HOUSE CALLS 
■ LOVE BOAT 
■ TRANSFORMERS 
Efl ■ SESAME STREET (R) 
•0 ■ THUNDERCATS Q 
KSPNI    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL (FRO 
(ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
(MON) 
(TMC) MOVK (MON. WED 
FRO 
ssM 
(TMCIMOVK (TUEI 
SO 
NOV 
il 
(MO 
S 
I PEOPLE B COURT 
i W (FRO 
ELEPHANT      SHOW 
N) 
I VIO KIDS (TUEI 
WONOIRSTRUCK 
(WED) 
I WHAT S NEW? (THU) 
HE-MAN    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
IM A.8.K. Q 
G.I. JOE 
(ESPN)      ROLLER      DERBY 
(THU) 
8:00 
fOJ BENSON 
COURTSHIP OF EMM 8 
FATHER (FRII 
i VIDEO HITS (MON-THU) 
MAUDE 
G i   JOE 
■ MISTER ROGERS |R) 
SCOOSYDOO 
LITTLE  MOUSE  ON THE 
PRAIR* 
IESPNI SURFING (MON) 
IESPNI FISHIN' HOLE (TOE) 
8:80 
IJEFFERSONS 
_|NEWS 
I THREE'S COMPANY 
M'A'S'M 
18-2-1 CONTACT Q 
| BRADY BUNCH 
READING     RAINBOW 
(PRO 
■   OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
ION THE LINE (TUEI 
ART BEAT (WEO) 
MARCH 14. IB 
Ceo*-*-      ties.-,   a 
6:00 
{•■NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
NCWBHOUR 
{WONDER WOMAN 
OIFF RENT STROKES 
PLAY BRIOGE 
S:80 
■ CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWSp 
■ HAPPY DAYS 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
7O0 
■ OBSNCWS 
■ VIDEO HITS 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■ ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT mi.v— MR Oeryl HaS 
BMOBRIOBMBW 
iNCWLYWEDGAM* 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST   OP    SATUROAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
6:00 
■ OJ MAGIC OF DAVID 
COPPERFKLD TepeO <n Chm*. 
■M mower <A«sem.i • leMt epe- 
o*l '* hsgnftefrseO by en Mlemot 
M - •* Ovough ihe Greet WeO m 
wel m Other •*•>•« insBe per 
lormecl ei BeienO • Temple of 
Heeven ihe Forbsoden Ofy »w> 
me Jeo> Me ol Be*w Pert Q 
O TOMMY HUNTER Guests 
JoMsnyCeen June Carter Georo* 
Hemetort rv Paul Brocke 64N 
Mae* TseHohjref (Rl 
■ ntPTtOE The R«t-« bov* 
poee M meior-etegue beeebM 
payers M hmp tfie dub'l c-eoers 
eMrcft for ■ tuepecseO dug deal 
BJ 
■ WEBSTER Kathenne erM 
George plan Aunt Charlotte a 
eredrthg Q 
■ ■ WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREVKWp 
(DALLAS 
MOVK   **>*     The  Pe* 
Peniher   SirAee   Agon      (1976) 
Peter   Seeers    Herbert  L«n    The 
■end.       IrouMe at Feretftee    end 
Boogo Down     In stereo 
KSPNI SPORTSCtNTTR 
11:48 
fTMCl MOVK •• lauio 
merva 116761 Roger Denre. 
Sara «eiie*mao A modern dey 
roak tier i BBRWBBBI bnBNBj 
poadei the He ol Ne tdol ISth 
. eriMy rompoees Freni Leu*l B 
i" stereo 
12:00 
■ MOVK **>', 'inwMsDn 
Earth 2150 AO UMAI Fete> 
C*e#isng. Bernard Cnbbsne 
■ BARBOUR REPORT 
•atmer po 
Oeytue drecta a doeen a 
to ehmsnele the bungbng Inepec 
tor Jecquee Ciouaeeu 
fTMCl MOVBI **#H The 
GMODra GH 116771 RKttard 
Cey-uea Mareha Maaon f.tom 
•tancea lce« an aa-danoar and 
her precoooua BBBjBBB ■•> share 
thee New >or* City apartment 
■win an eapavtg actor PG' 
8:80 
■ REDO FOXX SHOW Al s 
Ha is turned upooa down eetian 
he muei cope •■'th a naer -.emees 
and the return ol a lortnar tostar 
chsM Q 
■ OJ WALL STREET WEEK 
One ol Ihe Beet from the West 
Gueei    Wet Wentse*   managing 
partner ol Montgomery Securtnea 
8:00 
■ ■ DALLAS Aha, ihe mee 
guarada baa sMaatar. AngeKa 
disappears and Grace enda hot a* 
! WIDOWS 
KNIGHT RIDER Nnej war 
nara hatch a plot  to ksdnap the 
eon o) a neaRhy American buei 
naeeman In stereo 
■ OIFF RENT STROKES 
WsM retuma home ehordv after 
■oe-stng lor coffage  (RIQ 
■ W.C. FKLOS STRAIGHT 
UP Scenes from the oomedsan • 
aaeni Nma and other rare footage 
belongsng to the Fajlda estate era 
m<>>jded ■> 0M reooapecmo toca 
at the He and career ol W C 
'—da g 
■ MOVK *** Secret Car 
emony I1S69I fwabeth Taytor 
Mat Farrow A eieeNh, ararpad 
young lady etasata Ihat a ladsng 
proantute ia her dead mother 
■ DOCTOR WHO 
KBPN) NCAA TOURNA- 
MENT TONIGHT 
MO 
■ HE'S THE MAYOR The 
Maintenance Dapertrnent faN 
apart amen AMn and Bronati ac 
cepi the c«i. a early reteement ol 
B> g 
KSPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL NCAA Cnampsenaha) Tour 
nernent Frst Hound Game  ll-vel 
10:00 
■ OJ FALCON CREST Ange 
la returns and hnda out that Peter 
haa rttappearad anth S30 mstkon 
olhar money  CJ 
O   NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
■ MIAMI VICS The ,« 
•quad hooka up -.th ledaral 
agents to nob a letsuanie smug 
a>at  snasareo 
■ FALL GUY Colt •eerohee for 
a mseang Nan Beaaure erhea Mm 
Be movse in liafy IR) Q 
NEWS 
fTMC) MOVK * • Natal 
Ware" II9B4I Saw, Ch*e Hen- 
ry Sexede A man ahselfli nwo 
women from the oorrwplaan and 
Of    I «th century   feudal 
BOY 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK ■MO 
■ FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
HOSTS Paul Shaffar and Whrtnay 
Houston  In stereo 
KSPNI AMERICA'S CUP '87 
12:88 
■ COMEDY TONIGHT 
Gueats Or IJ)emento. Taylor 
Nagron Uncta Floyd. Benny Sea 
fU* Avaaa  (R) 
8ATUPMMY 
aMACH IB. 1686 
11 OO 
{■■■■h 
DANK SHADC 
LOVE.     Al 
■ MAChfL / LEHRER 
NEWSfHOUR 
BSPNI COLLEGE 6ABKET- 
BALL NCAA Chartyptonatap Tour 
nemeni «.st hound Game  ILnnrl 
7:80 
OJ   P.M.    MAGAZINE   leida 
Gray I   Deaaa  I; wocfang cMdren 
to  be  phywaOV   M    tea   Roger 
Moore on the aWpea ol the S-e. 
rl CholSarnard 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M   MAOAZINE The ato- 
n/ of a raocuo mtsaaon at a remote 
ntounusn area   a  aurgcaf proca- 
dura (or IkSBBBBBl BiRlli. 
■ WBO. WIO WORLD OF 
(BENNY h 
THRSE-S ."• COMP AN V 
Japan 
10:30 
• BOSOM BUDOKS 
10:80 
■ PENN B TELLER OO 
PUBLIC The bod boya ol mag- 
ic (Mend comedy and megsc «n a 
performance that snetudaa eecap- 
•ng from a etrarijocket ila aUt of 
hand and baacat> wenpy' card 
tnoka I-IIJ 
tjp  
_  NEWS 
OWS 
MERICAN 
STYLE 
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:80 
■ ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT ntorv.ee, — th Da-yt Ha" 
and Dave Stewart 
■ OOOD ROCKIN- TONITE 
An    A» Caneckan Special    -eetur 
■sg   ThO   Arrows      jWnm,    Bane* 
One to One. isaaai by Honey 
moon Su-te Ruoh GJaea Tajar. 
The Boa. Bruca Cottdawn Plat. 
num Blonde  HT VaaaeM 
■ COLLEGE BASKETBAU- 
NCAA Chamc-onehc la.r.ament 
lest Round Weal "ecaorwj. Gome 
kwa from long Baoch. Cakf 
■ TONIGHT Haai Johnn, 
Carson Sclwouiad muascal group 
the Kmga Smart  hi stereo 
I ABC NEWS NkGHTLINE 
MOVK   **     EcKka Ma- 
tajnaBun   (16631 John 
ar     Kak    Douglee     An 
BBBBBI be cornea the ojuarn/ of a 
ajajBBBBBWBBBSI 
« BENNY HCl 
AL JARREAU: LIVE IN 
LONOON Tapoal « 1864 M 
London a VVonyntay Arena mil 
voca-tt Al Jan-aeu partorma many 
of fee HBJ atchaplng We re at 
Tfaa love Together        Let s P-. 
XIT'BY 
MOV 
10*90 
■ ■     HULK      HOOAN'S 
ROCK   N   WRESTLING 
fLAFF A-LYMPICS 
MOVK *** Oaranca 
The Croaa-Eyad Lam'' (ItBftl 
Marsha* Tnornpoon. Bets. Drake 
YOUR BUSINESS 
K •* '■> Along The 
Croat Dnada (1B6H «•» Ooug 
lea  VagnsaMayo 
■ KATHVS KITCHE N 
KSPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL NCAA Champsonoftap Tout 
nemeni    Fan     Round     Gome 
ITaped) 
NY 
IPUNKY BREWSTER 
EWOKS   ANO   DflOkDS 
ADVENTURE HOUR 
■ WALL    STREET    JOUR- 
NAL REPORT 
OJ GREAT  CHEFS OF  CHI- 
CAGO 
11:00 
■ RICH* RICH 
O CORONATION STREET 
■ LAVERNE B SHSRLEY 
■ ALV1N  AND  THE  CHIP- 
MUNKS 
I WRESTLING 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING 
11:80 
■ ■ DUNGEONS B  DRA- 
GONS 
IKIOO VIDEO 
SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
■ JOY OF PAINTING 
AFTERNOON 
IMO 
■ ■  COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Charnpsonehep Tour 
navnant   Second   Itound    Game 
final 
B WHAT'S NEW? (R) 
■ MR. T 
■ WEEKEND SPECIAL The 
Sacral Work! of Og Arameied 
Frve chadren Curnay 10 a Strange 
undarground world nhabstad by 
kttle g/een people IPart 1 of 31 
IRig 
■ MOVK***'l aVngng 
Up Baby I1938ma.ha.ne Hep 
burn. Cary Grant 
■ MOVIE • * H The FHtn- 
torn O The Opera (18621 Mar 
ban lorn. >laothar Seats 
■ TALE OF TWO CITIES 
Ansmatad Charteo Ochant iiory 
of an Enghah attorney * aaoihco 
to save a Francis aristocrat about 
■ o meet hat death at ihe gusaotna 
9 LAP Out TING 
KSPN)     INSIDE     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
IttOO 
tWONDERSTRUCK (R) 
SPKXR MAN   ANO   HIS 
AMAJT1NG FRKNOS 
■ AMERICAN BAND 
ST ANO   Gueeti     Yarbrough   6 
PlOBlll       I    Gu.lt, Wrapped 
Around Your Fatgar I Robert 
Tapperl   NoEaoyWayOut   I 
■ VICTORY GARDEN A tout 
ol the Royal HortxulluTOl Garden. 
nkVaaev England IK) 
KSPN) WORLO CUP SKIING 
Man a  doeinhal  bom Are.  Sseo- 
dan <RI 
1:O0 
I CALGARY WINNERS 
BUOOKB  Two boya  share 
ai rha« cMoTsood adventurea untf 
one   irtovoa  away   and  both  am 
faced with saying good bye Q 
■ FRUGAL GOURMET A 
history ol OOOkavj eceapnvant 
pTOperng a peanut butter sauce .n 
a Ho Kv oookor and Korean ■■oak 
n a butane coohayg ckoh 
(TNO MOVBI ** - t-M 
bom''   I1BB4I   Ton  Gan.   Peter 
Utah   and   men s    slalom   horn 
Heavenly VaBey Cakf  (Rl 
2:00 
■ • COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL NCAA Cnanyssonohsp Tour 
nerneni Second Round Game 
UgJ 
O BPORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduled World Speed Skaong 
Champscnaftepa with special locus 
on Canackan team marttbara. bom 
KarvMawa  Japan  iTaped) 
■ MOVK * • ••, Adam Al 6 
AH 116701 Michael Douglas 
laePuToal 
OJ AL LINDNER'S IN- 
FISHERMAN SPECIAL 
■ MOVIE** nwGasaha 
Boy 119661 Jany levws Sv- 
lanne Ptaahana 
■ THIS OLD HOUSE The 
Tampa home recants heoi- 
wsoiojng wndOMnt a sertrtsto av 
spec ton and .rgd ductseort tor 
Ihe now central ar toncHsonng 
the .esadantiel .eaort commimty 
otSaeeicte  EJ 
2:10 
■ MOVIE BBS The Tarn 
ohed Angata (I9S7I Aook Hud- 
aon  Robert Stack 
2:30 
■ WOOOWRIGHT S SHOP 
Roy Underhai ahowi how lo de 
kghl the weaver n your Me wrth 
n-3dy noddkaa. umoraoa swrfts 
and lundmada tape loom.  (Ml 
3:00 
B SPORTSWEEKENO 
Scheduled Wand Cup Sfcang 
women i downhaT avo kom Vaf 
Coka and men • dowmhal kve 
from Whrillot 6 C The Reed Re 
pon 
■ PSA BOWLING % 130.000 
Kmg louse Open a*o kom Over 
land Part  Kan 
■ MOVK **': Tan UOe 
■nrtona    (1975) Okvor Read  Eba 
■ AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Roger McGunn performs acouanc 
vnona of many ol The Byida 
Ms aa wef aa aoto makarsal Kate 
Wo* ange Love Stal Ramans 
and    Gn» VowrfsB to Lowa      in 
fTMCl MOVK •*» The 
Straiten Story 119491 Jamaa 
Stewart. June AOyaon 
MO 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Roger Mayweether va Shaadon 
La6lanc n a aatsor fcghtwasght 
bout scheduled tor 10 roundo 
l-om la. Vegas No* IB) 
4:O0 
■ ■ COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Champwnafap Tour- 
nament Second Round Game 
Hoe) 
■ BABE WINKELMAN'B 
GCtOO FISHING 
■ MOVK **** 'he Mag 
rv-hcent Amberscna (16421 Jo- 
eeph Cotton  Anne Baatar 
■ MOVK *** Youra Mote 
And Ours (1966) Luce* 6aD 
Nanry Fonda 
■ JUKEBOX SATUROAY 
NIGHT Edrto Atjart hosts a re- 
oraabon of 6sg Band era muasc 
-nth guests Helen 0 ConnM ■ ee 
ty Smsth Herb Jefktsea Margaret 
WNtng and Hasan > orreat 
4:80 
• PGA OOLF Nerti Bay Has 
Class* Bad round eve kom Or- 
lando Ila 
• WIDE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Scheduled NCAA 
Wteetkng Chamc-onahepa fcva 
kom lowa Cry iowa a profaa of 
dreg i ace. Shaiey Muldosvnoy 
6 00 
■ STAR SEARCH Guest Ted 
Kmght  In ilereo (11 
(TMO MOVK •* Cvraa Of 
The Pmfc Panther' 11983) Ted 
Wees  OavalhVvan 
IVTNNG 
MO (■NEWS 
NEWS SPECIAL Featured 
Tlua Weak n Fanesrnant and a 
report horn Montreal on me 'od- 
erp Progreaatve Con ear vat ma Par 
ty Convention 
OJ COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
NCAA Chonvpsonafsp Tour cement 
Second Round Gan-.a  (Livel 
AND FARMERS 
•) TR The End 
Of '.ma 119461 Dorothy 
McGuro. Guy Maokeon A anv 
endow comae to the asd of a 
confuaed and emonwed man 
who haa met returned lo cnekan 
Sylvia Syma Anna l-aette and 
JueusiaRosa 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL MCA* Chanyaatrarhap Tow 
nament Fusi Round Game 
(Taped) 
(TMC) MOVK ft*** The 
Thed Man (19461 joeeph Cot 
tan Orson Veaftii A swtsar of 
putp Westerns BBBSBJBB8 the 
accsdarHal death' ol hse pro*> 
leerng boyhood heand n ma 
dart conupl world of dnedad 
poor World War li Vranna 
7:80 
I SMALL WONDER 
DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE Guest  Oe* Beddoee 
B   SMALL    WONOER   Vkk> 
tins to (teat  Jamea a name ate. 
has  faeeesv  eccueed of breakng 
he) mother a teapot 
B  GONflRNOR   CELESTE   / 
OHIO 
BOO 
B ■ AJRWOLF Hewte offers 
irwckcal aoasatanca to a myaiery 
woman and than learns that sev 
oral people are kTymg to eaanco 
hat permanently 
B NHL HOCKEY f-h-edeeyv* 
Ftyora at Toronto Maple leafs 
Snail 
B GIMME A BREAKI Net 
nns mo dee hnancsal struts 
whan aha Mawa has aaygng —• 
and haa lo foot lha bat for the 
ocean crusee and tor her gueats 
Joey and Addy   (Pan 2 ol 21 In 
B   MOO   FOXX   SHOW  A 
wnrwig lottery number comae to 
AJn.ct.emQ 
B BENNY GOODMAN: 
LET'S DANCE - A MUSI- 
CAL TRIBUTE Penal Teddy 
Weaon and the Red Noryo Ouar 
tat. Roeamery Ctoonay and Came 
Smith perform with Benny Good 
man al Now Yort i Marnott Mar 
0u« n thso tobwta to the Kevg of 
Swng that also includes Mm 
ckpa of hse early years 
I FLAMINGO ROAD 
MOVK    **"i      Bhowan. 
loeo. MI    An   Ancjal   Good 
MoTivng and A Vkttoaa lone 
Thsnga To Sng About' n itaa 
concert at Dew) i Lake Reeort n 
loynonton  AJbarla 
I ROCKY ANO FRKNOS 
WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWll An argtanant between 
Sttakay and "i, raauRa at a battle 
at tie dm* aa tie, born ... so 
compete for cuesomer dcalera 
B INORIO Narrated by John 
Cessfgud. ttaa doo^rnentary pra- 
aonts an BBB1BBI of ingrsd 6arg 
man a career toeturng faVn cape 
homo mowaa taken by her father, 
and BBBSBBBJ with rnflssii 
Dewhu-.i    Angata  lanecsun,    in, 
Uemenn   Anthon, Qunn and   Joae 
Ferrer  (Rl 
KSPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
fTMC)   MOV*   **vt     Scar. 
km      (19031   AlPecno     fskeaveaa 
Pfaattor    A Cuban  hood  ratoaaad 
kom Ceet.0 s afc navels  to Ms- 
am. and carnba to the too of the 
cocarne oaakng world  ft' 
11.IB 
■ NEWS 
11:20 
B ABC NEWS p 
11:80 
_  NEWS 
SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
WRESTLING 
action with the plants and emmafe 
Of    Ihe    kmacm    Southwest ■ 
Sonoran Deeert  :j 
KSPN) SPEEOWEEK 
(TMC)   MOVK   **      u (Aiwa 
116811    Robert     Maya      6>ooka 
Adama 
10:30 
B   NORTHCOAST   Featured 
■ ■NEW 
■  P I 
•  
• MOVK 
(19S6)   Aw* 
Stewart Granger  An Anglo-Indian 
gel aysng n Pakistan aapersencea 
an sdanttiy otstri aa aha in najn 
lo aort out her national kr,Piers 
8:80 
• FACTS OF LIFE NataM 
travels to a hole n the-.a* truck 
stop where ahe erwouniara enter 
toner Chero and involyae her 
hands ei an unuaual moose* fan 
laay In stwao  IR) CD 
• 8E NSON 6eneon tnee to aa- 
cuta the releaae of an nnotent 
man horn prison C3 
BOO 
• ■ MOVIE **V) Any 
Whsch Way You Can (19601 
Cent (astwood Scncka Locke 
Before aaftkng down with Iwa grl 
and pat orangutan a bare hated 
fighter s-gns up for one laai. luora- 
twe match (Rl 
• GOLDEN GIRLS Roae be 
gate a taaaiiorsahaj wrth An-ae 
IHarokd GouVJ) the hrst man 
ahe s  doted asnee her huebend a 
death 1S i aari ago  In .sates 88 
JWl"U   1IM4J     1.1^1   . 
I STARS 
MOVK ft* 
| 
IE SI 
8! 
i! 
I iSO 
DATELINE ONTARIO 
MUSK CITY U 8 A 
AMERICA S TOP TIN 
MOVK ** V»      The P.. And 
The Pendulum I166H Vetoant 
Praso  JohnKarr 
• IKXJSE FOR ALL SEA- 
SONS Cookng tachnsouaa tor the 
deee.1 and muggy South: CotonaM 
WaTeinyaburg a method, mo con- 
diMson ol a two-part look at art- 
KSPNI VVORLD CUP SKHFIO 
alatom kom Part Ofy 
STAR TREK 
BPEEDWEEK 
MO 
CBS NEWS 
NSC NEWS 
PUTT1N' ON THE HITS 
BPORTSCENTER 
7O0 
MUPPETS 
COUNTRY WEST Guests 
Prars*  Oyster   Band    Anna 
Penoa 
• MEE HAW Cwaaia Lorona 
Lynn    R.deis   n   the   Sky.   Don 
HOSSI 
• • BOLIO GOLD Sched- 
uled 6aTy Dee W*ams l.o-hoatl 
Mscheel McDcnasd Lmka Rschard 
Jooa Fekcatno and Caana Sclturr 
Opua, Marilyn Martin   In stwao 
• FTV kauascal guest a   Ansmo- 
• GLENN MKJLER: A 
MOONLIGHT SERENADE 
Hosted   by    Van    Jcnnaon    and 
lapad n 1884 it-a msaracaJ uo 
site ID ihe banckaadw aaaooaWOd 
sytth such Amancan daaaica aa 
toThoMood.'' Mconkghi Sare- 
node end Chafianooge Choo 
Choo featuroa ouaat performers 
T»I   Beneke     AWtny   Oeemond 
FORTUNE DANE Federal 
agenii head Dana reoponaspkt tor 
tie rhaft of mafcons of doOara ear 
marked for ehajmant to a toraegn 
bank   In stereo Q 
• MOVK **W ThreoTh. 
Hard Way (1674) Jan Brown 
Fred Waaameon A myasorvou. 
genocide orgemiat«m „ brought 
under control by three men 
• BENNY GOOOMAN 
LET-B OANCS - A MUSI- 
CAL TRIBUTE Penal Teddy 
Weaon and the Red Norvo Ouer 
let Hossme, Cloonay and Cavtya 
Smith perform wrth Benny Good- 
man at New Vort a Mer- .nt Mm 
ours n itua ne>i/te to the Ka-ge* 
Swng' that akao ncludea fsrn 
ckpa of ha) early years 
(ESPN) GYMNASTICS kstarne- 
tsonal M»ed Pass Champeonahn 
ITopadl 
(TMO MOVK **v> Faoi- 
bom' 11864) Tan Gan Peter 
Weear Deap-ta her sons -on 
nga. a dnroroad woman becomes 
involved with a ctkBrmang though 
latently tansotar dnftar who uh. 
maie*, tear* lha lamaY apart 
PG13 Q 
8:80 
• 227 Duo lo Mary a constant 
naggng laakar reluctantly agree. 
to grve Cahm a ««  m stereo 
1IW» 
■ REMINGTON STEELE 
Stoeta and Laura are hred to un- 
cover the dart eecreta of an wNror- 
- i> f »n- i.  In aiarao 
■ LOVE BOAT A gel -s n love 
•nth . 1001 engar • affcar ago. Aco 
laM for a romance nomokat two 
people caaabratayg thee 10th 
eajBEBf anrevoraary are not what 
they seem to be Gueats nctude 
Morgan Brittan, and Joe Regafbu- 
tog 
• AL JARREAU: LIVE IN 
LONDON 'ape-i a, 1S64 at 
Icavdon a VVomceai Arena ttii 
vocPit Al Jartaau performa many 
of lea felt axfuctng We'a n 
That Lowa Togathar. Lot a Pre 
•and.''    Trout*, an Payadkw   and 
Booga Down     In ste.ee) 
• ROLLING STONE READ- 
ERS ANO CRITICS POLL The 
reeutte of ftokkng Stone mege- 
nne a annual atarway are an- 
nounced n a soec •* that toOfuroo 
proNoo of eome of 1945 a top 
nvuoic •ndwairy pareonaiilsaa 
Hosts laWhaol Dougles .lenn 
Wanner  of Rofang  Slona  mag» 
Edds.   Ma 
con .Run'   119631 John Scfsnasd- 
ar.   Kak    Douglas     An    eacapsd 
asmevaf bacernoa the guany of a 
rutfeeea law officer 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:38 
• STAR SEARCH 
12:00 
• MOVK *** la,.. ... 
Ono M9 71I (bc-t Gould Jamea 
BBSS) 
(A NIGHT AT THE RACES 
MOVK    ***vt       Juraor 
Bonn.    11672) Stewa McQueen 
RoBen Preeton 
BSPNI WRESTLING 
12:10 
• AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
louaee Mandrel ange her fate B- 
Ctortng       Some    of     My     Beet 
• rwncks Are Cad Songa' . aatgar- 
aongwrrtar Met McOerwM par 
forma Hah, i Got Her Blue 
Jean* On     in stereo 
12:80 
• THE MILLIONAIRE 
MAKER 
12:38 
• SOUL TRAIN 
1:00 
■ ROMANTIC ROCK Vsdaoa 
by DeSarga. 6ryen Adam, and 
Tose Tumar Uonel Rsdwo John 
Cougar IBBBBBBBI Ran Bruce 
Sprngaiaen Sheana (aeton Ou 
ranOwan  Fssetwood Mac 
■ HART TO HART 
1:80 
■ MOVK     **• „nw,. 
The  Wmd     M900I Spanoar Tra- 
cy. Frodrsc March 
KSPNI ROLLER DERBY 
1:88 
(TMO      MOVK     *        CnsSM* 
lowa      11661)   Brooke    Sneak*. 
Martin Hew." 
2:00 
■ MOVK     *****        The 
Gamc-a. IIS74I Jamoo Caen 
FaulSorvsno 
IB WRESTLING 
STAR GAMES Sport, com 
pennon   featuring  caal   mombara 
kom      !ne  Bred.  Bench l>, 
naaty Chwha   6   Cdnypony 
and       "Lowa     Boat Senuhrujl 
round 
8:80 
KSPNI BPORTSCENTER 
3:O0 ■ ■NEWS 
KSPNI SURFING OP Fro 
Charnpsonehap. kom Hunting!on 
Beech  Cakf. (Rl 
8:48 
■ MOVK    * •   '1        The   Dream 
Makera (18761 James Fran 
caacua. Dsane 6akar 
8:66 
(TMO     MOVK    8**        The 
Straiten   Story'    116461    Jarnee 
Stewart  June Aayeon 
4:00 
KSPNI    COLLEGE     BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Chamc-cnehn lout 
nament Irst Round Geme   (Rl 
•choc"     Salt)   Annual   Amancan 
Re)   latOn    hsatory  of   Si    Fa- 
Oay 
ONE ON ONE 
13 REPORTS 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
KSPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
11:00 
THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
COBSMRNT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT 
BOB 
KIDS INCORINDRATED 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPH- 
IC Christopher Pkjmnvar narratee 
thsa luitoncat prohsa of Janiaafcm 
focuang on the rekgsoue anme. 
the tawarea cukiree that coaanii 
paacafuMy wsthan da woka and .ts 
people nttsidng lorvgom. mayor 
Teddy Kobak In tte.ee g 
B OREATiST AMERICAN 
HERO 
(WRESTLING 
THE SPENCER TRACY 
LEGACY A TRIBUTE BY 
KATHARINE HEPBURN Be> 
Itierne ■tapburn hoat. ifea veMte 
to Spencer Trecv esamnng the 
actor* career EMabath Taylor 
Burl Reynold* Martey Rooney 
Lea Me.—i and Angola Lenabury 
are among the star* rememOerng 
Tracy g 
BSPNI F iSHIN   HOLE 
11:80 
| FACE THE NATION 
! WESTERN GAROENER 
SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK   WITH  DA- 
VID 6RINKLEV p 
8:30 
B RYAN'S FANCY A look at 
how the reaidanti of Branch 
Nfka espreoe pnde n the* hen 
taga through the- muasc dance 
and ccaowrful language  (RI 
4:00 
B   ■   COLLEGE   BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Chanyp-urvehej Tour- 
tvament    Second   Round    Game 
awe) 
■ BPORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduled Weld Cup Skeng. 
men a super garni at atom hwa bom 
I! 
P 
BOO 
■ ■ SUNDAY MORNING 
Scheduled a Ptivv-tence R I 
hnenrial w-th a program lor larmi- 
naOy al ctkedron who svstfi to ktawa 
wdaotapee for Ihee potent* tour 
of the Paceeeo Mueeum n Pane 
i TOLEDO SINGS GC-SPEL 
WORLD TOaraORNOW 
BBMABBI STREET IR) p 
CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE 
JAMES KENNEDY 
NATIONAL OEOGRAPH 
kC Rschard Kaay narrates tfaa 
BBS* »a> BBaaBBBBB of the bo- 
heveor of ugars ei the ertd. kknad 
at  two Of mdka s  national  parks 
g 
6:80 
ii 
I IBM 
NATIONAL Q 
• nMWS 
CHARLEY     PRIDE     AT 
DEVIL'S    LAKE   Char.,   Pnde 
aanga  ' High  On  A  Mounien  Of 
i 
i I BASE 
FAITH FOR TODAY 
KENNETH COP*LAND 
BOUNTVFUL BLESSING 
1000 
iSVVTTCHBACK 
DAY OF DISCOVERY 
NOVA 
TELEPHONE AUCTION 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
NATURE A etudy of the g>- 
AFTFRNOON 
12:O0 
• • COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Champsonehep Tour 
nament Second Round Game 
aVnskl 
O MEETING PLACE The Re* 
J G Gardner ofheanaa at a Lent 
en sarwee kom Si   Jamaa Angk- 
Can Church n Vancouver   B C 
• HIGH     SCHOOL    QUIZ 
fJowhng Green **   Genoa 
• GALA OF STARS 08 
From the Vienna State Opera a 
■alute to the pertormng erti with 
hoat Revert, Sat* and r-mc droc 
•or Jamea laysne Among ached- 
uted portemws AJkado Krau* 
Dame Gsryneth Jonas, hancaaco 
Arena Kathleen Battle EdRaCru- 
borowa   Chnata i u-h-ig and Jvba 
Msganee Johnaon   In star eo 
• MOVK   * * '■>       Sprngtnv. 
tn The Rock-is 116421 Betty 
Caaba*  John Payne 
• FAME  Jaaao oeok* rayongt 
when hi* good heand at murowed 
by a gang at odor  in asarao 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMa    MOVK    **V>       Toe 
119821 Matt DOon    *m Me trie. 
ISlOO 
I MEET THE PRESS 
PORTRAITS 
KSPN) WRESTLING 
100 
COUNTRY CANADA 
MUPPETS 
COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
MOVK   ***V)       Mahan 
And Howard   119001 Paul leMat 
JaaonRobarda 
• W.C. FKLDS STRAkGHT 
UP Scene* kom the comockan * 
■slant Nma and other .are footage 
l»alonceng to the FstMa eaiate are 
included n the) lenoepec live look 
at the He and career of W C 
FaPda g 
1:80 
B HYMN SING Soktchon. n 
duda Sng so aha Lord by ao- 
Iraai Cndy Watson No Negm 
There by aohMt Pater George 
and God 6a Wtth You T* Wa 
Moot Agon 
B BABE WINKELMAN'S 
GOOO FISHING 
B AUTO RACING NASCAR 
Artanta SOO Stock Car Race kwe 
start to tnnvh cower ago kom At- 
lanta      Intern*! on*!     Oecewe,     n 
Hampton Ga 
MO 
B • COLLEGE BASKET 
BALL NCAA Chonyp-gnohsp Tour 
nament    Second    Round   Gem. 
Mirj 
B THE WIT AND WORLO 
OF G BERNARO SHAW 
Noted atio.s Chmtopher 
Ihiammer Genevwve 6uaMd and 
John Cos*os psrform n aicerpt* 
of Shew * greatest wort* at itaa 
TV biography of the playwright 
emsch akao include, roe him foot- 
£of th* author himiaW  |R) 
AUTO RACING IMSA M. 
am. Grand Fm  I Tape delay I 
B MOVK * * <i     Pari vvhan 
itSside*    IIHH WakemHcaden 
Audrey Hepburn 
KSPN) MISL SOCCER Si  lou- 
is    Slearrvar.    ai    Chuago    Sing 
6JM| 
(TMO MOVK ***   The Fo« 
Seaacna    IIMHAlon Aide. Carol 
Burnett 
3:88 
BMOVK***vt     ThaMu- 
aai Man    (16621 Robert Preeton 
Shewy *»... 
B MOVK *•* The RohV 
(19531 Richard Burton  Jean Snv 
lando Fk* 
B  MOVK   *•     A  Gunhoht 
M671I    Kak     Dougtot      Johnny 
CBBV 
BSPNI TRACK ANO FKLD 
NCAA Dnnt-on I Men s end Worn 
en a Indoor Charnpa>nafk(>* kom 
Oklahoma C.ty    iTaped; 
(TMO MOVK * * * T he rear 
Of In-ng DangaroasBk/ 11663) 
Mel Cebeon  Sajourney VVeowar 
4:80 
B ATLANTA  BOO CONTIN- 
UES 
6:00 
B    OURRELL    IN    RUSSIA 
Beyond   Its*   Forest      A   Summer 
t*M to lha Taa*ryr Ferwneula tun 
die 
B    LIFESTYLES     OF     THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS Tour* of 
mo Sowat ijnron with Andy Wa 
Mm* and the Me.. an Gokd COOBI 
wrth John Forsythe Hong Kong ■ 
houaa of gokd   an -Merwe—  wrth 
EveGabOr   lottery wnner.   IR) 
8 30 
B EDISON TWINS Tom and 
Ann** nveehgate the duappiar 
ance of Joieph Be* the Edawn 
fsTTwiy * tenant (Part 3 of 3) Q 
B WHEN BAD THINGS 
HAPPEN TO GOOD PEOPLE 
High-ght. of a 1964 addteea by 
beat seeng author and counealor 
Or Harold Kuahnor docuaang 
copng with great end lufferng 
EVENING 
8:0O 
«THE PRISONER 
COLLEGE   BASKETBALL 
NCAA Champ-^nahn Tourrsamant 
Socond Round Game Knot 
INEWS 
FAME     Whan    a    viidng 
prevaa * kto •* threatened  he asks 
Cm. - fee look akme      to awdch 
ident.tw. «.ih hen in •sereo 
SB STAR TREK 
BENNY GOOOMAN 
LET'S DANCE - A MUSt 
CAL TRIBUTE Funai Teddy 
Weaon and the Red Norvo Ouar 
tot Roeem*,, Ckunay and Came 
Smith perform w-th Benny Good- 
man at New Yort • Maneon Ma. 
s»ae at Owe ersbula to the Kmg of 
Swng Ihat a**o nctuOM laYn 
ckp* of hn eeriy year* 
(TMC) MOVIE **•• 
Wutharng Haaght* H93Bllau 
renco Okwer Merle Oberon 
Baaed on Emey 6ron*a s caaMst 
now*f of the doomed lowa affae 
between the epodad ooughler of a 
middka cuts. Vortahae lame, and 
the gypsy who grow, up „m nar 
S:30 
• NEWS 
• HOTLINE 
■ NBC NEWS 
• THE FALL OF FREDOK 
THE LEAF loo BuacagM oaam 
■nes ihe dekcata baionca bet-aen 
kto and death enth ra*«iijai kom 
h-s best saekng hook 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:O0 
(■SO MINUTES 
FRAGOLE  ROCK Ewaryona 
i*  surprised  whan Wombfay an 
nounces  hr.   aavgng  partner   I,. 
•he annual dwat-athon g 
• AMAZING STORIES 
•-ens enamored by yntaga 
Amwican TV shows come to loa 
AngekM on a tatont aaoich Stara 
Melon Bark* and Matthew laoc. 
loaua  In.ioroo  IR)g 
■ DISNEY SUNDAY MOV 
K Robn Hood Retoaaed 
■heevetoby n 167J Arwnaied 
varaaon of the a**** legend enth 
anetvee* pfcayng the parts lea 
tu/oo lha vece* of 6nan Bedford 
Phd Itarn* and Pater Uatnov g 
O MOVIE *•* , |.„. 
Parade (16461 Judy Garland 
'red Aataee A bsg ,,m lum* an 
unknown nw a sanaaton and 
lab* ai lowa wtth he. 
■ AT THE MOVKS Sched 
uksd raw***** Oung Ho (Mi- 
chael    "eaten     George   Wends I 
Ocstaroada (Ralph Macchaa 
Jam. Garul itscayeindai (Seen 
Connery Chriatophar Lambert I 
■ FAME    WVhan    a    ^,«g 
(19751    fcAchaal   Came     NataM 
KSPN) AMERICA'S OUR *87 
7:80 
■ BEACHCOMBERS An ta> 
P-essaro and he) daugnier are 
caught between Fa*ac * awauranco 
acam and Nat* * to** plane after 
the* opera rampany abandon, 
them g 
■ 8BVER SPOONS Rnk 
wstvda  up  ■npreeaokg  the  wrong 
SMfJHMa 
LOVE,       AMERICAN 
STYLE 
BOO 
■ • IF TOMORROW 
COME8 A MM ol „.,.,. ^ 
penng. lead to rha a>.e*t of a 
prognani bar* ctart on en at- 
tempted murder charge Star* 
Medohm Smith. Tom Barenger 
Oewd Keith and lakm Neeeon 
(Fart 1 of 3) m okaroe g 
O SEEING THINGS A eocorwj 
•uaprnoua  ciaath   hound*  louw t 
Located In OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Mco,-Tl*j*.VCRRenUl*2Fre«Tip« 
only'8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations In NW Ohio 
 i_  
a,
'
rT|fl,!Srrlui«sf 
"Your Campus 
Florist" 
Red Sweetheart Roses 
$7.50 a dozen 
Cash & Carry *■"] 
•Yellow 
•Pink 
PHONE *Or>nKe 
353-1045 
(HAH? CALLEPy) 
Have You Don* Everything For 
Your Florida Spring 6roak? 
Before Leevlng    Be Sure To Schedule 
Tour Appolntmentl 
* Weaving. 
* Lumlnlxlng. 
*  Highlighting. 
140 I. Wooeter 
Behind Finder. 
332-HAIK 
nLinden Jree Kcslimranf 
Saturday and Sunday 
8 a.m. -1 p.m. 
Breakfast Buffet 
All you can eat for only $3.59 
• The Best in Town • 
Across from Harshmm Quad 
W miilcr 
lioxtlini! <■ 
M-U(,:'iii-M 
\    *    .; I||. Ill 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
For your 
Cut  Flower  &  Green 
Plant needs. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
&fi02k 
OPEN 
Man.-Thura. 6*am-9pm 
Fri. 6*ari-10pm 
S«. 7m-10pm 
Sun. 8am 9pm 
nsHu 
t.»BeiOw.Oa» 
35H123 
[«iavi«|iM.l 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
Saturday   Special 
#   Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5.49 
Includes nil you can eat 
soup, salad, and desert Bullet 
plus choice ol potato. 
Call us about our 
Dally Specials 352-0123 
in* luiw via ol -it mu.de.ed 
meet*, i tapH ; J 
0 MOVI€ • • l*mm, l*» 
Vacation M9B«> Meredith 
Baiter Banev M*h*ai Grose *'* 
Keoion fia" stay*", to London lot 
a •acetmn heed —in iom»v« 
•ooDMt and mtemalajnel « 
»tguo  (Big 
I THE AVENGERS 
PUTTIN'  OH   THE   HITS 
lip Synced rerattioni ol Madon 
"»•      i»ii    Si*        'aa>a    *i» 
*•!'( Snout        and     Dev.d 
Boa* • BW Jaan 
0 GALA Of STARS 86 
Irom the veaaie State Opera a 
salute IO ine performing *tt muti 
hott B»—ry Salt and "XM daec 
lor Jem*e leame Among MK*H 
uktd performer! Alfredo Kraut 
Dam* GaryneiH Jones Francesco 
Are-ia ■ethkssnBelfte Eotie Gru 
ba>ova Christ* iud*<g and AAe 
U.gan*. Johnson Iniiarao 
IESPNI NML HOCKEY Ne« 
»o>t i aider i ai "taw Vort 
Ranger. H.vei 
ITMCI MOVIE ** Ut*le»* 
119811 Hobati Ha.. Brook* 
Adam. The death of an elderly 
«itii» . »irt*i) b. net >iaMiiv Io 
pay tie hMing M spurt a social 
get i   e"d i-*,!',..*  com 
i"-.    PC 
8 30 
ffi WHAT S HAPPENING 
NOW" Nedme and n»> lake 
tamper** <harge ol a runaway 
orphan ijudy Pace! and i«ta> ion 
tiler mjamg Mi a permanent 
manoa1 of the f*m.iy 
goo 
O THE DEFENCE  Of  CAN 
AOA ,-,•■-.- i\~ ■■*.«. i— 
geographical and ptycnoiogicBt 
■mpai i ol the nuclear age on Can 
add and Hi ebiiit. io deter nwia iii 
defim* .trategy (Part 1 ■•• 1> 
0 MOVIC * * : Blue In^n 
da* 119831 Bo, Sche.de. M, 
cotm M.Oo—- A lot Artgatet 
pcAte natteopiai patrolmen tv 
KOI an etperanental meliary at. 
par. outer   lupposetfy planned   'or 
ffi MOVIE *•■ I* MSSSl 
lesa* tar on MM lax- A Mung 
Fiench get fait *> toy* -r>in a car 
m.el megaton obkyeMt lo a crip 
pied puppeteer * affection loi h*r 
0 MOVIC * * Tomb. Ot Tha 
Blind Oaad n9f*l C**ar Burrwr 
lone'remmg Coeage frauds on a 
tampmg tip travel t trough a da 
tartad yOlage arttere mummAM 
urpin  'IM  and CuteSy  I*   all 
B-cWn mo* itunai there 4 
a pica on fat head ha he** 10 11a 
Amoncan V\..i of the 1870a 
1146 
fTMCI MOVIE * * lha -asp 
11983) Sroil Oarx Aagan fro- 
thnow Tha Garman army « Nan 
occt4>ad Boman* hnda a aiona 
' iQMihcaiion tn*i houaM an avw 
(i4tar"al^alpo«rar   m narao   B 
12:00 
O  ENTT-nTAINMENT   TM8 
WflK    lnta>v*«    «-Ih    GOKM 
O 700CLUS 
II9PMI BOOVSUB.DING M. 
and M. Amarica Champ«on»ha>» 
•■ "  Paaadano CaM At 
12 20 
0 imtPPf R JOHN. MO 
1:00 
O HAWAII r-ivi o 
0 CHILDREN:  CAUGHT IN 
TMt CROSS* IRE 
IfSPN)     BEST      OF      PKA 
KARATE 
1  28 
ITMCI   MOVIE    •*      ImpMaa 
119841 In. Hlinrioi  Mag T*. 
1r20 
• •JTJNIWS 
2:00 
9 CflS NEWS 
NIGH TWA TCH 
ffi    WALL    STREET    XHJR- 
NAL REPORT SthadMad  bab" 
ouftma«. mrara.lt m Normarn i< • 
C3 MOVIE « • • • ■■■■■■ 
Maa H977) Woody Alan Cnana 
Kaaion A ntghliHA com< and on 
aapxng tongaoaaa anara maa 
nata-oaoa " an onagon oW again 
(ESPHI COLLEOC BASfBALl 
Mama at M*m- n.vai 
fTl*C) MOVhE * * * M-»*ghi 
1U>HI H978I Brad Davrt 
John Hut Baaad on tha ■>— alO- 
r* o* B*y Maya, a yorng Ama» 
tan aiiaalad m Turta* for at 
lamping IP tmuggja out haohiah 
■rho   vjfar■   a gtuaWig   axarara 
ton •" a miirmi pr«on   R 
■ 30 
0 • NCWMART A laghly ho- 
wl yuan charmt Lany  Oa-ryt and 
Darryl -ito hamg hat at a •MftMaaa 
ai lha-    -'-  q 
O HANOIN IN Naia nan io 
rw"i« a aocial •tontar and har 
boyhand M*a <".t>a. conhdonco 
i" a noryoua tome Wabtiar »•. 
io buy a nrt con •noaaaaia q 
0 VALERIC Bvamy Mark dahaa 
hn> motha« and mat ov h» tha 
••rattling taam  «• narao 
too 
• • If TOMORROW 
COMES In London Ttacy and a 
mattar con arMi baioma partnart 
«£} ROLLING STONE READ- 
ERS AND CRITICS POLL Tha 
tatull. o> Hoamg Siona maga 
/m« . annual wvay a>a on 
nouncad ■• a tpaoat thai laatoa. 
profiMt ol toma o* 198S t lop 
mutx -ndutt't paru>naltttat 
Mi i.t i Mil "J>I Oouglaa Jann 
Wwnnar  o«  RoMing  Siona  maga 
10 CO 
Ocic NEvvsg 
0     ALFRED      HITCHCOCK 
PRFSINTS '-,. s-.... 
ti  Maint thai  ona ol hi. wort, 
na. magical &•>**•.  a (aU»on da 
ttgnar faart aha . bamg tiakad by 
ffi) WASHINGTON REPORT 
fTMCI MOVIC • a Cnmat 0* 
Patfon M984iNaihlaan Tia-nar 
Anthony Pattm. A arartaholK 
tathion daaignai iai*va. har 
dawxootad hutnai>ont and ami 
aian at a iwgh pnead proaiiiuia 
b. n^*ii laWnitattlf houndad by 
a  hom- >dai  tuaat  praacha>     R 
o 
102B 
O   VENTURE   <   Tha  Nation t 
Bufnat.   aWifoao«>1 
10 30 
© KENNETH COPELAND 
1046 
fB MAURICE CHEVALIER 
11 00 
0 00 0 0 NEWS 
0      TALES      FROM      THE 
DAHKSIDE     A    booa*    bat. 
tgain11 hn VHTI "ft wilh a gam 
i-a. -atunad horn lha daad 
0   THE   QUEEN   AND   HER 
CEREMONIAL      HORSCS    A 
loo* M Xa at lha Roy* Mow. 
tha •'■«>'  hortat and tha paopfe> 
amo  cara  lor  tham    and  Quoan 
(Mabath .   cWta  mvoNamant   m 
lha llatMa . oparahont 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11  20 
0 ABC NEWSC3 
II 30 
0 AT THC MOVIES Schad- 
uktd iav**. Gung Mo IM. 
cheat Keeion Qaorga Wandll 
Croaaroada IRalph Macchw 
jam. GattrJ hvghlendei (Soon 
Connary Chc.lophar lambarll 
O MOVIf ** H Murder In 
Mav3 11975' Richard Johnton 
l»na WaAar A *oman .tuntaet 
mio a peace ttanon lambhng » 
conaianth' about Bartoa mgac. 
hollow votcet a clort lHAavg 
nudraght andmutdar 
0 MOVIE **** Commg 
Homo     (19781  Jane 'ondo    Jon 
Votght     A   Marina   CaplOx t   ame 
•aat  at  love  erith  an ambniered 
ditaClatl   V«tnam   valaren   arhaa 
har hutband •. lighting abroad 
0   (NTTRTAINMINT   THIS 
WEEK    A   apecaa   adiion   anti 
Rone Banett mchtdet a 'apo>l on 
pcanography    and   (onvartationt 
anlh     Faye     Ounaway      Giwa 
Slamem and Oprah VVmlrev 
O BOB UECKER S WACKY 
WORLO Of SPORTS 
0 FOR MY PEOPLE 
II 35 
0   MOVIE   ■**     lung Fu 
Ht7<)    David   Caradine     Sorry 
SuAven     When   a  had American 
2 SO 
IE9PKI SPORTSCENTER 
300 
ITMCI MOVIE • * * * Am» 
cord    119731 Msga* Noel  Bruno 
330 
KSPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Woman i MeMm ftom Part City 
Utah and men t aialom horn 
Heavanr, Vaaay CeM  IRI 
MONOAY 
EVENING 
eoo 
 I NEWS 
I PERFECT MATCH 
_)     MACNER.      /     LEHRER 
NCWSMOUR 
0 WONDER WOMAN 
SOfFF RFNT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH S MONFV 
WORLO 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI MOVIf *•* The 
VIPt 119631 Ihiabaih Taylar 
R<herd Burton At pataangart Ol 
a delayed h>ght a-*i iata .,n a> 
ihe vif lounge o* a London a> 
pori   thee i.va. baconw Cuiaiualy 
B30 
0 CBS NEWS 
I NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS C3 
0 HARRY 0AVS 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)   FISHING   1984  Arthui 
Smith Kmg Macterel Tournamanl 
horn Myrtle Beach  SC  (Rl 
70O 
O CBS NEWS 
O COUNTRY CANADA 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   Prohtot   ol    lha   Oacar 
nomavaet lor Seal  Actreta   Fee 
luret    Anne    Banco*!      Whoopi 
Gcadborg    Ja.ua   Lange    Geral- 
daw Page and Meryl Slreep 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
0    BEST    OF     SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
0M-A-S-M 
0     MACNE8.     /     LEHRER 
NBWSHOUR 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:SO 
0   P.M.   MAGAZINE   CN-e 
'ana a Si   Patricfe a  Day parade 
photographer   Bred  Anerrrujn    an 
aboard-Dan I Senmont 
O AIRWAVE S A taaNon thoar 
orgeratod by 7oe n tchedutad lor 
the tamo najjhi H Jean . aceapl' 
preatigjoua aersrd 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM MAGAZINE The 
beaches ol fco da Jsnaao rero 
lootbaa teams Irom .„»i high 
•ChooM competa a. a hamburger 
eating contest 
0 WflLO. WB.O WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
J BENNY MIL1 
THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL REPORT 
BOO 
0 0 KATE A ALL* Tha 
McAfdfcta and the lowest learn 
abow the peght ol the needy 
when Clap beftemda a homelott 
'eiarded man 
O DANGER BAY A .„, _,. 
•otc boy is rescued by Or Ourt 
bar a eccentric hand who kvos ei 
hoOowlrae   Q 
YOU AGAIN? « tteroo □ 
HARDCASTLE      ANO 
MCCORMKX The r^dge « con 
amced thai Mart a) out of IM 
ma»d when McCornadi leB. hrn 
thai he saw leprechauns buryetg 
gold Q 
0 0 WONDERWORKS 
On loan A VaHnemeee loon 
•Bet awng at Aue*e>« wth ha* 
adopiiyo para, n ., faced wnh 
difficult dacisajnt ah at ktarrang 
thei hot nature* tether mtends io 
visit her Marelac Johnsion and 
Oueng Cha*. Dmh sfar Q 
0 DALLAS 
V 
Cooper dawtes a plan to have 
Tracy kept under surveAance by 
miarpol Siar. IWhard Iteey Ma 
dofyn Smitn and David Keith 
IP art 2 Ol 3) M iMtOO q 
I REAL FISHING 
MOVIE **•    F..i Blood 
H982)   Sylvester   SisaOne   Rich 
ard Cranna   A Varlnam vetaran t 
run at wnh the peace m a dead 
war buddy I hometown eualata. 
atto a mator way (Riq 
0 MOVIE Treeucross IPram 
ana) Tad Wass Marka. Poat 
Spurred by compelling tpeitt and 
a search lor pushes three wealthy 
axattigeiort reca to sohw two 
oeupkcabie mutdatt Cj 
0 0 AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUBjf Tea Ma a RalrSe A 
withdrawn elderly woman una 
•MM ihat she .. dyatg embarts 
on a long nuney lo 'oetquemt 
hersaM wtth har geognrph-aay 
end emotionaay taparatad 'amity 
las Kedrove Metvyn Oouglae end 
Brooke Adam, tier at itae 19S0 
movej q 
0 MOVIE  * • *     A Question 
01 Gael 119/81 Tuesday Weld 
Ron I eatman When an etvectnre 
woman rt accused ol murderevg 
hot chad eenous questions are 
■ uteri avaohang personal prepj 
dae  morakty and pustrca 
B:30 
O     FRONT    PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE Q 
lOOO 
O  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0NEWS 
ITMCI MOVIE ••*«* Tho 
Killing FaMdt I19B41 Sam 
Weterston Hamg S Ngor Based 
on New York Tanas teporlar Syd 
nay Schanbarg s chrontcM ol Ihe 
unmue hMndehm that developed 
Between ram and Ins native et 
aittani O.fi Ptan m 1970s erar 
lorn Carnbodw M tsarao   R  q 
1030 
0 0 BYPASS   THE STORY 
OF A PATIENT *oleae«nei 
dancer John Hyam.   personal at 
peramcee ol a heart attack      horn 
imnal  aympiomt  through a  sue 
cesalul coronary bypoat operation 
•ausnate   cardMwaacwlar    drs 
aoto t warrang ...vi*. and treat 
mam 
0 BOSOM BUDDIES 
11:00 
IO000NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
LOVE.      AMERICAN 
STYLE 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0   OHtO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
IESPNI ARM WRESTLING 
Maror    league   Oat eft at   tearna 
11:30 
0 ENTERTAINMENT TO 
NIGHT Prohln ol the OaCa* 
nomavaet lor Baal Acness lea 
turet Anna Bancroft Whoop. 
Goldberg Jeterca Langa Garal 
dme Papa and Meryl Sireap 
I MOVIE 
REMINGTON STEELE 
Steeie and Laura try to -nUt/eie a 
dangaroua 'mg ol art Hvaves IR) 
0 BEST OF CARSON From 
January 19BS actress Ten Gen. 
trngar Tom Tenrvae and author 
Roy Bkruni  Jr    mm host  Johnny 
Carson  I I Ml 
s 
I AeVC NEWS NtGHTLINE 
MURDER    MOST   ENG- 
UtM 
0 THE AVENGERS 
0 BENNY HUL 
0  MAKEM   ANO  CLANCV 
AT   THf   NATIONAL   CON- 
CERT   HALL  Thai  (...art   laa 
turea   Tommy  Mahem  and  lawn 
Oancy perloimaig both b>eh end 
Amarcan  io*  nvjaac  ai  the Na- 
iicmai Concert Ma* m Oubbn.  be 
Hind 
(EtPN) SPORTSCENTER 
I2;00 
0      STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
BAR BOOR REPORT 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
IESPNI WORLO CUP SKIING 
Men s  doemhA  Irom Are   Swe 
dan (R) 
12;30 
0 LATE  NIGHT  WTTH  DA- 
VK>   LETTERMAN   ScitacUed 
isnms   tier   Martma   Nawataova 
aciraae    Carol    Kane     ccmyadtan 
Gerry Shandhrvg   In atareo 
fTMC)   MOVIE   **v,      S—-j 
Shrft     IIBB4IGokheMewn   Kurt 
s- 
12:3B 
0 COMEDY TONIGHT 
Guests Soupy Setae Whoop. 
Goldberg fiankat Pace.' John 
Kose* Paul McMahon N Y Jets 
playar Mart Geeimeau  IR) 
12:40 
0     MOVIE     ••       Imoryo 
119761   Rock    Mudson     Barbara 
Carrara 
latt 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOVIE    **1       l^nnary 
Row     11982) Nidi  None   Oebra 
Wmger 
(ESPNI MARK SOSIN 8 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
1:06 
0 AM MY SWAGGART 
1:30 
0NEWS 
IESPNI OUTDOOR llff 
2:00 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGH TWA ICH 
■ HEWS 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2:10 
ITMCI      MOVIC      * *        Nmp* 
Wart    i)9B4l Sonny ChOe  Hen- 
ry Sanede 
2:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL REPORT 
3:30 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Roger Maywoather vs Sheldon 
LeBlanc m a mraor aghtwaight 
bout sefwrtuted lor 10 tounds 
Horn las Vegas Now  IR) 
MO 
ITMCI MOVIE * lunch Wag- 
on lie-Ill Candy Moore Chuck 
McCenn 
TUESDAY 
MARCH II. 1MB 
DAYTlMf SPORTS 
MO 
LESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
EROO 
(ESPN) TRACK  AND FAELD 
NCAA Drwann I Men i and Worn 
i   Che. 
Oklahoma Cty  (R) 
11:90 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
BJSPNI    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL REPORT 
IBM 
IESPNI     ARM     WRESTLING 
Mamr    League    OeteOaa    team. 
MO 
(ESPN) COLLEGE   BASEBALL 
Mare at Mom. IR) 
6:00 
KSPNI FiSHIN   HOLE 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6:20 
(TMC)**    - Icemen      (1984) 
Tanothy Mutton  Imdtey C'ouee 
7:00 
(TMCI   * •     Dot And The Bun 
n,    H98DI Ananaied 
MO 
ITMCI     •**>* Tha     Red 
Shoos      HS48I   Moee   Shearer 
Anton WMbrOOB 
11 OO 
fTMC)   a**       The  Candvdele 
119721     Robert     Redfnrri       Pater 
Boyta 
1:00 
0      **      the Man  With  Tha 
Power      119771   Bob   Neat    V* 
Morrow 
[TMCI 6>**M Manhattan 
11979) Woody AAan rjujno Kee 
ion 
MO 
fTMCI ** DM And The Bun 
ny    IIBBOIAnanated 
4 30 
fTMCI   **•-,       ts.  Goodbye 
Gel      1 9771   Ructwjrd   IVaytuaa 
MaiahaMaeon 
IVENeNG 
BOO 
f 00 NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
0     MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 WONDER WOMAN 
IDIFF RENT STROKES 
OCEANUS 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
0 COS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS CJ 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPNI    WORLD    CLASS 
WOMEN 
(TMCI MOVIE •>•>**, Tho 
Lavender HA Mob'' 11962) AAx 
Oueinoaa. Stanley Maeoetat An 
unbkely band of bant roBbars at 
tempi, one of rho oddest bank 
hoena ■» htetory 
7:0O 
I CSS NEWS 
GZOWSKI  6  CO   Guests 
Vancouver    lawyer,     jey    Ciert 
John Bsnka  and  Rchard Covae 
co-authora of    fseedraaYiat N 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO 
NIGHT    intorvtaw    enth    Mary 
Tyler Moore 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
|! 
£ BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OP    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
«M»A#S*H 
MAC NIK      /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0    P.M.     MAOAZINE     The 
baachai  of R-» d>  JJanaao.   Mr 
laugh T-ecit   lha Wxght famey 
0 COUNTRY REPORT 
0 JEOPARDY 
0 TAXI 
0 PM MAGAZINE Champmn 
ak>ar BAy Kald gam bargams m 
Rmda Janaeo 
0 Wt-D. WB.D WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
I BENNY HEX 
THREE S COMPANY 
*SPN) WRESTLING 
BOO 
0      0       TRAPPfR       JOHN. 
M.D. Staffers at San Frenoaco 
Momonal treat a wed boy awfler- 
mg hom rrujlrtusjition 
0 FIFTH ESTATE krah Piano 
Mi".it.. Goriat Fitrgarald 
dracuases potenhef benofna of a 
power Sharmg agreement *.in 
Brrtnn Prane M.ctier Margaiai 
Thatcher 
0   A TEAM  Facoman  puahea 
n..  new book  on  the taR-snow 
cacurt   after  recenang  a  novern 
mam pardon  (Riq 
0 WHO'S THE  BOBS7 Tony 
cencea. a hot dose io ho*) Angela 
woo an important cfrant q 
0 0 NOVA An eMntavatton of 
the contrctutajne of Drs   Howard 
llorey and EmOet Cham m pervca- 
ana   fJeyssopmeni   as  a   wonder 
drug q 
0 DALLAS 
• MOVE •** Ai.it.f1o 
m**a IIB79I Laurence CSrner. 
Duma Lane An aadarly con artist 
jean, two young runaways m love 
on a mad dash across the Europe- 
an continent wtth tha children a 
parent, and the peace at hot pur 
awrl 
fTMC) MOVIf    • * •       Try, Can 
dideW (19721 Robert Redtord 
Patar Boyta A ycajng hboral tnos 
desperately io evcad bamg cot- 
ruptad by laa campaign for a teat 
mtheUS Senate    PG 
MO 
0 GROWING PAINS Jeaon 
refute, to Ml hra age at 0 Bruce 
Sprmnateen concert  rRiq 
BOO 
0 0 IF TOMORROW 
COMES Itacy eludaa Intarpol 
agent, and reluctantly team a up 
with Slaver,, to steel a ddmond 
alupmam on board a plane headed 
for Amuer.iem though unaoki to 
catch up wnh the efuenre Maaaral 
ken Pierpont Ttacy eyontueffy 
BBMSBS Bnnng ve hat He of 
crane IPerl 3 of 31 In Stereo Q 
0 NATIONAL OJFOORAPH- ■ 
0 HUNTER Huniar and McCst 
•ra«s< io latm America a. eaerth 
of (he cortauloio attache who ae- 
saurtad Dee Dae m her aperiment 
In ttereo (Rl 
0 MOONLIGHTING A worn 
» guard fares Mai ike and Dawd i 
her pot of goM   IRI Q 
0 0 FRONTLINE Ttsa profea 
of tha Nicaraguan Contras aiam 
.net who they are Iho legakt, of 
prrvasa ard to the rebate and lha 
Whna Mouaa t ai4K>ori of that 
«ct.c q 
0 MOVIE **■■. Aeporl 
1978' I1B74I Charfton Me.ton 
Karen Black When the crew of a 
747 re kdod m s fiee* BOCMBM 
tho chtff asswardass mu.t paot 
tho hues «t to safety 
«tPN) ROLLER DERBY 
10:00 
0  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0 SPENSER: FOR HIRE Su- 
san s pregnancy and the pfcghl ol 
two orphaned children whose la- 
ther he luflad m teif defense upset 
Spenser  (Rip 
0 0 TROUBLE ON BIG 
MOUNTAIN A faetoncaf o^r- 
wsw of the forced relocation of 
Novaho and Hop. irajona from 
dhyputed landi m Aruone and m 
r/npott on the teaidonta ol B-g 
Mowlam reoarvotron q 
0NEWS 
*SPN) WORLO CUP SKIING 
Women t     gujnt     lUttom     from 
Water ww Vaeey   N H   11 ape.1i 
ITMCI   MOVIE    *#*#   "The 
Tm Drum    119/9) Dawd Bennett 
Angola Wtntlar   A ame* boy enth 
unueual power t of perception re 
pacts pobtrcs   hurnan cotr<toraon 
afvp   and   e»on    adufthood   and 
wendari about laa country during 
the tumult nous tear I of tho Nan 
lagarne. laNntkiaary bangmg a toy 
drum  (Subtitled)  R 
10:30 
I BUDDIES 
11:00 
I NEWS 
SHADOWS 
AMERICAN 
STYLE 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ON THE LINE 
KSPN) WORLO Of SPORTS 
11:30 
0 ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT bMeryaava eMh Mary 
K Moore 
AOVK * * 'Tho Aaona Ate 
Coming HMO) Tom Meson 
Mesnda fee An esoophyaaaet 
and lea aasraiani become the tar 
gait Of akan kfo forma Horn a dy 
mg pUmei who plan to take ovor 
the bod-M of humena 
0 SIMON 4 SIMON Tha 
Senone try to local a a woman 
who eeanvngty oVwjpcoarad alter 
tparMtng a r-fJM at a haunted ho- 
le* room  IR) 
10000M 
DARK M O V 
LOVE.      AM 
 
2 
0 TONIGHT Host Johnny 
Carson SrAeduktd ecooaoae 
Mary Tytar Moor, and Marge.at 
Avery convadevA Larry Waa In 
ttereo 
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
MURDER    MOST   ENG- 
LISH 
{THE AVENGERS 
BENNY HAL 
CHAPPY GOES TO MAR 
Of ORAS JOurnakei Chappy Har- 
dy etpsorea the oaoYnone  rttusks 
■«y .ter ar. and ouoagoouaneoe of 
Now Orisons   annual MarrJ Groa 
coajbrenon 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
1200 
0      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
f BAR SOUR REPORT 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
KSPNI     INSIDE     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
12:28 
(TWO    MOVIE    *•      Porty a 
Revenge    (19881 Dan Monohen 
Wyatl Kraght 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WTTH DA 
VID LETTERMAN Schadutod 
Tony Lawrence efeo aiupa] pat 
tnck a  In atareo 
KSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Roger Mayweother vs Sheldon 
LoBtJJnc et a savor fcghtwe^ht 
bout   ecf-JdUOd   tor    10   rounds 
from LOS V09OS. Nav   IB I 
12:38 
0      COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Guests     Mark    Warner.    Donnra 
■at*. Stu T...a.  Ra*y Jey. Steve 
IVMtlernon. AmbrooHl  «l 
12:40 
0  MOVIE   * * ',      The Oort 
SaM Ol innocence    119781 Joan- 
na Pettot  Kenlfunier 
1:00 
I HA WAN FIVE-O 
MOVIE   * * * v,     Parac m 
Tho    Sweet.       (19601    Richard 
WVdmart   PaulDouglaa 
1:OS 
0 JIMMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
0NEWS 
2 00 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
rn*a   uovn   *>*» 
tact     11983: AI Pacmo  Micheia 
PIOrROT 
2:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASEBALL 
Mame at Mbom. (R i 
WEDNESDAY 
MARCH IB. 1MB 
deaeai      ISOS t V Dei* a. 
DAYTIME M0VK6 
4:66 
fTMCI »**'! The lavender 
HB MOB" (19871 AAx Guavwt. 
Stanley Moeoway 
MO 
(TMCI »•* H Charm* Of 
Fea (1M1I Ban Croat Ian 
Chaheeon 
BOO 
(TMC)   **      the  Keep     U9B3I 
Scott Glenn   Juigen P.ochnow 
10:36 
fTMC)   * *     Curse Of  Tha Path 
Panther     H963I  Tod Was.   Da 
wdNraen 
12:30 
(TMCI * * *     Age-iit All CMfJe 
H984) Rachel Ward. Jeff Indg- 
aa 
i«o 
0 * * ' i Kavatton Tho Pow- 
er Play (19761 Raymond Burt 
Bradford OeVrujn 
2:30 
(TMO     ***v>        Chanota    Of 
Fao       HMD   Ban    Cross.    Ian 
Owjrteoon 
MO 
(TMC) * * * * Around Tha 
World in BO Days M988I Dowd 
Nwen. Shetey Madame 
EVENfftG 
ii 
KfM-A'S-M 
0     MACNIH      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0  P.M.   MAGAZINE   Back t 
boat ben   Peter Toch. erMl and 
ecuVtor  IKnt tovatMarayn  baby 
0   COUNTDOWN   TO  THE 
OfNkfS    Gordon   Pmtent    ho.lt 
Ihe) prawew of tho Cenackan Nm 
awards •arach mckrdei fern cap. 
from nommatad feetureo and m 
larnews wnh the stars and pro- 
djeBOTt 
i JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM MAGAZINE A prawow 
of tho Oacar. the igwa>u arater 
test-8-art 
0 WILD. Wt-O WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
(BENNY HfLL 
THREE S COMPANY 
KSPNI NBA TOOAY 
S:O0 
0 0  FAST   TIMES  Levdea 
kejnds fmaty kasrn if her long dr. 
tan. a boyfriend Ktuefhr aaitit 
0 LES CANADkENS Alan 
Mnttand oartatet thta dcaumen 
isry portrait of the Montreal C ana 
dans hockey team focuomg on 
the eipwwncas of Guy leflaur 
Jaan Bsfnoau Ma... R«har.l 
and Aural jovat 
0 BOB HOPE SPECIAL 
Royal Command Partorrrvjnce 
From Sweden Guoata mclude Lay 
UOmann Boy George Omar Shar 
■• OoMi lundgron and Shetey 
Jonae 
0 MACGYVER MecGyvw at 
tempia lo track down a con man 
who puked Off a rrnflimAVon-dol. 
lar diamond he-tt IRI Q 
0 0 SMITHSONIAN 
WORLD Tlas akoa Of Americana 
•solute* the Iipwanantal Aecrafl 
Association s Annual Inter net awuM 
My m hold m Cohkooh W.. . so 
thor Gerry WAs pome.! of 
George Wathmgton the arcf-tet 
lure Of Amaricen churthe. and 
the tanewal of I eyette—>e   N C 
0OALLAS 
0 MOVIf **** ■■ ii- 
Hoat Ol Tha Night IIM7) Srd- 
noy Poitw Rod Sieiger The 
mood is tenet whan a block da 
leettve *om PtieOoetphw arrreee m 
i iff- 
r 
•;*n. 
{00 NEWS 
PERFECT Mil 
MAC NEK 
NEV I 
SOD 
I  
ATCH 
/     LEHRER 
WSHOUR 
I WONDER WOMAN 
I OIFF'RENT STROKES 
I CRIME FkLE Tope  •dantm/ 
mg potential oraranela  Qua ale m 
dude John Monahen of Bet Ura 
■warty   of   Wgjnta  law   School 
Peter  HoRman   ra as arch daoctor 
of the US  Perots Commieaon 
KSPNI SrH3RT»OOK 
8:30 
0 CSS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS CJ 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
KSPNI     INSIDE     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
MO 
I CSS NEWS 
MAKING    OF     SUPER- 
THON 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    •ntervww   wtth   Robby 
I NC WL YWE D GAME 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
Bent, i 
(ESPNI BASEBALL'S GREAT- 
EST HITS Work) Sarws Greateti 
Mornontt 
(TMCI MOVIE #•** Great 
tipoctatama ii«47i John Mas 
Vatar* Hoboon Bated on the .to 
ry by CharWt Dckent   A young 
boy . Me ■. deeply mhuenced by a 
dwjncs encounter with an oa 
caped prisoner 
MO 
0 0 TOUGH COOKIES Ctrft 
and Conma pose es workers m a 
dnar lo m'tttete • enme tmg 
(ESPN) NHL HOCKEY Meriford 
WhafarseiSi lours Blue* Creel 
BOO 
0 0 MOVIE AssasaaY 
(Premiere) Robert Conrad Karen 
Auahn A rawed agont is cafatd 
upon io destroy a humenord tobot 
that hoe run amok and launched a 
murderoua campaign egem.i na 
creaiora Q 
O MARKET PLACE A look at 
problem,   caused   by   emended 
0 BLACK ES MAGIC Ala. 
and Leonard work on a Bhng oner - 
etmn aimed at brmgmg a corrtmt 
toy menufertismg Lmg to rustce 
IPostponed *om an aorkor data I 
I DYNASTY p 
0 WELL-TEMPERED 
BACH WITH PETER USTI- 
NOV Muscat pwyormanco and 
documentary are contfosyed m that 
ceMaei<m of tho 30Oth anntvw 
.ar. of Johann Sebetnan Bach's 
bath kKfuded era eokjcbona horn 
kayboard. chamber and choral 
worts along with Usimov's ra 
www of tha compoeer s kfo In 
tlareo (Rl 
0 MOVIE •*•'» Downh* 
Racer (IMS) Robari RoOTord. 
Gene Hookmen Aa a raouR of car- 
cjm.lance an Anv»can at. bum 
bocomaa an Caympa: ctwrnpron 
0:30 
0 MAN ALIVE A won to tho 
Jariaalom hokr MO of Temp*. 
Mount where mcreeaed vaolonco 
Kaa atcaiatui between rsagaoue 
•scbons  IRiq 
MBM 
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
0 ST. ELSEWHERE 
0 HOTEL Juke a enterod m a 
i stem tear en compel it ion an 
aaroopece engineer thatka hsr 
huaband t a spy Guests exsuda 
Cha.se Rob-ton and Mcheae 
Pheaps q 
0NEWS 
fTMC) MOVHT *•■> Agasrvai 
AI Odds' II9B4) Rachel Word. 
Jeff Bridges A fading profoaaionol 
foc4bOa pUryw  take  m  love wrth 
Ihe guthamd of a imM time hood 
and becomes eyvohred with sha- 
dy   fagn-etakao reel  estate  deal 
evga In tattoo    R  q 
1l>30 
0 BOSOM BUOOfES 
ItjOO 
00000NEWS 
0DARK SHADOWS 
0      LOVI.      AMERICAN 
BTYLt 
(WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ART SEAT 
11:30 
0    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    .ntarvww    wrth   Robby 
'SjBHB 
0    MOVE    **•      Suppose 
I hey l*eve A War And Nobody 
Came' 119701 Btewi Korth. Tony 
Cut in The coM war bttwaan an 
Arm. beta and a netghboring 
town turns hot *tw tokkert bcr 
row a tank and wage a corner erar 
r-i.1 Ihe (own t prrvsts aririy 
T J. HOOKER Hookar hetps 
out a araonAi ga^ng member bemg 
fiamed lor rnvrdsr  by hat poors 
0 
0 TONIGHT Most jOhnrty 
Caraon Scheduled country muarc 
group Alabama  In atareo 
I ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
MURDER    MOST   ENG- 
LISH 
THE AVENGERS 
BENNY HBLL 
GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Dance m Amarea 
Dance Theatre of Martem m A 
Stroatcar Named Doaea Vagx 
•e Johnson iBUmrhe DuBwal A. 
ko    Foki   (StaBa   KB afakil   and 
lowol   Stralh    (Stanley    Kowetaki) 
are iho loaturad dancers et that 
beBet darrwod Horn tho Torwttoaoa 
WAama play and choreographed 
by Vaksna Bait* to tho tnuaa: of 
the Ale. North mow ecore Gaof 
Boy Moider . Beha and Svhsa 
Pa* da Oout are eteo performed 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12 CO 
0      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
tSARSOUR REPORT 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
KSPNI SKIING MAGAZINE 
12:06 
(TMCI MOVIE  * *     Mtsmg In 
Acbon 2     The Begmnmg      (1986) 
Chuck Nor.it  Soon-Took Oh 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WTTH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduled 
comedienne Etayne Boo.ler 
sound scutptor Reathotd Mat 
khauaen  In ataroo 
KSPNI    SKIING    VOhrO   intern. 
honolShOw  ■«' 
12:36 
0 COMEDY TONIGHT 
GuetIB I a in eta anparsonalor 
Citatlao Pyarco. Akin Hoaay Zaot 
6 Mack Randy Cetbco Harry 
Stanley  (Rl 
12:40 
0   MOVIE      Vutimee     I19MI 
Stuari   vVratman.   Maradrth   Ma- 
CRM 
1:00 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOVIE      •*'-> The 
Rornvrs    UMBI Steve McQueen 
Rupert Crrrtte 
KSPNI TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
IBM 
0 AM MY SWAGGART 
I ISO 
0NEWS 
KSPNI NBA TOOAY 
1:46 
(TMCI       MOVIE       ***B 
Around The World m 60 Oeyt 
(l9M)OewdN.*en  Shetey Mac 
MO 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2:30 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
3:00 
KSPN)   TRACK   ANO   FKLO 
NCAA Owramn I Men s and Worn 
ana  indoor  Chamc-onthate  horn 
Oklahoma Cdy IR) 
THURSOA* 
MARCH 20. IBM 
Cat***      IfMIVDetM 
OAYTIME SPORTS 
6:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
0*90 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
OBM 
(ESPN)   HORSE   RACING 
WEEKLY 
6:30 
KSPNI NBA TODAY 
MBM 
KSPN)   FKRRW   SKATING 
Sksta Amerxs   pea. crjmpotitron 
hom St  PM Mavt  IRI 
lleOO 
(ESPN)      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN 
11:30 
KSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
KSPN) AUTO RACING Formu- 
la On* Wortd Ornrayg Champmn 
ahm  (Rl 
MO 
KSPN) NHL  HOCKEY Itartford 
WhetaraatSt toww6hata(Rt 
MO 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
630 
KSPNI SKHNG MAOAZINE 
OAVTBBE MOVKS 
MO 
ITMCI     6*vi Tannessss 
Champ      116641   Sheae.   Wmtari 
Dewey Martm 
S:30 
riMC) ** a«ys*ary isiend 
(1171) Jaysen Duncan. NAkM 
AeVan 
s.-oo 
(TMO***    Tho Strotton 0» 
ry" HMD Jarnoa Stewart    juna 
Aayton 
I00r 
PERFEC 
MACf 
2- r 
IO OO 
(TMO   •*•      Madams  Rosa 
(19781  Sanone  Srgnorat.  Clauda 
Deuphm 
I2 00 
(TMCI   * • * V)      Being  There 
(19791 Pater Seaws Shetay Mac 
MM 
0 •• "The    Isktndar 
(19781   isanni*   Weave.    Sharon 
Glass 
2:30 
rtMC)     •***        Wuthermg 
Ha-Jhta    i19391t-u.er<eOuv— 
Marts Obwon 
4:30 
fTMCI***-i      eWrylyndon 
H978I     Ryan     0 Neat.     Mayaw 
Baron son 
EVENfNG 
eoo 
I NEWS 
T MATCH 
 NEK     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 WONDER WOMAN 
0 DIFF RENT STROKES 
0OCSANUS 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
OtOO 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NSC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
KSPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL NCAA CharnpeVtahm Tour 
namam Regional Sernrtmat Game 
■.real 
7:00 
CBS NEWS 
THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   Interwaw   wtth   SheAty 
Long 
0 NEWLYWED GAME 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
SM'A'S'M 
MACNEB.     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
7:30 
0 P.M. MAOAZINE Playboy 
centerfold Kethy Shower, lejrney 
purA with Scott Vetentme Amen 
can Cancsr Socwry a Daffodil 
Oays F estiva) Tom Potion 
0 4 ON THE FLOOR Sk.tt 
mclude Mr Csnoeheed battle* L» 
trarrand lot tho world t supply of 
bacon bits, a motorcycle gang on 
a budget  mmeewlds m tho Crty 
? JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM   MAGAZINE   Playboy 
centerfold Kathy Show-   BtaHs 
v*ar*T carnryaL 
0 WAD   WB.O WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
S BENNY HBLL 
THREE  S COMPANY 
MO 
f0 MAGNUM. P I. 
GENIE AWARDS Lw* from 
ihe Metro Toronto Con .ant cm 
Centra theatre Leak* NaHsan and 
Catherine Mary Stewart hoat the 
7 th annual award* ceremony hon 
ormg Canada a bett hens and ac 
•ota 
0  COSBY  SHOW In  ttereo 
0 RkPLEY S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOn A wsrt to a lerentule ranch 
a tireet that goat rvowhwe 
ttranga creatwet that bvo ba- 
naoth ihe tea IB) q 
0 MYSTERY1 Adventu.es of 
Sherlock Holmes II The Red 
Heeded league After erwwwatg 
a cher.tabk) wgaraiahon s ad Ja- 
bot Wilton i. SuapCtOuS —hen he 
is prorraeed a large sum ol money 
tor copymg an encyclopedia q 
I DALLAS 
MOVIE *■**>* ThoTis* 
sura Ol The S-trteMadre (19481 
Humphre. Bogari Walter Huston 
Seatchmg Ice gold m the moun 
lams of Meoco two draTara and a 
vatstan protpector hnd the* part' 
nerah*) atarejAng out ol greed 
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL II 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * The Yew 
Of Lrwng Dangerously 119831 
Mat C-bson Srgournoy Wee— 
An Auauekan jourrtsfrst S 6rrtrah 
embaaty ofhcua and a Eurasian 
earner aman become caught up m 
the tumult of 1MB inOOneOt* pwti 
prior to  ihe fat ol Sutarno    PG 
0 
S:30 
0 FAMK.Y TIES When Elen 
ennouncas has impervdmg mar 
rMga lo another man Ala* rsoAnra 
ho hea io let har know how ft* 
feels (Pan 2 of 2) In itereo (Rl 
Q 
IESPNI FISH IN   HOLE 
MO 
0 0 COLLEGE BASKET- 
BALL NCAA Chamc-onsha) Re- 
Ojonal Samrhnaf ILmel 
0 CHEERS frawar concocti a 
scheme to mat e Own* ■*•! eyplud- 
ed m ihe bar a ehque In siareo 
0 THE COLBYS I aeon and 
Jofl Cceb, are roriwjrrwd m a ww*h 
cwemony at tha Cofby estate m 
Caklornia  :j 
0 0 MYSTERY! Charters B 
Cakkcott I tat J on charecteri 
creeted m AJhed Hitchcock s 
Tho Lady Venrahos ' Th* .*. 
cotrsry by tfuBJO Lotoloc* Charters 
tRotan Baseyl and GAM Ev*tyn 
Cakkcott (Mchaet Aldrrdgel of a 
yewng woman t dead body at Ca> 
dcott t apartment djarupta tho* 
BtSO 
0 ALL IS FORGlVtN IPrem 
en) A young woman manapJM 
har career aa a eospopara pro- 
dupsr and her raaat«nahm wrth 
hat new la-band and fas dsugh 
tar Slats Bass Armstrong 
(ESPN) VVORLD CUP SKIING 
Men t grant alafom from lake 
Piecd  N V  (Toped) 
10:00 
0  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0 HkU. STREFT SLUES 
Bate* comes IO her new partner . 
detente whan she a accused of 
harassing a hooksr 
0 20 / 20 Scheduled Hugh 
Downs reports on the rehttajnthej 
between a kAW whale and har 
raff at Sao World m Orlando   »ia 
0 CAPITOL JOURNAL 
0 WHEN SAO THINGS 
HAPPEN TO GOOO PEOPLE 
Highhghi. of a 1664 eddra*. by 
best atklrig author and counaaaor 
Or Harold Kuohnw. docutsmg 
copmg with grerf end eufNmng 
(TMCI MOVIE  * * * v>     Bamg 
9791 I aiar Seeert  Sha 
"t* 
!! 
kty Madame A eenpte mmded 
man who** onfy knowledge ol 
ihe work) i* from the tafevisron 
programt he a watched unwrt 
levgry convince* tycoons and pok- 
ncama that h* aj a goraue   PG' 
10:30 
0   SNEAK   PREVKWS   Jef 
hay lyona and  M«hoat  Medvd 
prevww th* Os. ar.  In slsrao 
©NEWS 
(ESPN) WORLO CUP SKIING 
Woman a slalom from Lake Piec- 
es N Y  (Taped) 
11:00 
X0000NEWB 
DARK SHADOWS 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0 TIME OUT 
lltOO 
0 ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT mujrvww wrth SheAey 
Long 
O ROUGH TRADE FARE- 
WELL CONCERT The career of 
Carole Pope and Rough Trade it 
tracod m Ihrs dDCumenlary taafur 
eyg concon cap* horn the three 
city let a w** lour Guest. Oust, 
Sprmghoid NonaHandryt 
0 COLLEOC BASKETBALL 
NCAA Crujmp*maTvp Regronw 
SanvAnal  n mil 
0 TONIGHT Hoat Johnny 
Canon Scheduled actress Shal 
ley Long m stwoo 
SASC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
MURDER    MOST   ENG 
LISH 
0 LOVE. AMERICAN 
STYLE 
X BENNY HK I 
WINDS OF EVEREST A 
chronefct of th* 1964 Clvna e>p* 
dttcm to acafa Mount Entreat 
through the ae pecked gu*y Great 
Couka. on Ihe north face of the 
poak 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:0O 
0      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
iBARBOUR REPORT 
THE AVENGERS 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN)SPCEDWEEK 
12:16 
(TMCI MOVIC  ft***   Amer. 
cord   116731 Masa* No*)  Bruno 
taw 
1230 
O MOVIE ** Melody Of 
Hate I1M2I Mane Parachy 
Horn Frank 
0 LATE NIGHT WTTH DA 
VTO LETTERMAN Scheduled 
COiruHkon Rchar d BeUw   In ita 
KSPNI W1NTERWORLD 
12:36 
0     COMEDY      TONIOHT 
Gue.it Whoopi Gofdbwg Randy 
OedKO. Gauge WaAece. Chark* 
Cadue tha Flying Karamaraw 
Brother. Joy Behar Frank Per- 
due  IRI 
ICO 
1 HAWAII FIVE-O 
MOVIE     ***       CaoaoT 
119*01    iatenor    Parker      Aon*. 
Moor-wad 
KSPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
1:OS 
0 JIMMY SWAGGART 
1:30 
0NEWS 
2 OO 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2  30 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
fTMCI MOVIE   S>*     Crmet Of 
Pats-Jn    (IBM) ' athleen Turner 
Anthony Part ma 
MO 
IfSPNI HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
MO 
KSPNI COLLEOC BASKET 
BALL NCAA Charnpmnahm tour 
nement Ragronal Semrhnei Gam* 
(B) 
4:1B 
rfMa    MCnnc    **     «... 
Wait    I19MI Sonny Cfuba  Hen 
•Pan  I ol 61 q 
0   MOVIE    #**v,       Siawg 
17" (IMS) WAratn hrjMan  Otto 
Ptomevaar    U S    eoKfcor*  boat  a 
tough    aergeam     suspected    ol 
MmgaSey 
OBSSBSMJ **** 
***   V) 
 *** 
**H 
 ** 
#H 
 * 
The Airongement 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
352-4101 181 (B)S Main 
352-4143 Downtown 
•» 
JV-* 
20% OFF 
Hoirculs, Perms, 
Highlighting 
coupon valid 
with Shelley 
Expires 3/31/86 Shelley 
KtfcfDKEN H€%US SEMIIIM 
[TOWARD'S § H 
210 N. MAIN 
HAPPY HOURS 
DAILY 
Opening-9 p.m. 
Open NOON 'til 2:30 a.m. Men-Sat 
Sun 2:00 p.m. ■ 2:80 a.m. 
I> VOTED BEST BAR IN BO ^ 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1*1. E. Wooster 
STADIUM PIJOk 352-2107 
** "Save Some Green" at 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court St. 
Complete 
Typesetting 
Services 
Professional Work at 
Reasonable Prices 
352-4068 
Of Hours: 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri. •)} 
